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Overview 
This handbook contains information relating to additional activities and 
functions that are available in Nova T6. Some of these activities may be 
used only occasionally or may be used by very experienced timetablers who 
want to make use of the more advanced processes. 
For everyday use of Nova, please refer to the Getting Started with Nova 
handbook and the Maintaining Nova handbook. 

What's New in this Release? 
A number of enhancements have been provided in this release: 

Calculation of Teacher and Room Allocations 
Timetable | New | Selection 
In Selection Timetable, the Teachers of a Room and Rooms of a Teacher 
functions take all lesson staff and room allocations into account, including 
those made directly on the timetable. 

 

More Information: 
Selection Timetables on page 76 

Defining a Colour for Each Subject 
Plan | Subjects 
It is now possible to assign a specific colour to individual subjects so that 
they can be identified easily in timetable displays. 
For further information, please also refer to Maintaining Subjects in the 
Creating and Editing Subjects, Sites, Rooms and Teachers chapter of the 
Getting Started with Nova handbook. 

 

More Information: 
Using the Options Button on page 84 
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Provision of Row Labels (Year and Band Descriptors) on the Printed Year 
Band Timetable 

Timetable | Year/Band 
The name of the year or band is now displayed as a row heading when 
printing a Year/Band timetable. 

 

More Information: 
Row labels (year/band descriptors) on page 91 

Exchanging Periods 
A variety of changes can be made to the timetable that affects everything 
that had been scheduled on one or more days or periods. 
It is possible to identify two periods and exchange all the timetabled 
information from one to the other, i.e. switching the timetable from one 
period to the other. The exchange of periods can only occur between two 
different days of the timetable, e.g. Mon 1 switched with Wed 1, etc. 

WARNING: This routine should be used with care and after due 
consideration of the current scheduling of double-period and triple-period 
sessions in the timetable. 

If your classes are scheduled in single and double-period sessions, it is safe 
to exchange the two halves of a double period, e.g. Thursday 3 and 
Thursday 4. This does not split a double-period session, as long as there are 
breaks in the timetable before period 3 and after period 4. If a 
quadruple-period session is scheduled for periods 1–4, this is not affected, 
but a triple-period session scheduled for periods 1-3 is split into two by this 
course of action. 
You can exchange more than one period at a time, by using the Ctrl or 
Shift keys to select two or more periods at once. 
However, certain rules must be considered: 

 the group of periods selected must form a continuous sequence within 
one day 

 the exchange can only be performed with a similar group of periods, of 
the same length. 

WARNING: When the exchange takes place, existing rules concerning 
blocks cannot be broken, and if necessary, blocks are unscheduled to 
prevent this from occurring. 

Some Existing Rules 
If the period Mon 2 is exchanged with the period Tue 6, any double-period 
sessions scheduled at periods Mon 1 and 2 or periods Tue 5 and 6 are 
removed from the timetable. They are not converted into two separate 
singles. 
If periods Thu 3 and 4 are exchanged with periods Fri 2 and 3 and there is 
a break between Fri 2 and Fri 3, the double-period session scheduled at 
periods Thu 3 and 4 are removed from the timetable instead of being 
moved to Fri 2 and 3. This occurs if the break mode for the block is 
restricted from crossing the break. 
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Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Specifying Rules for Blocks Across Breaks in the Using the 
Autoscheduling Facility chapter of the Maintaining Nova handbook 

1. In the Cycle window, select Cycle | Exchange periods to display the 
Exchange periods dialog. 

 

2. In the Exchange section, highlight the Day and Period you wish to 
exchange. 

3. In the With section, highlight the Day and Period you wish to exchange 
with. 

4. Click the OK button to confirm the exchange. 

Exchanging Two Days 
This routine enables you to exchange activities for all classes and all 
teachers between the corresponding periods of two days. It is not capable of 
breaking up multiple-period sessions for any class. However, you must 
consider the consequences for part-time teachers and any fixed points on 
the timetable. 
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1. In the Cycle window, select Cycle | Exchange Two Days to display the 
Exchange two days dialog. 

 

2. In the Exchange section, highlight the Day you wish to exchange. 
3. In the With section, highlight the Day that you wish to exchange with. 
4. Click the OK button to exchange the two days. 

Exchanging Periods on All Days 
This routine is often used where the timetable has a two-week cycle. For 
example, where the Interleave process has been used, classes may have an 
almost identical timetable in Week One and Week Two. 
Some instances of exchange should be considered carefully as these may 
affect classes scheduled at certain periods. For example: 

 exchanging the second half of a double period could result in the late 
arrival of the teacher or the students if a time allowance has not been 
made for relocating from one room to another 

 exchanging the second half of a double period where students have had 
an active PE lesson in the first half could result in low concentration 
levels. 

Classes scheduled at some periods may also be seen to benefit from an 
exchange. It is possible to distribute the advantages and disadvantages by 
reversing the order of pairs of periods in Week Two only. 

1. In the Cycle window, select Cycle | Exchange Periods on All Days. 
A backup notification message is displayed. 
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2. Click the OK button to display the Exchange two periods on all Days 
dialog. 

 

3. In the Exchange section, highlight the Period you wish to exchange. 
4. In the With section, highlight the Period you wish to exchange with. 
5. Click the OK button to transfer the selected periods for all days in the 

timetable cycle. 
 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Creating a Two-Week Timetable Cycle in the Defining the 
Timetable Cycle chapter of the Getting Started with Nova handbook 

Converting Singles to Doubles 
This process doubles the size of your current timetable cycle. The number of 
days remains the same, only the number of periods per day is doubled, i.e. 
a single period becomes a double period and a double period becomes a 
quadruple period. 
Other features of the primary data and of the curriculum plan are also 
doubled, including session lengths for each class, the number of periods per 
teacher, the room or facility assigned to the class and the upper limits set 
for the number of periods a teacher can teach or that a room can be used. 

WARNING: This process is irreversible. You are strongly advised to save 
the modified file under a new name before continuing, so that a .SPL file is 
available for both the new and the old datasets. 

1. In the Cycle page, select Cycle | Convert Singles to Doubles. 
A backup notification message is displayed. 

2. Click the OK button to proceed. 
3. Confirm that you wish to continue with the process by clicking the Yes 

button. 
The timetable periods are now doubled. 
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Creating Week Two 
This process can be used to create a second week in the timetable cycle. 
The number of periods scheduled per day remains the same but a second 
week is created that replicates the first week. 

1. In the Cycle window, select Cycle | Create Week Two. 
A backup notification message is displayed. 

2. Click the OK button to display the Day names prefix dialog. 

 

The Day Names Prefix defaults to 1 and 2. This results in the cycle having 
ten days named: 
1Mo   1Tu   1We   1Th   1Fr   2Mo   2Tu   2We   2Th   2Fr 

3. Select the applicable radio button to prefix the names of the week with 
either a number or a letter, e.g. 1 and 2, or A and B. 
The existing blocks and classes that have been scheduled in the original 
timetable appear at corresponding periods in the second week. 

4. Click the OK button then click the Save button. 

WARNING: This process is irreversible. You are strongly advised to save 
the modified file under a new name before continuing, so that a .SPL file is 
available for both the new and the old datasets. 

Using the Clash Table to Schedule Blocks 
The Clash Table page displays a matrix of cells whose rows and columns 
correspond to the blocks of two individually selected year groups or a 
summary of the blocks in the bands. 
The Clash Table routine analyses the possibilities of scheduling pairs of 
blocks together. The results of the individual outcomes can be viewed in the 
panels on the right-hand side of the Clash Table page. 
Index entry: Select Tools | Clash Table to display the Clash Table page. 
The page is initially empty. 
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Select a year from the Year 1 drop-down list and select a different year 
from the Year 2 drop-down list. When you have selected an option from 
each of the Year drop-down lists, the Clash Table page is populated 
showing the details of Year 1 option as the x axis and the details of the 
Year 2 option as the y axis. 

 

Alternatively, select the All Years option from the Year 1 drop-down list. 
This results in the rows of the Clash Table not being restricted to a single 
year group. 
The Clash Table routine analyses three separate components when it is 
attempting to schedule blocks or a summary of the blocks in a band: 

Attributes 
The total number of allocated lessons is calculated for each teacher and 
room that has already been allocated to the classes of the blocks for the 
selected Year options displayed in the Clash Table page. This total is 
compared with the total number of periods of the two blocks in the following 
ways: 
If the number of allocated lessons is greater than the total number of 
periods in the larger of the two blocks, the blocks are displayed as having a 
Clash, although only a partial clash. 
If the number of allocated lessons is equal to the sum of the total number of 
periods for both blocks, the blocks are displayed as a Full Clash. 
Where a partial clash is highlighted, if there is only one clashing attribute, 
the cell on the Clash Table is displayed with a yellow background. 
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If there are two clashing attributes, the cell on the Clash Table is displayed 
with a pale yellow background. 

 

Where there are three or more clashing attributes, the cell on the Clash 
Table is displayed with a white background. 

 

If there are no clashing attributes, the cell on the Clash Table is displayed 
with a green background. 

 

Example 1 Partial Clash: 
In the following example, the staff member AB has been allocated to 10 
teaching periods, 6 within the first block of 8 and an additional 4 periods 
within the second block of 5. As 10 exceeds the total number of periods in 
the larger of the two blocks (8), this results in a clash. However, as 10 is 
less than the total number of periods across the two blocks (13), this 
indicates a partial clash.  

 

Example 2 Full Clash: 
In this example, the staff member AB has been allocated to 8 teaching 
periods, 5 within the first block and an additional 3 periods within the 
second block of 3. 

 

Because the number of 8 teaching periods is equal to the sum of the total 
number of both blocks, 5+3=8, this indicates a Full Clash. 
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Looking along the x and y axis of the Clash Table page, you can see which 
blocks are causing a scheduling conflict.  

 

Click into one of the affected cells to review the details of the clash in the 
right-hand side of the Clash Table page.  
The affected Block Names are displayed together with the number of Per 
(periods) in each block and their Shape, e.g. Singles, Doubles, etc. 
In the panel beneath the Block Names, an explanation is given as to why 
these blocks cannot be scheduled simultaneously. 
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The Attr panel displays the Attr (staff code), the teaching period details for 
Block 1 and the teaching period details for Block 2. The number in the far 
right-hand side of the Block columns indicates the number of possible 
teaching periods that these blocks could potentially be scheduled across. 
You can make modifications elsewhere in Nova to resolve these clash(es), if 
required. 

Editing a Staff Member's Allocation 
It is possible to make changes to staff assignments in order to resolve some 
clashes.  

1. Click into an affected cell to review the details of the clash in the right-hand 
side of the Clash Table page. 

2. In the Attr panel, right-click in the Block 1 column adjacent to the staff 
code of the member of teaching staff whose allocation you want to change. 
The Edit Staff dialog is displayed. 

 

3. Select the applicable radio buttons to display a list of alternative free staff 
members who could be allocated to this teaching period. Click the Show 
Grid button to view a précis of the staff member’s current timetable, if you 
want to check their location during the previous lesson, for example. 

4. Highlight the required staff member and click the Assign button to allocate 
them to the teaching period in place of the original staff member. 
Alternatively, click the Replace button instead. 

5. Click the Close button.  

Facilities 
Facilities can also be included in the analysis routine, if required. If you do 
not want to include Facilities, deselect the Include Facilities check box at 
the top of the Clash Table page. This closes the Facl panel on the 
right-hand side of the Clash Table page. 
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If you want to include Facilities in the analysis, the blocks must have been 
built already.   
For each Facility, the Clash Table analysis routine calculates the number 
required at each slot in the build. The slots correspond to the rows of the 
conventional build matrix in the Blocks screen. An algorithm is then applied 
which attempts to match the slots of the two blocks together so that the 
total number of Facilities does not exceed the maximum number available. 
This matching process may also result in partial or Full Clashes. 
If there is a Facility clash, the cell on the Clash Table is displayed with a 
red square on a white background. 

 

The Facl panel displays the Facl code, e.g. Art Room (AR), the teaching 
period details for Block 1 and the teaching period details for Block 2. Any 
Facility clashes are displayed in the Clash column. 

 

Again, you can make modifications elsewhere in Nova to resolve the 
clash(es), if you wish. 

Departments 
Departmental analysis does not require that the blocks have been built or 
that the classes have had teaching staff allocated to them. For this reason, 
the Departmental analysis routine can be run before you have begun 
allocating staff members to teaching periods.  
However, the analysis routine calculates the number of lessons of each of 
the class subjects within the blocks being analysed and compares the total 
with the provisions that have been made via Plan | Teacher 
Departments. To ensure that this element of the analysis routine returns 
useful calculations, the provisions recorded in the Teacher Departments 
screen must be as accurate as possible. 
The Dept panel displays an abbreviation of the Dept code, e.g. Art, Ar, etc. 
the number of lessons in Blk 1 and the number of lessons in Blk 2. 
The Total column displays the cumulative number of lessons across the two 
blocks and the Req column calculates the number of teaching staff who will 
be necessary to teach these lessons. 
The Avail column indicates the number of teaching staff who are available 
within the selected department to teach these lessons. The second figure in 
the Avail column, the average, is calculated based on the number of staff 
available in relation to the number of lessons, e.g. 24 possible lessons and 
10 teaching staff in the department = an average of 2.4 lessons taught by 
each member of staff assigned to the selected department. 
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The analysis routine assumes that the two blocks are to be scheduled 
simultaneously. If either of the following circumstances is encountered, 
further advice and information can be obtained by allowing the mouse to 
hover over the appropriate cell in the Department panel: 

 

 If the average number of teachers in a department required to cover the 
two blocks exceeds the total number of teaching staff allocated to the 
teaching department or, 

 If the average number of teachers of a department required by the two 
blocks exceeds the average teacher provision for the teaching 
department. 

The average number of teachers required is calculated by totalling the 
teaching periods across the two blocks and dividing by the number of blocks 
in the larger of the two blocks. 
The total number of teachers is calculated by using the provisions that have 
been made via Plan | Teacher Departments. 
The average teacher provision is calculated by using the provisions that 
have been made via Plan | Teacher Departments and dividing this figure 
by the size of the timetable cycle.  
The Departmental analysis routine considers the structure of departments in 
the calculations, e.g. where Physics and Chemistry are both associated with 
the Science Department, both subjects are incorporated into the total for 
teacher provision for Science. 
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Using the Clash Table in Summary Mode 
You can also select the Summary option from the Year 2 drop-down list. 
This results in a band being displayed in each column instead of a block. 
There are two digits in each cell, the first of these indicates the number of 
clashing periods across all of these blocks. The higher the second digit, the 
harder it will be to fit the row block against the blocks of that particular 
band.  

 

Highlighting a summary cell in the Clash Table enables you to view the 
details of individual outcomes in the panels on the right-hand side of the 
Clash Table page. 

Using the Copy Chart button on the Clash Table 
1. Click the Copy Chart button to display the Copy to Clipboard/Disk file 

dialog. 

 

2. Select the appropriate radio button to specify the format of the data, either 
Comma separated or Tab Separated.  

3. Click either the Clipboard or Disk File radio button to specify the output 
type. 
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4. Selecting the Disk File radio button enables the Filename: field. To select a 
location and filename for this output, click the Field Browser button, 
navigate to the required location, enter a suitable Filename and then click 
the Save button.  

5. Select the Include Attributes check box if you want the attributes to be 
included in the file. 

6. Select the Copy as Image check box if you want to save a screenshot of 
the Clash Table page. 

7. Click the OK button to save the file. 
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Introduction 
Facilities are a group of rooms that can be assigned, for example, to 
particular subjects (e.g. Science labs). 
Select Plan | Facilities | Edit Facilities to display the Add/Edit Facility 
dialog. 

 

In this example, three facilities have already been entered. They all 
represent types of rooms and in each case, more than one room of that type 
exists. 
If there had only been one Gym, it would not have been necessary to 
represent it by a facility in order to control scheduling, because the room 
itself could have been assigned to classes. 
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1. To add a facility, click the Add button to display the Add Facility dialog. 

 

2. Enter a Code (up to four characters, but the use of two character codes is 
recommended) and a Descr, e.g. AR (Art Room). 

3. In the Quantity available field, enter the number of rooms of that type 
available. 

4. Enter the Active level (the priority level of the facility), which must be in 
the range 0-8. 

5. If you wish to display the facility in timetables, select the Show in 
Timetable Displays check box. 

6. Click the OK button. 
To edit a facility, highlight it in the Add/Edit Facility dialog and click the 
Edit button to display the Edit Facility dialog. Edit details, as required and 
click the OK button. 

 

To delete a facility, highlight it in the Add/Edit Facility dialog and click the 
Delete button. 
Facilities assigned to classes can be displayed on timetables at periods 
where the class has been scheduled. It is possible to show all facility 
assignments to hide them or to display marked facilities only. In the 
previous example, the Language Lab facility can be made to display on 
timetables when the other facilities are hidden by selecting the Show in 
Timetable Displays check box. Alternatively, double-click in the Show in 
Timetables column on the Add/Edit Facility dialog to add or remove a 
tick. 

 

More Information: 
Using Facilities on page 23 
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Importing Facilities 
If you are working on a new dataset and need to define facilities, it is 
possible to import facilities from another dataset rather than create them 
again. 

1. Open both datasets, either by clicking the Load button or by selecting Data 
| Load Dataset. 

2. In the dataset that is to receive the facilities, select Plan | Facilities | 
Import Facilities to display the Import Facilities dialog. 

 

3. In the Select Facilities to import panel, add the facilities you wish to 
import by clicking a row. 

4. Click the OK button. 
The facilities will be imported, together with their descriptions, quantities 
and Active levels. These can be edited, if required. 

Assigning Facilities to Classes 
Before you can assign facilities to classes, you will need to create or import 
them. 
There are three methods for assigning facilities: 

 Manual allocation on the Classes page. 
 Manual allocation on the Sessions page. 
 Global allocation according to session length. 

 

More Information: 
Using Facilities on page 23 

Global Allocation of Facilities According to Session Length 
The assignment of classes enables facilities to be used as part of the 
curriculum cost analysis. The assignment to class sessions ensures that 
facilities can be used as a constraint on automatic scheduling, e.g. to ensure 
that every French class gets one period a week in the Language laboratory. 
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Select either Classes | Allocate Facilities or Sessions | Allocate 
Facilities to display the Assign Facility to Sessions "en bloc" dialog. 

 

 From the Select years panel, you can select one or more years in the 
left column and then click the right-arrow button to add them. You can 
also add subjects from the Select subjects panel in the same way. 

 The Sessions panel enables you to set rules for single, double, triple 
(etc.) sessions (up to 24 period sessions – default code M). You can also 
include sessions of different lengths. 
In the previous example, the session lengths S (single) and D (double) 
have been selected by clicking and dragging across these two items. 

 From the Priority panel, you can set a priority level for the assignment. 
In the example, the priority level is set at 1 (the highest level, as it is 
regarded as an absolute requirement). 

 The Choose Facility panel enables you to choose a facility and also 
enter the number of facilities required in the Total required field 
(usually one). 
In the previous example, the facility SL (Science Lab) has been 
highlighted, with the total required set at 1 (a class only needs one 
laboratory). 

 A summary of the selection made (and the rule which is about to be 
applied) is displayed in the Action panel. 
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A rule can apply to several years, several subjects and several session 
lengths at once. However, it can refer only to one facility, one quantity of 
that facility and one priority level. 

 

More Information: 
Investigation using Costing and Analysis on page 41 

Removing Facilities from Classes en bloc 
To remove a facility from the Assign Facility to Sessions en bloc dialog, 
enter a value of 0 in the Total required field. All assignments of the facility 
for the chosen years, subjects and session lengths are removed, regardless 
of priority level. 

Editing Facility Assignments 
1. To edit a facility assignment, right click the facility in the Sessions panel to 

display the Set Facility dialog. 

 

The following options are available: 
 Priority – enter the required value. 
 Quantity – enter the require value. 
 Remove – to remove the facility, click the Remove button. If you 

select the Apply to all radio button before clicking the Remove button, 
the facility will be deleted from all sessions of all classes belonging to 
the cluster. 

 Single Session – updates the values for the class session you selected. 
 Apply to all – updates the values for class sessions to which the facility 

has been assigned. 
 Copy to all – assigns the facility to all class sessions, with the chosen 

priority and quantity values. 
2. Click the OK button. 

Changing any of these values may result in the Used number being greater 
than the Plan value (indicated as red). If this is what is required, then click 
the Update button to adjust the Plan figure. 
When you edit the priority of a facility assignment, you may see the facility 
code displayed in the class cell change colour. The code is normally 
displayed in black, but it may show as white against the grey cell 
background. 

NOTE: When clicking and dragging, facilities are copied rather than moved 
(as with staff and rooms). To remove a facility assignment, it is necessary 
to delete it from the original class. 
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Facility Overloading 
If a facility has been assigned to various cluster sessions (units) in a block, 
it may be possible to overload the facility by placing too many of these units 
in the same block session: 

 

In this example, 7.A/Fr and 7.B/Fr have been placed in the same block 
session. Each unit requires a Language Laboratory (LL), but there is only 
one. 
The resulting overload is indicated by the red border and the warning 
message (Facl!). 
Until this overload is resolved, it is not possible to build or schedule the 
block automatically, or to use the Optimise routine. You can schedule the 
block manually. However, a warning of the resulting overload at the chosen 
period is given in the Displaced Units dialog. 
If you drag an unscheduled unit from Row heading of the Build Grid, the 
Timetable cells show potential facility clashes with a red Square (in a white 
cell). Similarly, if you drag a Cluster session from the Build or Pending Grid, 
the Build cell shows potential facility clash (in a white cell) with a red 
square. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Scheduling from the Build Grid to Template Grid and 
Facilities and the Block Window in the Manual Scheduling of a Single Block 
chapter of the Maintaining Nova handbook 

Examining Facility Use at a Period 
The period headings in the Bands window normally have a blue 
background. If any facility is overused at a period, the heading of the 
column is coloured red rather than blue. 
To check on the use of all facilities at any particular period, right-click the 
period heading (blue or red), to display for each facility the maximum 
possible and the total number used. (The dialog is identical to the one on 
the Block window. 

Facility Overload 
When a block session is scheduled at a period where required teachers or 
rooms have already been timetabled, other blocks will be displaced. 
However, this is not the case if scheduling the block session would result in 
the overuse of facilities. As on the Block window, a warning is given but no 
blocks are displaced. This is because it would often be impossible for the 
program to decide which units should be discarded in order to resolve the 
problem. 
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Instead, scheduling the new unit results in a facility overload (indicated by 
the column heading turning red). It is then for you to decide which other 
unit to move. Right-click the red column heading you can see which facility 
is overloaded, and the facilities timetable will show which classes in which 
blocks are using the facility. 
Remember, it is not possible to use the automatic scheduling routines while 
Facilities are overloaded. 

Alternative Approaches to Constructing a Timetable 
Exclusively Manual Scheduling 

You may want to construct the timetable without computer assistance, using 
pencil and paper or a pegboard, and then use software to print it out. 
Nova-T6 can be used in this way, but it has not been designed primarily for 
this approach. 
If you want to use the planning, costing and scheduling of Nova-T6, but 
distrust automatic scheduling, then you should find the program useful.  

Using Facilities in Place of Teachers 
Some timetablers like to schedule a timetable initially without teachers, and 
then assign teachers to the timetabled classes after consulting with heads of 
departments. 
A variant of this idea is possible, making use of Facilities: 

 Create facilities to represent various teaching specialisms, e.g. 
Tch_English, Tch_Geography, etc., the quantities of each facility being 
the number of teachers of each subject. Set the Active level of each 
facility to 2. Note - there is a problem of how to represent a teacher who 
teaches more than one subject, and if you create different facilities to 
represent the same person, you will overestimate the teaching 
available. 

 Assign the facilities to the classes as appropriate, with a priority level 2. 
If you already know who the teacher of a class is to be, e.g. a teacher 
who is continuing with a class from the previous year, then you must 
assign to the class both the actual teacher and an appropriate teacher 
facility. 

 Schedule the timetable (mainly use autoschedule at this stage). 
 Print subject timetables and show them to the heads of departments. 

Ask them to fill in the teachers they would like at each class-period and 
gather their staffing suggestions. 

 Unschedule the timetable. 
 Assign teachers to all classes as the heads of departments have 

suggested. If no one teacher could be assigned to all the sessions of a 
particular class, you should still enter one teacher only, unless there are 
educational reasons why the class should be split between two teachers. 

 Set the Active level for each teacher facility to 1 (which will render all 
your level 2 priority assignments inactive) and schedule the timetable 
again (hoping that automatic scheduling will find solutions to many or 
most of the split teaching problems on your first draft. 
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Facilities Timetable 
Select Timetable | New | Facilities to display the Facilities Timetable 
page. 
This timetable shows how selected facilities are being used at each period, 
how many of each are still available, and where an overload has occurred. 

 

Click one of the facilities listed on the left to select it. The number of 
available facilities is shown in the Facilities panel adjacent to each facility. 
Use the Ctrl or Shift key to select more than one facility at a time. Classes 
using the facilities you choose will be displayed. The numbers that appear 
beneath each period heading indicate the number of the chosen facilities in 
use or reserved (please see Reserving Facilities on page 22) at that period. 
In this example, there are three Art Room facilities, code AR. The four 
periods shown in the previous example illustrate different situations: 

 

Mon 1 Two facilities AR are in use, so one is still available. The 
number 2 appears against a white background. 

Mon 2 One facility AR is in use and one is reserved. 

Mon 3 All three facilities AR are in use. Because none remain, 
the number 3 appears against a grey background. 

Mon 4 Here there is a facility overload, and the period heading 
is red to warn you. 

Reserving Facilities 
You may need to record that a facility is not available for use at certain 
periods, for example, if one of two gyms has been hired to a Keep Fit class 
at the last period on Monday. In this example, you want to reserve the 
facility AR. 
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For a chosen period, right-click a cell that displays the number of facilities in 
use, to show the Reserve Facilities dialog. 

 

You can enter how many of the facility to reserve. If the number you enter, 
when added to the number of items already in use, is greater than the 
maximum defined, an overload will occur. 
If you click the All Day radio button, the facility would be reserved at every 
period on the day selected. 
This reserve facility function can also be used to restore reserved facilities, 
either at a single period or for all the periods in a day. Enter 0 as the 
number to reserve if you wish to restore all the facility items previously 
reserved. 
Another way of reserving a facility at a chosen period is to click on the cell 
displaying the number of the facility in use. Repeated clicks will increment 
the number reserved. 

Facility Use 
To see the extent of use of all facilities at any chosen period, right-click the 
column heading of the period you want. 

 

Facility overflows are displayed with a red background. The Max column 
reports the number of each facility in total less the number reserved. 

Using Facilities 
Facilities are class requirements other than the need for specific teachers or 
rooms. They may represent equipment, such as televisions and projectors, 
types of room that are required for particular subjects and are limited in 
number, such as science laboratories or music rooms, or they can represent 
teachers with particular specialisms, e.g. Maths teachers (please see Using 
Facilities in Place of Teachers on page 21). 
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Facilities are user-defined within Nova-T6 by entering a code and description 
for each facility, along with the maximum number that are available at any 
period. 

Using Facilities to Control Scheduling 
Facilities can be used as extra constraints in the autoscheduling process. 
The program will ensure that no facility is over-subscribed at any 
period/session. For example, if you have defined a facility SL to represent 
Science laboratories, and there are six labs, you can set the SL quantity = 
6, and record on the plan that certain sessions of certain classes require one 
facility SL. 
You might request that all Science class sessions in years 7 - 11 have the 
facility SL, and also double-period sessions in years 12 and 13, though not 
single-period sessions in these years. If the timetable were then constructed 
by automatic scheduling, no more than six class sessions requiring SL could 
be scheduled at the same time. 
It is possible to apply priorities to this use of facilities. When you assign a 
facility to one or more sessions of a class, you can indicate a level (by 
default = 1, but you can choose any level from 1 to 9). Level 1 represents 
the highest level of importance, and the other levels are used for less urgent 
requirements. So instead of not assigning the facility SL to single-period 
sessions of Science in years 12 and 13, you could assign it at a lower 
priority level. Then, by choosing the active level for this facility when 
constructing the timetable, you could include this requirement or not, as you 
wished. Setting an active level of 3 would mean that class requirements of 
priority 1, 2 or 3 would be acted upon, but priorities 4 and below would be 
ignored. 
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Introduction 
The Curriculum Plan wizard provides a different method of creating a 
curriculum plan than that described in the previous chapter, although it does 
not offer all features described previously, i.e. you cannot create derived 
years, derived bands or sub-bands using the wizard. However, you can 
create a partial plan with the wizard and then add features such as derived 
years and bands afterwards, if required. 
The wizard works by asking questions about the resources of the school and 
your intentions in designing a curriculum model. It can also help you to 
answer some of the important questions, e.g. how many bands do I need?. 
For this reason, staff new to timetabling will find it particularly helpful, 
although it is also useful to experienced timetablers. 

Running the Curriculum Wizard 
1. Select Model | Wizard or click the Wizard button on the Model page. 
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2. You are asked to confirm whether you wish to load a previously saved 
wizard file. Click the No button to display the Introduction to the 
Curriculum Wizard page. 

 

The Auto-save and Auto-export check boxes at the bottom of the page 
are selected by default, enabling you to view the curriculum plan that you 
are building and to save a record of all the steps made when using the 
wizard. 
The Save button enables you to store a record of any significant stage in 
your work, so that you can return to it and abandon later changes, if 
required. You can also use the Save button if you want to stop the wizard 
and continue at a later time. 

3. Click the Next button to start the design of a curriculum plan for a year. 
 

More Information: 
Loading and Saving the Wizard on page 39 

Defining the Year 
If a year was already selected in the Model window, the wizard assumes 
that you want to define this year. 

 

1. To change the year, overtype the value in the Enter the name of the year 
to be defined field with the required year (up to two characters). 
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NOTE: Ensure that the year you choose exists in the SQL database. 

2. Enter an appropriate value in the Enter the approximate number of 
students in this year field. 

3. The Enter the number of registration groups in the year field can be 
populated, if required. 
It is possible for registration groups to be used as linear groups in order to 
define classes, often bands within a year are defined as the members of a 
collection of registration groups. 
If you enter a value for the number of registration groups in the year, the 
Reg column is populated with the number of groups entered. The 
registration groups can be edited, if required. Some schools use the tutor’s 
initials as the name of a registration group. 
The Average registration group size field is calculated automatically by 
dividing the approximate number of students in this year by the number of 
registration groups in the year. 

4. Click the Next button to proceed to continue. 

Defining Linear Blocks 
By default, it is assumed that you will not need a linear block in which the 
groups are identical in membership to the registration groups. 

 

1. If you want to define linear blocks (such as in the first few years of a 
secondary school), select the Yes radio button adjacent to Are any 
subjects taught in these groups. 
This enables you to choose the subjects studied in classes based on 
registration groups. 
Alternatively, select the No radio button then click the Next button to 
continue. 

2. In the Reg column, click and drag across the registration groups to highlight 
them all. 
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3. Click the Browser button adjacent to the Choose subject field to display 
the Select dialog. 

 

4. Highlight the required subject and click the OK button. 

 

5. Enter the number of periods for the subject in the Enter number of 
periods field. 

6. Click the arrow button adjacent to Add to selected groups to add the 
selected subject to the Subjects column. 

7. Repeat steps 3 to 6 for any other subjects you wish to add. 
If you wish to remove a subject, highlight the registration group from which 
you want to remove it, click the subject in the Subjects column then click 
the arrow button adjacent to Remove current subject from selected 
groups. 
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NOTES: If you wish to view on the Model page what has been selected in 
the wizard, click the Shrink button. 
 
To restore the wizard, click the Continue button in the bottom left-hand 
side of the page. 

 

8. Click the Next button to continue. 

Defining Subjects and Partitions 
Any subject for which the students are to be setted, i.e. where several 
classes in the subject are timetabled together and the department allocates 
students to each class, are defined on the Subject page. 

 

If there is a department in which students are to be setted, select the Yes 
radio button then click the Browser button adjacent to the Choose subject 
field, highlight the required subject then click the OK button. 
If there are no departments that require setting, select the No radio button. 
Click the Next button to continue. 
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NOTE: If you click the No radio button then click the Next button, the 
wizard will terminate. 

 

This page enables you to select whether a year will study a subject 
simultaneously or divide the year into two or more bands for a subject. 
There are two options available: 

 Select the Yes radio button if you wish the whole year to study a 
subject simultaneously (please see Periods Page on page 32). 

 Select the No radio button if you wish to divide the students in the year 
into two or more bands. 
A common way of doing this is to form bands by putting together 
certain registration groups - for example, three registration groups to 
form one band and three to form another. 
If you select the No radio button, the Define the bands in terms of 
Registration Groups check box is selected by default. If this is 
required, click the Next button to continue. 

Sometimes a year is split so that a band does not consist of all the members 
of certain registration groups. A school may decide to base the bands on 
curriculum choice, gender or ability. If this is the case, deselect the Define 
the bands in terms of Registration Groups check box and click the Next 
button (please see Bands Page on page 32). 
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Registration Groups Page 
1. To create a band from registration groups, click and drag to select the 

required registration groups. 

 

2. Click the Right arrow button to form a band. 
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for the remaining registration groups, if required. 

 

To remove a band, highlight it then click the Left arrow button. 
4. Click the Next button to continue. 
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Bands Page 
If you are defining bands that are not based on registration groups, you will 
need more than four bands. 

 

1. Select the Four+ bands radio button and enter the required number of 
bands. 

2. Click the Next button to continue. 

Periods Page 
The Periods page can be used in two modes: 

 All bands have the same number of sets and periods. 
 Separate number of sets and periods for each band. 

 

 If you select the Define all bands to have to have the same 
number of sets and periods, enter the number of Periods and Sets 
in the relevant fields then click the Next button to continue. 
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 If you select the Specify numbers of sets and periods for each 
band separately radio button, the following dialog is displayed. 

 

Enter the number of Periods and Sets by clicking in the relevant columns 
and overtyping the number then click the Next button to continue. 

Parallel Page 
Now that the first subject blocks have been set up, the wizard asks whether 
other subjects use the same bands. 

 

The linear block in band a could be timetabled at the same time as the block 
belonging to band b. 
If, for example, subjects are taught in half-year blocks, the same division of 
the year into bands could be used. However, the setting into individual 
classes may be done by each department independently. Therefore, the 
subjects should be entered on the Parallel page. 
The following example describes how to set up subjects on the Parallel 
page. 
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For Maths, blocks are required in band a and band b, each of which have 
three sets, with four periods in the cycle. 
For Science, there are four sets in each block, and the students study six 
periods of Science. However, it has been decided that the Science for band 
a will consist of two periods each of Biology, Chemistry and Physics. The 
block in band b will have six periods of Science, split into the three 
disciplines. 

 

1. Highlight band a in the Bands column and enter the subject Ma (for 
example) or click the Browser button, highlight Mathematics then click 
the OK button. 

2. Enter 4 in the Periods field and 3 in the Sets field and click the Add/edit 
entry button. 

3. Highlight band b and click the Add/edit entry button again. 
4. Highlight band a, enter the subject Bi and then enter 2 in the Periods field 

and 4 in the Sets field, then click the Add/edit entry button. 
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5. Highlight band b, enter the subject Sc and then enter 6 in the Periods field 
and 4 in the Sets field, then click the Add/edit entry button. 

 

6. Click the Next button to continue. 

Shared Page 
The Shared page enables you to convert one or more of the blocks you 
have just created into linear blocks. 

1. Select one of the following radio buttons: 
 No – to continue without sharing block settings. If the No radio button 

is selected, click the Next button to continue. 
 Yes: Identical structure across all bands. If this radio button is 

selected, the following dialog is displayed. 

 

Highlight the Subjects you require and then proceed to step 2. 
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 Yes: Specify shared subjects for each band separately. If this 
radio button is selected, the following dialog is displayed. 

 

Highlight the Subjects and Bands you require from the relevant lists. 
2. Click the Plus button to display the Select dialog for either of the Yes radio 

buttons that have been selected. 

 

3. Highlight a subject and click the OK button. 
4. Click the Next button to continue. 

Repeat Page 
Most of the curriculum plan entered so far has been based on a division of 
the year into two bands. 
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Some blocks may be needed that require a different division of the year. For 
example, separate blocks for Art, Drama and for Music (which serve two 
registration groups at a time), and a block for PE (which serves all the 
registration groups at once). 

 

 If you do not wish to divide and re-set the registration groups in another 
way, select the No radio button then click the Next button to proceed 
to the final page (please see Final Page on page 38). 

 Alternatively, select the Yes radio button then click the Next button to 
display the Subject page. 

 

 The Yes radio button is selected by default. 
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 To add a subject, click the Choose subject: Field Browser button to 
display the Select dialog. 

 

 Highlight a subject and click the OK button. 
 Click the Next button to continue. 

Final Page 
The Final page is displayed when you have completed the Curriculum Plan 
for the year that you have been working on. 

 

Click the Finish button. A Confirm dialog is displayed. 
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Click the Yes button if you want to be able to return to the wizard again and 
see how the year plan was constructed. 
You can now use the Model window to make any alterations that you wish 
to the Curriculum Plan that has been constructed by the wizard. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Rearranging the Model in the Creating the Curriculum 
Model chapter of the Getting Started with Nova handbook 

Loading and Saving the Wizard 
Wizard data files (*.WIZ) not only contain details of the bands, blocks and 
classes created using the wizard, but also of the steps you took in entering 
the data. This is so that you can save the wizard state as a .WIZ file at any 
point and exit the program so that you can load the file and continue your 
work later on, using the Previous and Next buttons. 

Saving Wizard Files 
You can save a .WIZ file by clicking the Save button on the wizard or by 
clicking the Close button and then clicking the Yes button on the Confirm 
dialog. The Save Wizard State dialog is displayed. 

 

By default, the .WIZ file is saved to the current timetable directory (e.g. 
2012). 
Type a name for the Wizard file and click the Save button. 

Loading Wizard Files 
When you click the Wizard button on the Function bar, you are prompted 
to save a previously saved wizard state. Select the Yes button if you want 
to carry on from where you left off on a previous occasion. 
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Introduction 
Some analysis routines in Nova-T6 refer to hours and weeks rather than to 
number of periods and cycles.  
Click the Analysis button to display the Analysis window. 
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The results of analysis are displayed in a table in the centre of the screen. 
The columns of this table represent years and the rows refer to subjects. 
There is also a Total column and a Total row. 
Analysis is controlled by three sets of radio buttons, two on the left of the 
screen and one above the table. Below the second set of radio buttons is a 
list of attributes, which may be teachers, rooms or facilities. 
When the table is first displayed (as in the above diagram), the Classes 
radio button is selected. The table can be manipulated in a variety of ways. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Specifying the Standard Period Length and Setting the 
Cycle Equivalence in the Defining the Timetable Cycle chapter of the 
Getting Started with Nova handbook 

 

More Information: 
Combining Rows and Columns on page 45 
Ordering the Table on page 47 
Using Subject Modes on page 47 
Using More than One Dataset on page 53 

Class Analysis - Without Scores 
Some of the analysis routines use scores or values that can be assigned to 
teachers, rooms or facilities. These scores can represent many different 
things, and score-based analysis is discussed later in the chapter. This 
section describes the routines available using the first five radio buttons. 

 

More Information: 
Using Class Analysis Scores on page 49 

Counting Classes 
With the Classes radio button selected, each cell in the table displays the 
number of classes of a subject in a year. Right-clicking in a cell displays the 
Statistical Breakdown dialog. 

 

The Statistical Breakdown dialog displays the following information: 
 an explanation 
 a list of Classes and Values 
 an Aggregate or total figure for the combined numbers in the cell. 
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Counting Class Periods 
This differs from all other statistical reports, in that there are two additional 
columns after the year Total column. 

 

 The year Total column shows the number of class periods per timetable 
cycle for each subject. 

 The Resource column shows the number of teacher periods available. 
This value is calculated from the information entered via the Plan | 
Teacher Departments window. 

 The Surplus column shows the value of the Resource figure minus the 
Total figure. This value is displayed in black if it is a positive value or 
zero and in red if it is a negative value, i.e. if there is a shortfall rather 
than a surplus. 

If you select the Hours check box on the Analysis window, all the class 
period figures are converted into class hours. 

 

In this example, there is a one-week cycle of five days and six 50-minute 
periods per day. For a two-week cycle, select the Cycle weighted check 
box on the Analysis window to convert the figures to periods per week, or 
both check boxes to display hours per week. 

Counting Students 
The values displayed when you select the Students radio button are a total 
of the numbers of students in each class. 
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Nova-T6 has no information about which students belong to which class, or 
the true class sizes. These are displayed in Academic Management. 
The import of year, band and class sizes can be entered in the Model 
window. 
If the Curriculum Plan entered in Nova-T6 includes a class which is taught at 
different times by two or more teachers, this class can be entered as a 
single class with sessions allocated to different teachers, or as two or more 
classes. You might have deliberately entered two classes in the same 
subject for a group because you want to split one of them with a link class, 
which could be in the same or a different subject. 

 

Classes for a group  The note in the Statistical Breakdown dialog 
explains how student numbers are recorded 
(if the numbers of students in the classes 
differ, the greatest number is used) here it 
is 14. 

Maths (8) Maths 
(14) 

Stats (6) 

Counting Student Periods 
In this calculation, the number of students in each class is multiplied by the 
number of periods for the class and then the products are added together. 

 

Unlike the previous routine, in which students were being counted, this 
calculation is performed for every class in a group. 
In this example, the result is expressed as student periods per cycle. By 
selecting the Hours and Cycle weighted check boxes in the Analysis 
window, the result can be given as student hours per week. 
In many schools, the allocation of funding to departments partly depends on 
the number of student periods taught in each subject, with perhaps a 
weighting for each subject and each year. The information contained in the 
table is an important source of data, and it can readily be exported to a 
spreadsheet such as Excel for further calculations. 

 

More Information: 
Exporting Analysis Reports on page 56 
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Examining Class Sizes 
The value displayed in each cell of the table is the total number of student 
periods for the classes belonging to the cell divided by the number of class 
periods for these classes. 

 

By using this calculation, rather than dividing the total number of students 
by the number of classes, a sensible weighting by period is obtained in 
cases where a group has a link class as well as a main class for part of the 
time. 

Combining Rows and Columns 
You may not always want a detailed report as the Analysis window 
provides. You might prefer a report on just the Sixth Form rather than 
separate analyses for years 12 and 13, or you may wish to combine 
language subjects instead of looking at statistics for French, German etc. 

Combining Years 
Click a year column heading and drag it onto the heading of another 
column. The two columns are combined into one, and each cell in the new 
column gives a report on the two years taken together. If you wish, you can 
drag this combined column onto a third, or else drag a third column onto the 
combined column. 
To separate the columns again, right-click the heading of the combined 
column. 

Combining Subjects 
You can use the click and drag function to combine rows, by clicking on the 
blue cell which contains the subject abbreviation and dragging it onto 
another subject. 
If the subject list is too long to be displayed on the screen all at once, you 
can tag the subjects you want to aggregate (please see Tagging Subjects on 
page 46) and click the Selected radio button to display a shorter list. 
To separate the rows again, right-click the subject abbreviation cell with the 
mouse button. 
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Tagging Subjects 
Click in the blue cell to the left of the subject code to tag a subject row. 

 

If you click to the left of the subject code again, the tag is removed. 
Click on the topmost blue cell at the head of the tag column to tag all the 
rows. Right-click on the top blue cell to remove all the tags. 
If you click the Selected radio button, only the tagged subject rows are 
displayed, and the tag column disappears. Click the All Rows radio button 
to restore the full list. 

Saving and Loading Templates 
You can save a pattern of rows and columns that you wish to use in future. 
Create the pattern by combining columns and rows using the click and drag 
function, and if it is useful to tag some of the rows, this can be done too.  
Select Analysis | Save Layout to display the Save Layout dialog. 
Enter a name for the layout file, e.g. SMReport. The file is saved as 
SMReport.LAY. 

The layout file contains: 
 the pattern of columns that you have arranged 
 the pattern of rows that you have arranged 
 information about which rows were tagged 
 a record of the Using Subject Mode in use (please see Using Subject 

Modes on page 47). 

 

In this example, both columns and rows have been combined, and some of 
the rows have been tagged. 
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This layout file can be used for any of the analysis reports. It is the pattern 
of rows and columns, not the data, which is saved and loaded in a layout 
file. 
The layout is only retained as long as you remain in the Analysis window, 
with the current dataset (please see Working with Datasets on page 134). If 
you switch to another window and then click the Analysis button or select 
Process | Analysis to return to this window, the table reverts to separated 
columns and rows. 
This also happens if you load or create another dataset. However, in both 
cases, the Using Subject Mode is retained. 

 

More Information: 
Using Subject Modes on page 47 

Ordering the Table 
The analysis table can be ordered by the contents of any column, by clicking 
in any cell of the column. If you click again in the same column, the order of 
the table is reversed. 
To return the table to its original order (alphabetical by subject), click in the 
cell at the head of the subject column. 

Using Subject Modes 
The use of Subject Modes provides another way of combining subjects. This 
mode is also useful for comparing one set of data with another that uses 
different subject codes. 
Select the Subject Mode option from the Analysis menu. 

 

The Local option selects the list of subject codes as used in the school. 
The remaining modes use External subject codes. 

 

More Information: 
Combining Subjects on page 45 
Using More than One Dataset on page 53 

Subject, Department and Faculty 
You may use the terms of Department and Faculty to describe an 
organisational structure within your school. In Nova-T6, these terms are 
used to describe a way of arranging subjects into a hierarchical structure.  
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All subjects belong to a Department, which is either itself, or another 
subject. For example, the list of subjects may include Biology, Chemistry, 
Human Biology, Physics, Science, etc. The department of Human Biology 
may cover only Biology and the department covering all the other science 
subjects, including Science itself, may be called the Science department. A 
subject cannot belong to two departments. 
The term Faculty is used to describe whichever subject is at the top of the 
hierarchical structure. For example, the department of Human Biology 
covers Biology and the department of Biology belongs to the Science 
department. As Science is its own department, the faculty of Human Biology 
is Science. 
This grouping of subjects into faculties provides another way of analysing 
the curriculum. 

External Subject Codes 
External subject codes are a very flexible way of aggregating subjects. 
In Nova-T6, each subject can be assigned three such external subject codes, 
Ext#1, Ext#2 and Ext#3. 

Using External Subject Codes for Aggregation 
Several subjects can be assigned to the same standard or External Subject 
Code, for example, you have created subjects named Maths, Pure Maths, 
Applied Maths, Further Maths, etc., and all of these can be assigned to a 
single external subject code named MA. External Subject Codes provide 
another way of aggregating subjects which you need to be able to 
distinguish one from another. 
Select Analysis | Subject Mode and one of the external subject code 
options: Ext#1, Ext#2 or Ext#3 from the secondary menu.  

 All the analysis reports are available from the various radio buttons. 
 Right-clicking shows a calculation of the cell contents. 
 Columns and rows can be combined by using the click and drag 

function. 
 Rows can be tagged in order to use the Selected radio button. 
 The table can be ordered by the contents of any column. 
 Information in the table can be exported to a spreadsheet. 

There is one important difference between using External Subject Codes and 
other subject modes. You do not have to enter an External Subject Code for 
a subject, so it is possible to have a table in which no row contains any data 
relating to classes of certain subjects. 

Using External Subject Codes for Comparisons 
External Subject Codes are useful in comparing data from different schools. 
Although different schools use different sets of subject codes and 
descriptions, each school can map its subjects onto the same set of External 
Subject Codes, and comparisons can then be made. 

 

More Information: 
Using More than One Dataset on page 53 
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Using Class Analysis Scores 
Scores are values that can be assigned to attributes, i.e. teachers, rooms 
and facilities. In score-based analysis, a total score is calculated for each 
class, by summing the scores of the attributes assigned to the class. 
Rooms are rarely assigned to classes at the planning stage, and at present 
there is not much of value to be derived from room-based scores. However, 
teacher scores and facility scores can each be used for a variety of 
purposes. Some examples are given but you may discover other uses for 
yourself. 

Entering Score Values 
When you first click the Analysis button after loading a new dataset, all the 
scores are set to zero. If you subsequently select any of the radio buttons 
giving scored-based analysis, all cells in the table display a zero. 

 

You can prepare to enter scores for Staff, Rooms or Facilities by selecting 
the appropriate radio button. 
A list of the chosen attributes, arranged alphabetically, is displayed. 
There are three ways of setting scores: 

 a default score can be entered for all Staff, or all Rooms, or all 
Facilities 

 scores can be typed against each item in the list 
 a previously saved set of scores can be loaded. 

 

More Information: 
Setting Default Scores on page 49 
Saving and Loading Scores on page 50 

Setting Default Scores 
Click one of the radio buttons, for Staff, Rooms or Facilities to choose the 
type of attribute you want, and then select Analysis | Set Default Score 
to display the Enter Default Score dialog. 
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A default score of 1 is suggested but you can enter any value you wish. 
This value will be given to all Staff, Rooms or Facilities and overwrite any 
previous value entered. 
The results of analysis are not very useful if all attributes remain with the 
default values. For example, if all Staff have a score of 1, and all classes 
have one teacher, the values displayed when you select the Scores radio 
button are the same as if you had selected Classes. 

Saving and Loading Scores 
Scores can be used for various purposes, and you might want to use 
different values on different occasions. When you have entered a set of 
values, they can be saved in an analysis file. The scores for Staff, Rooms 
or Facilities are saved together in a single file. Only non-zero scores are 
saved. 

 

To load an existing analysis file select Analysis | Load Scores and browse 
to the storage location in the Load Scores dialog. 
Select the file name of the required analysis file and click the Open button 
to display the Loading new scores dialog.  

 

The analysis file only contains records that are greater than zero so there 
may be no data for certain teachers, rooms and facilities. Existing data for 
these is preserved if you select the No button and reduced to zero if you 
select the Yes button. 
When an analysis file is loaded, it is only linked to the current dataset. If the 
dataset is changed in any of the following ways: 

 by loading another school plan file 
 by selecting Data | New or Data | Duplicate 
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 by selecting Analysis | Select Alternate, the new dataset is initially 
associated with zero scores and you will need to load the same or a 
different analysis file, according to need. 

When you change a dataset, the previous dataset can be accessed via Data 
| Select.   

 

More Information: 
Using More than One Dataset on page 53 
Working with Datasets on page 134 

Using Scores 

Example 1 
If you want to examine how the range of teaching experience is being 
deployed across the curriculum for different ages of students and different 
areas of study, etc., you can enter scores for each teacher. These scores 
represent length of teaching experience, perhaps based on a five-point scale 
in which 1 represents a probationary teacher, and 5 is assigned to teachers 
who have taught for 10 years or more. 
Select the Scores radio button, and remove the ticks from the Rooms and 
Facilities check boxes. Each cell in the table displays a total of the scores 
assigned to the teachers of the classes belonging to the cell. As they stand, 
these totals are not very useful, the value in one cell may be greater than 
that in another, not because the teachers have higher scores, but because 
there are more classes. 
However, if you select the Scores per class radio button, it is more 
meaningful to compare the cell values. 

 

If you enter scores and wish to use them again, remember to save them as 
an analysis file. 

 

More Information: 
Saving and Loading Scores on page 50 
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Example 2 
You can enter scores for each teacher that represent their annual costs of 
employment. The values that you enter are for you to decide, e.g. their 
annual salary, or their salary + NICs, or a value which includes other 
overheads as well. Ensure that only the Staff check box is selected, and 
that the Hours and Cycle weighted check boxes are not selected. 
As with the first example, the statistics displayed in the table are not very 
meaningful if you select the Scores radio button so it is suggested that you 
select the Score Periods radio button instead. The values are more 
significant but because of the way that large values are stored by the 
program, some may actually be displayed as negative numbers. 
Enter a divisor of 1000. The figures displayed in each cell look more 
manageable, and you can compare one value with another, to see how 
much of the staffing budget is being spent in different areas of the 
curriculum.  
If your school has a 30-period week, with 40 weeks in the year, there will be 
30 x 40 = 1200 periods in the year. If you use a divisor of 1200, a teacher 
with a class for one period per week would contribute a score equal to 
Annual employment cost/1200, which represents the employment 
(teaching) cost for one period. 
On this basis, the figures in each cell give the teaching cost per week for the 
classes in the subject and year that the cell refers to. If you use a fortnightly 
cycle, the cells display the teaching cost per fortnight, and the cost per week 
is displayed if you tick the Cycle weighted check box. 
If you select the Hours check box, and enter as the divisor, the number of 
hours of employment per year for a full-time teacher, e.g. 1265 hours and 
select the Cycle weighted check box, if you have a fortnightly cycle. The 
figures show the total staffing cost per week for each area of the curriculum. 
A caution is still needed, concerning part-time teachers. You must enter, as 
their score, the annual rate on which they are paid, not the actual amount 
for the time they work. This is because you are using a general divisor of 
1200 (periods per year) or 1265 (hours per year) for all teachers, not 
separate divisors for each teacher. 

Example 3 
The last example allows you to compare the amount being spent on staffing 
in different areas of the curriculum. A cell might display a large value either 
because the teachers involved are expensive to employ, or because there 
are a large number of classes. 
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If you use the Scores per class radio button, you can compare the cost of 
providing a class in one subject with the cost for another subject. The result 
of using the Scores per class radio button may disguise another 
consideration, small classes are more expensive to provide than large 
classes. You can take account of class size as well, if you choose the Scores 
per student radio button. 

 

Using a divisor of 1265, this being the number of hours of employment per 
year for a full-time teacher, the result calculated here represents the 
staffing cost for teaching 100 students for one hour. 
If you entered a divisor of 100, each cell of the table would show the 
staffing cost for one student for one year. 

 

Using More than One Dataset 
The analysis table can be used to make several useful comparisons between 
one dataset and another, or between two instances of the same dataset.  

 Examining the cost implications of changing the number of periods 
allotted to certain subjects, or the number of groups in various blocks. 

 Examining the effect of changes in the timetable cycle, (periods per day, 
one-week or two-week cycle) on provision in various areas of the 
curriculum. 
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 Comparing the curriculum provision from one year to the next, for 
corresponding groups of students (compare this year’s Year 10 with last 
year’s Year 10, etc.). 

 Comparing the curriculum provision from one year to the next, for the 
same groups of students (compare this year’s Year 11 with last year’s 
Year 10, etc.). 

 Compare the curriculum provision for (e.g.) Year 10 and Year 11. 
 Compare the curriculum of one school with that of another. 

To make these comparisons, it is necessary to select a second dataset. Make 
sure that the two datasets you wish to compare are loaded into memory 
(please see Loading More Than One Dataset on page 134) before you begin. 
From the Analysis menu, click Select Alternate to choose a second 
dataset. 
The table will have two rows of column headings, coloured blue and red. The 
blue headings relate to the currently active dataset, in this example a 
twenty-five period cycle, and the red headings are for the alternate dataset, 
a thirty period cycle. 

 

Comparing Class Periods 
The previous example illustrated a comparison of class periods, which is why 
the Resource and Surplus columns are displayed. As it stands, the 
information in the table is not very meaningful. For example, the value -2 
for Business Studies in Year 10 appears because the 25-period cycle has two 
fewer class periods in Year 10 for Business Studies than the 30-period cycle. 
Since the periods in the two cycles are not of the same length, a comparison 
of number of periods is not very helpful. 

 

This example shows the same comparison as before, but with the Hours 
check box selected. To understand the comparison, right-click the cell. 
Now, the period length is being taken into account, as well as the number of 
periods, and it appears that the total provision of time for Business Studies 
in year 10 is the same in each plan. 
It is clear now why there were two fewer class periods in the 25-period 
cycle, two of the classes have two periods per week rather than three. 
The hours for Business Studies totalled across all classes in year 10 are the 
same in the two cycles, although some students have been given more time 
and some less. 
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Comparing One Year with Another 
There are several possible comparisons of this type (please see Using More 
than One Dataset on page 53). 
As an example, imagine that you have created a curriculum plan named 
30p, and you want to compare class sizes in year 10 and year 11 in this 
plan. Carry out the following steps: 

 run Nova-T6, loading the data file 30p.SPL. 
 click the Load button, select Load new file and select the data file 

30p.SPL again. The file will load as a dataset named 30p_1. There are 
now two identical datasets in memory. 

 from the menu, select Analysis | Select Alternate | 30p to display 
the following: 

 

 click on the double-arrow symbol underneath the word "Total", as 
shown above. Alternatively you can use the other double-arrow symbol 
on the left of the table. The two sets of column headings are offset: 

 

 in this example, the data in the cells describes differences in number of 
classes, because at present the Classes radio button is selected. The 
value -1 for Business Studies in the blue year 10/red year 11 column 
indicates that year 10 has one fewer class in Business Studies than year 
11. To compare class sizes, select the Class size radio button. 

 

The value +4.7 for Business Studies implies that the average class size in 
Year 10 is larger than in year 11, right-clicking in the cell would explain this, 
the average class size in year 10 is 21.5, and in year 11 is 16.8. 
Other comparisons of one year with another can be made using different 
datasets. If the cycle sizes of the two datasets are different, you must 
remember to click the Hours check box. 
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Exporting Analysis Reports 
Although the Analysis table provides many useful reports, it is likely that 
schools will want to use it as a source of data for further processing possibly 
with a spreadsheet program such as Excel. This can easily be accomplished 
using the Copy button which is to the left of the Help button. 
Click the Copy button and drag on to the table area before releasing the 
button. 

 

This dialog appears with the default settings shown here. 
If you want to export the data to a file, you will need to supply a file name. 
The default settings are the most convenient for transferring data to a 
spreadsheet. Click the OK button and in the spreadsheet, select Edit | 
Paste. 

Printing the Analysis Table 
Like the Copy button, the Print button can be dragged onto the table and 
then released. Alternatively, the table could be exported to a spreadsheet 
program as previously described and printed from there. 

Analysis Based on True Class Sizes 
Numbers of students in years, bands and classes entered in the Model 
window may or may not be accurate. They may represent an intention or 
expectation rather than the actual values. 
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Introduction 
This section of Nova-T6 has two purposes: 

 to enhance the quality of the finished or partially completed timetable 
by improving the distribution of already scheduled classes across the 
timetable cycle. 

 to provide a method of scheduling units (sessions of a block) manually 
that makes use of Nova-T6’s Autoschedule features. The program can 
suggest possible re-arrangements of existing classes on the timetable 
which make scheduling the unit possible, and allow you to choose 
between these re-arrangements. 

In an ideal timetable, you would expect any class with two or more sessions 
to have: 

 a spread of sessions across a week. 
 a mixture of morning and afternoon sessions, roughly in proportion to 

the number of morning and afternoon periods in a day. 
 an even distribution between Week One and Week Two, if you have a 

two-week cycle. 
It is rarely possible to achieve a perfect distribution for all classes, but this 
routine can help to improve the timetable by identifying classes with a poor 
distribution, and suggesting re-arrangements that benefit them without 
making things equally bad for others. 

Distribution Criteria 
Schools may differ in their views about what constitutes good or bad 
distribution for a class. Some consider that a spread of sessions across the 
week is most important, others are more concerned to ensure that classes 
do not have all their sessions in the afternoon. Their opinion of the relative 
and absolute importance of these factors may depend on the age of the 
students, it may be thought more acceptable to have a poor distribution for 
sixth form classes than for classes of younger students. 
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The Optimise routine allows you to set your own priorities, placing high, 
medium, low or no importance on each of the three factors, i.e. spread 
across the week, divided between morning and afternoon sessions, or split 
between Week One and Week Two. You can set these priorities separately 
for each year. 
For each block, the program then calculates a numeric score, with a high 
score indicating a bad distribution. By ordering the blocks according to 
score, you can see which parts of the timetable are most in need of 
improvement. 

Overview of the Optimize Page 
To examine the Optimize window, select Process | Optimize or click the 
Optimize button. If you have a partially completed timetable, when first 
displayed, the window appears as shown in the following example: 

 

The window is divided into five sections, in order to display: 
 on the left, a list of blocks and clusters, and columns of information 

relating to them 
 at top centre, a section in which you can set your optimizing criteria 
 at bottom centre, a section including a timetable grid, which you use to 

say what you want the program to do 
 at top right, a list of solutions found 
 at bottom right, a section in which you can examine details of any 

solution. 
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The list of blocks and clusters is constituted according to the following rules: 
 for each block in the curriculum plan, the program considers the groups 

belonging to the block. If there is a group in the block which has a 
single cluster, with a session shape (e.g. DDS) identical to the session 
shape of the block, then the block itself is included in the optimizing list. 

 If there are clusters in the block which do not have the same session 
shape as the block (i.e. belonging to a linear group) then these clusters 
are included in the optimizing list. 

 

More Information: 
Selecting a Block or Cluster to Optimize on page 60 

Setting the Optimizing Criteria 

 

In this example, some of the criteria have already been entered, high 
importance (H) has been placed on the distribution of year 7 and 8 classes 
across the week (Day column), and between morning and afternoon (Per 
column). 
The symbols (M) and (L) refer to medium and low importance. To enter a 
criterion, click in a cell and type H, M or L. You can change criteria by 
overtyping, and to remove a criterion altogether, press the Space Bar. Use 
arrow keys, if you wish, to move from one cell to another. If your timetable 
has a one-week cycle, you can still enter criteria in the Wk column, but they 
will be disregarded. 

Weekend Value 
The program calculates a measure of the distribution of sessions across the 
days of a week by looking at the separation between the days on which the 
sessions fall. If a block or a cluster has two sessions per week, then 
scheduling them on Monday and Thursday is obviously better than 
scheduling them on Monday and Tuesday. 
Monday and Tuesday are adjacent days, and Monday and Thursday are not. 
What about Monday and Friday? Three other days fall between them, but in 
a five-day week they are also adjacent days in the school calendar (Monday 
follows Friday). 
The calculation performed by the program takes into account that Friday is 
the fourth day following Monday, but also that Monday is the first day 
following Friday, if you disregard the weekend. Setting the Weekend Value 
allows you to say how you want to count the weekend, and to control how 
the program calculates its measure. 
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By default, the Weekend Value is set to 1, which means that (Monday + 
Friday) is given the same measure as (Monday + Wednesday) or (Tuesday 
+ Thursday) – i.e. intervals of 2 days and 4 days. 
If you want the program to treat Monday and Friday as adjacent days, you 
can set the Weekend Value to 0, the calculation is then based on intervals 
of 1 day and 4 days. 

Morning and Afternoon 
A second calculation concerns the distribution of sessions between morning 
and afternoon, and the program has to decide which periods count as 
morning periods and which as afternoon periods. Although a default decision 
will be made about which period is the last period in the morning, you can 
make your own choice, if necessary, as shown in the diagram below. 

 

Here, there are six periods in the day, and Nova T6 has decided that the 
morning periods are 1 – 4, with periods 5 and 6 falling in the afternoon. The 
division is marked by a horizontal green line. 
In order to change this, click one of the dividing lines between blue cells on 
the left of the display. 
In this illustration, the mouse cursor is pointing at the boundary between 
periods 3 and 4, and if you click there, the green line marking the division 
between morning and afternoon will move up to there. 

Selecting a Block or Cluster to Optimize 
By default, the blocks and clusters on the left of the Optimize window are 
listed in year order. To discover which are most in need of improvement, 
first click the Score radio button (to reorder the list) and click the button 
labelled Go to Top. 
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The worst cases of poor distribution will be at the top of the list, which 
displays columns of information about each block or cluster: 

 

If the build of a block is incomplete, i.e. if the Pending Sessions table in 
the Block window is not empty, then data in the columns for the block and 
any of its clusters is greyed out, and optimizing is not possible. 

 an unlabelled column, used to mark items whose distribution, good or 
bad, you do not regard as important. If you click in this column, the 
calculated Score of the block or cluster will be replaced by 0, and the 
symbol x will appear in this column. 

 Description – the name of the block or cluster. 
 Sessn – two columns, the first showing the number of sessions already 

scheduled, and the second the number of sessions still to be scheduled. 
If the block build is complete (optimizing is possible) but the block or 
cluster is not fully scheduled, the cell in this column will have a red 
background. If, however, no sessions remain to be scheduled, the cell 
will be empty. 

 Studs – if the row displays a cluster, the number of students in the 
cluster. If a block, the total number of students in groups belonging to 
the block. 

 Day – the measure of quality of distribution across days of the week. 
 Per – the measure of quality of distribution between morning and 

afternoon periods. 
 Wk – the measure of quality of distribution between Week One and 

Week Two, in a two-week cycle. In a one-week cycle, this column 
always shows 0. 

 Score – a combined measure, obtained by multiplying the Day and Per 
measures by 3, 2, 1 or 0, and then adding them together. The 
multipliers correspond to values H, M, L or Space entered against the 
year of the block or cluster. 
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The list is ordered by Score. If you want to investigate possible 
improvements to the distribution of a block or cluster (here the Year 7 band 
c Technology block), choose the appropriate row and click it. The timetable 
grid displays the current distribution: 

 

The distribution in this example, is certainly not good. The two sessions are 
on adjacent days, and both are in the morning. 
An ideal morning/afternoon split if there were three sessions would be 2:1. 
For a block with two sessions, the ideal split would be 1.33 : 0.67 
(impossible) and the nearest practical approach to this is 1:1. 
It is the number of sessions, not the number of periods, which is at issue in 
the distribution calculation. 
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Choosing Periods for Optimizing 
You should indicate what possibilities you want the program to investigate 
by using the click and drag function on one of the sessions in the grid. 

 

There are several ways of doing this. In this example, the Wednesday 
session is being dragged to a blue period cell below the green line, this is a 
request to move it to the afternoon, on any day. Other possibilities are to 
drag to: 

 a blue period cell above the green line (move to another morning 
position) 

 a blue day (column heading) cell (move to any period on the chosen 
day) 

 a grey period cell (move to that specific period). 
 or just to click the session without dragging, to move anywhere, without 

restriction. 
Unless you choose the second option, the chosen destination is displayed in 
the box below the Search button. 
By default, the Depth of Search is set to a value of 2. You can set a higher 
Depth of Search, if you wish. A very high value may require a long time 
and yield more solutions than you want. 
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Click the Search button to start the routine. If solutions are found, they are 
listed in the top right section of the window. Some details of the first 
solution found will appear in the bottom right section. The move of the 
chosen block or cluster is also displayed in the timetable grid. 

 

In this example, the move is of a double-period session from Wednesday 
period 1 to Wednesday period 5. The solutions list at top right shows that 
three solutions have been found, and that all of them involve this move. The 
differences between them concern the other block sessions or cluster 
sessions which move in order to make this move possible. 

Examining the List of Possible Solutions 

 

In the list at the top right of the window, the values in the Before and After 
columns show the total scores for all blocks and clusters which change their 
score as a result of the proposed re-arrangement. 
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The Change column shows the difference between the After and Before 
value. A negative figure in the Change column means that, even though the 
distribution of the 7c Technology block would be improved by this solution, 
the overall quality of the timetable would be damaged. Here, only the third 
solution shows an improvement, on balance. 
The column next to the Change column shows the change for the block or 
cluster most adversely affected. Which this item is, and how the score 
changes for other blocks and clusters, you can see by examining the list on 
the lower right of the screen. 
The last two columns concern students. The Wt Change column shows the 
total change in the weighted score (score change x number of students) 
for all blocks and clusters whose scores would change as a result of the 
re-arrangement. The last column shows the worst case change in the 
weighted score of any block or cluster. 

Examining Solutions in Detail 
When you click any row in the solutions list, details of the solution that you 
choose are displayed in the panel on the lower right of the screen. 

 

By default, the only blocks and clusters listed is the one that you are trying 
to move, and ones whose scores are changing. You can examine more 
details of the re-arrangement, if you wish, by ticking the check box Show 
Full Solution. 

NOTE: Teachers and rooms affected by the solution but assigned to 
lessons on the timetable, not allocated on the curriculum plan are not 
reported in the full solution. However, if you decide to implement a 
solution that affects such extra attributes, a dialog appears after you 
clicked on the Implement button which you can use to retain or delete 
the previous lesson assignments. 

The details of each block or cluster include the move (From and To), how 
the score is affected (Before, After and Change), the number of students 
in the cluster or in all groups belonging to the block, and the weighted 
change score (score change x number of students). 
The worst case instances of Change and Wt Change reported in the 
solutions list can be identified here. The worst score change (-33) is for the 
cluster 7.B/Pe, and the worst weighted score change (-4832) is for the block 
10ad Option B. 
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Occasionally, you will find when you examine the detail of two possible 
solutions, there are no visible differences between them. The program has 
not really listed the same solution twice, the difference between the two 
solutions is apparent if you examine the full solution, not just the blocks and 
clusters which have changed their scores. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Clashes Involving Teachers and Rooms as Extra Attributes 
in the Manual Scheduling of a Single Block chapter of the Maintaining 
Nova handbook 

Looking for Further Solutions 
The results of the search with Depth = 5 were not very good, all the 
solutions for improving the distribution of 7c Technology made things worse 
for other blocks and clusters, and only one solution showed a slight gain in 
quality overall. 
It may sometimes be necessary to accept a mediocre solution in order to 
remove something from the timetable that you think is altogether 
unacceptable, but it is usually worth looking for better solutions first. 
The following example shows the effect of increasing the Depth of Search 
to 6 and clicking the Search button again. 
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Ten solutions are listed now, among them the three which were found at 
Depth of Search = 5. The tenth solution is clearly better than the rest, 
whether judged by score change or by weighted score change. 
Details of this solution can be seen by clicking on it. The timetable grid 
shows that the double-period session at Wednesday period 1 has been 
moved to Thursday period 5, and there is a consequent move of the session 
at Thu 1 to Wed 1 (to avoid breaking the one session per day rule). 
The only other significant change is to block 9cd Option N, which is being 
moved from Thu 5 to Thu 3.  This is an improvement, since its score 
changes from 26 to 6. An attempt to improve the distribution of the block 7c 
Technology has succeeded, and has improved the distribution of 9cd Option 
N as well.  
You may wish to see exactly what is happening to 9cd Option N in this 
re-arrangement. 
Click this block in the Details panel in order to display the move on the 
timetable grid. 

 

Previously, both sessions of this block occurred in the afternoon, and the 
move of the Thursday session from afternoon to morning is an obvious 
improvement. 
Since this solution looks so promising, you may want to see all the changes 
before adopting it.  
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Select the Show Full Solution check box in order to display details of all 
the moves: 

 

If you wish, you can click each row in the Details list to see how the 
corresponding cluster or block is affected. In this example, we can see that 
a session of block 8a Option L is being moved within one morning, which is 
why there is no change in its score. 
You can now decide whether this solution is acceptable, or whether you wish 
to look for more solutions by trying higher search depths. You can limit the 
number of solutions reported by setting a maximum (default is 100). 

Accepting a Proposed Solution 
When you are satisfied that you have found an acceptable re-arrangement, 
click the Solutions list on the one you want to use, and then click the 
Implement button. All the alterations to the timetable are made at once, 
the scores of the blocks and clusters are updated where necessary, and if 
the list on the left of the screen was listed in score order, it is redisplayed 
according to the new scores. 

Optimizing Suggestions 
The following suggestions may be useful: 

 The Optimize routine can find solutions more easily if the timetable is 
not too congested. It may be worth optimizing the worst cases of bad 
distribution before the timetable is complete. Although some of the 
improvements you make could be upset by subsequent re-arrangements 
during further scheduling, many will remain intact. 

 If you are trying to improve an instance of really bad distribution, where 
almost any change will be worthwhile, consider clicking on a yellow cell 
on the grid, without specifying morning, afternoon, or a particular day. 
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Remember that single-period sessions are easier to move than 
multiple-period sessions, but also bear in mind the number of periods that 
are available to move to. 

 

In this example, there are two sessions on adjacent days, one in the 
morning and one in the afternoon. 
If morning and afternoon were of equal length, it would be much better to 
try to move the single-period session to another afternoon slot. 
In this example, moving the single is still the most promising prospect, but 
there are four possible destinations for each session, rather than two for the 
double and six for the single, if lunch were after period 3. 
Start with a small Depth of Search and increase it if necessary, if no 
solutions are found, or if the few solutions found are unsatisfactory. By 
default, the routine reports up to 100 solutions. You can change this 
maximum number by editing in the Max entry box. The routine produces 
solutions in period order, so if there were more solutions possible than the 
specified maximum number, ways of moving the block or cluster to the later 
periods requested are not reported. 

The Optimize Routine as a Scheduling Tool 
The Optimize routine offers the power of automatic scheduling in seeking 
solutions, but leaves the timetabler in control, both in choosing which block 
or cluster to schedule next, and in selecting the most acceptable option from 
a range of solutions. 
It is not especially useful when the timetable is empty or nearly empty, it is 
much quicker to use the Block window or the Bands window at that stage. 
However, when the timetable is filling up and it is not easy to see where to 
place units that you are trying to schedule, it is very helpful to make use of 
the Optimize routine. 
It is easy to see on the Optimize window which blocks and clusters remain 
to be scheduled, because the number of unscheduled sessions for each are 
listed in the Sessn column, with a red background if the block has been built 
(please see Overview of the Optimize Page on page 58). 
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If you click a block or cluster with some sessions still unscheduled, a list of 
the unscheduled sessions appears below the timetable grid. 

 

In this example, two sessions (one double and one single) have been 
scheduled, and one remains to be done. As the sessions that are already 
scheduled are both in the morning, it is desirable to place the remaining 
single in the afternoon. 
You can click the S in the unscheduled list and drag it to either of the blue 
cells (5 or 6) belonging to the afternoon periods. The Optimise routine 
searches for solutions exactly as if you were asking to re-arrange a session 
already scheduled. You can examine the possibilities, and select the one 
that you prefer. 
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Timetable Cell Colours on the Optimize Page 
Cells that are locked are coloured cyan, blue-grey or green, following the 
standard convention throughout Nova-T6. However, as can be seen in this 
example, there are various degrees of colouring and this is directly related 
to the types of lock in force. 

 

Within the Block window, two types of locking are possible. In the following 
examples, a soft lock is illustrated. 

 
The Sticky groups procedure allows classes within a build to be locked 
together and this would be used, if, for example, you needed two specific 
subjects within linear groups to be scheduled at the same time, but did not 
mind when they were scheduled. Automatic scheduling might move such 
classes from one period to another, provided the unit is not locked, but the 
classes would always move together. 

When a cluster is locked but the unit it belongs to is not locked, the cell in 
the Optimize window for the cluster appears blue-grey with a yellow border, 
as at Wednesday period 2 in the example above. 

 
Sometimes a linear block must be scheduled at a particular period, typically 
because a class belonging to one of its groups must be scheduled there, and 
it may not matter which classes are scheduled at that Period for the other 
groups in the block. 

In such circumstances, the unit on the timetable needs to be locked, and also 
the class which must be scheduled at that period, but other classes can be 
left unlocked, so that automatic scheduling routines (including Optimizing) 
have the freedom to move these classes. 

When a cluster is not locked but the unit it belongs to is locked, the cell in 
the Optimize window for the cluster appears yellow with a blue-grey border, 
as at Thursday period 2 in the example above. 
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When a cluster is locked and also the unit it belongs to, the cell in the 
Optimize window for a cluster appears blue-grey, as at Tuesday period 4 in 
the example above. 

A blue-grey cell is also displayed in the Optimize window for a block, if the 
unit has been scheduled and locked. 

 
When neither the cluster nor the unit it belongs to is locked, the cell in the 
Optimize window for a cluster appears blue-grey, as at Tuesday period 4 in 
the example above. 

AA yellow cell is also displayed in the Optimize window for a block, if the unit 
has been scheduled but not locked. 

 
 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Locking Parts of a Build and Locking, Unlocking and 
Deleting Scheduled Classes in the Manual Scheduling of a Single Block 
chapter of the Maintaining Nova handbook 
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Introduction 
Individual and spreadsheet timetables are available in Nova-T6 via the 
Timetable menu. These have the advantage that there are links from the 
classes displayed on the timetables to other screens within the program. It 
is possible to make staffing changes on these timetables. They can be 
printed, and the contents of these timetables can be copied to the Windows 
clipboard or to a disk file, by dragging the Copy button onto the display. 
However, use of the Print button is not implemented for these timetables. 

Timetable Menu 
Purpose 

The timetable menu has been introduced to provide a range of individual 
and spreadsheet timetables in Nova-T6. These timetables can be displayed 
and printed, and to a limited extent used for editing the timetable. 
Timetable printing in Nova-T6 is for the benefit of the timetabler rather than 
for wider publication, and is likened to a Quickprint. 
The timetables provided in Nova-T6 are shown below. 

 

Individual timetables Spreadsheet timetables 

Teacher 

Room 

Subject 

Department 
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Individual timetables Spreadsheet timetables 

Non-class code All staff 

Group All rooms 

 All Non-class codes 

 Selection 

Facilities 

Year/band 

Classes without rooms 

Classes without teachers 

Classes with inconsistent rooms 

Free teachers 

Free rooms 

Lists of the teachers and rooms free at any period can also be viewed from 
any of the Nova-T6 timetables by clicking on a cell at the required period 
and typing T for teachers or R for rooms, or by right-clicking in the cell and 
selecting Add Staff or Add Room from the pop-up menu. 
Nova-T6 is able to display several timetables simultaneously. When the 
program is first opened, only two items on the first-level menu are active, 
New and Settings. 

 

It is possible to have more than one teacher timetable, group timetable, etc. 
open at once. 
The Timetable windows cannot be minimised, but recently closed ones can 
be revisited. The timetable displays are updated dynamically whenever 
changes are made on the current timetable. The maximum number of 
timetables that can be revisited is set to 10, by default, but you can change 
this number by selecting Settings from the menu. 
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Individual Timetables 
This example shows a timetable for a teacher and it illustrates many of the 
features of individual and spreadsheet timetables: 

 

The orientation of the timetable is, by default, whatever has been chosen in 
the Cycle window. However, it can be changed by clicking on the Yin-Yang 
symbol in the top left. 
The cells show both classes and attributes. Where necessary, the height of a 
row is increased to display all the information. 
Green backgrounds indicate that the classes are locked with a hard lock. 
Non-class codes such as Library supervision are displayed in square 
brackets. 
When the mouse cursor rests over a class within a cell, information is 
displayed on the status bar at the bottom of the screen. Names of teachers, 
rooms and facilities are displayed, as well as the block name of a class, or 
the name of a non-class code. 
Right-click a class or a non-class code to display a pop-up menu offering a 
direct link to the class as it appears in other windows, (Jump to Model, 
Jump to Block, Jump to Bands, Jump to Sessions and Jump to Auto), 
and the opportunity to change the teacher. Some of the options indicate the 
key board short cut key to use to enable you to access the required window 
or perform the required task. 
The Print and Copy buttons are for printing the timetable, and for copying 
it, in comma or tab-separated format, to the Windows clipboard. 
The Options button enables you to select whether to display the label of the 
class or its systematic name. It is also used to configure how facilities 
appear on timetables. 

 

More Information: 
Displaying Block Colours on page 84 
Using the Options Button on page 84 
Changing the Teacher Assigned to a Timetabled Class on page 104 
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Spreadsheet Timetables 
The spreadsheet timetables all have day buttons at the bottom of the 
window. Clicking on a specific day button is a convenient alternative to using 
the horizontal scroll bar when you want to examine different parts of the 
timetable cycle. 

Selection Timetables 
Select Timetable | New | Selection to display the Selection Timetable 
dialog. This is a form of spreadsheet timetable. It displays the timetabled 
activities of teachers, rooms and groups, either at chosen periods or across 
the whole timetable cycle. 

 

Click the Room or Subject button to calculate the list of rooms and 
subjects for which a teacher is scheduled. Alternatively, click the Teacher 
or Subject button to calculate the list of teachers who ever teach in a room, 
regardless of whether the allocations were made on the plan or directly on 
the timetable. 

Selecting Teachers, Rooms and Groups 
A collection of teachers can be highlighted using the Room, Subject and 
Block or Group buttons in the bottom left-hand side of the Selection 
Timetable dialog, or an arbitrary collection of teachers can be highlighted 
by holding down the Ctrl key and clicking on the individual names. The 
single arrow buttons to the right of the Teacher list can be used to transfer 
highlighted teachers from the source list on the left to the selected list on 
the right, and back again. The double arrow buttons move all teachers from 
one list to the other. 
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Rooms can be chosen in the same way as teachers using the Teacher and 
Subject buttons in the bottom right-hand side of the Selection Timetable 
dialog or by clicking on an arbitrary collection of rooms while holding down 
the Ctrl key. The associated arrow buttons move rooms from the source list 
to the selected list and back again. The double arrow buttons move all 
rooms from one list to the other. 
Groups (which may include non-class codes as well as classes) are chosen in 
a different manner from teachers and rooms by clicking on the Add button 
to display the Select Groups dialog. On this dialog, choose a year (for 
classes) or [ncc] (for non-class codes), select the block you require in the 
next column, and then highlight one or more groups in the column on the 
right. Then click the OK button. Selected groups can be removed from the 
list by highlighting them and clicking the Remove button. The Clear button 
empties the selected groups list. 

Selecting Periods 
By default, all periods in the timetable cycle are selected; periods on any 
day can be removed from the selection by clicking on the day and then on 
the periods not wanted. Alternatively, click the Clear All button to deselect 
all the periods, and then select the ones you want. The Select All button 
enables you to revert back to the default state with all periods selected. 
The button labelled of a Block enables you to choose just those periods at 
which a particular block is scheduled. To use it, you must first click Clear 
All, then of a Block, and select the block you require. 

The Selection Timetable Window 
When you have selected items that may be teachers, rooms, groups, and 
periods or a combination of these, click the OK button to display the 
Selection Timetable. This timetable is like other spreadsheet timetables in 
most respects, but it has a button labelled Select items at top left; clicking 
on this button reopens the Selection Timetable dialog so that you can 
make adjustments to the lists of items or periods required. 

Storing Timetable Selections for Future Use 
Particular definitions of selection timetables can be stored for future use as 
Selection files (.sel files) by clicking the Store button. The Recall button is 
used to load a previously stored layout file, and unwanted layout files can be 
removed from the list using the Erase button. 

Year/Band Timetables 
These timetables display all classes in a year, or in more than one year, or 
in all years, in effect, a whole school timetable. 
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It is also possible to collapse the display of blocks in one or more bands, or 
in the entire timetable, so that just the block names appear rather than the 
classes belonging to the blocks. 

 

In this example, the timetable for year 8 has been selected by clicking in the 
cell for year 8 in the Year column at the top left. You can change to another 
year in this way, and by holding the Ctrl key down you can tick two or more 
years. Click the All/None button to select all the years at once and display 
the full school timetable. 

Timetable Layout 
The classes are laid out in bands, and at periods where band x and band y 
have separate blocks, a dividing line separates these blocks. The position of 
this dividing line is arranged so the block with the most classes serving band 
x is able to fit above it (here, the Technology classes at Monday period 1). 
At Monday periods 7 and 8, there is a double-period session for a block that 
serves both band x and band y. The dividing line which serves as a 
boundary between the two bands in not appropriate here. 
Similar boundaries are drawn to separate sub-bands, but these will not 
necessarily be on the same horizontal level as the boundaries separating the 
main bands. 

 
When more than one year is included in the year/band timetable, the 
button to the left of the All/None button can be used to reverse the 
order of the years. 
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Collapsed Timetable Displays 
If you click the Blocks button no classes are displayed, just the names of 
the blocks that are scheduled at each period. This provides a useful 
summary view of the timetable when all the years are selected. 

 

Two dividing lines are used in this display, a thick one to separate years, 
and a thinner one to separate bands within a year. These band boundaries 
are not continued across periods where a block serves the bands on either 
side of the boundary. In this example, year 10 Options A, B and C at 
Monday periods 1, 3 and 6 illustrate this, as do the PSE blocks in all years at 
Monday periods 7 and 8. 
Clicking the Classes button reverses the effect of the Blocks button, so 
that a detailed view appears showing all the classes. 
It is possible to collapse some bands and not others. Click a year name in 
the column on the extreme left of the window, and the bands in that year 
are listed in the table below the Blocks and Classes buttons.  
Click to place ticks against the bands that you want to collapse. If you do 
this, a block that serves more than one band will only collapse if you tick all 
the bands that the block serves. 

Timetable of Classes Without Rooms 
When rooms are assigned to classes automatically, some classes may not be 
assigned a room because none are available to satisfy the rules you created. 
This spreadsheet timetable shows only the classes that have no room, and 
you can assign one of the available rooms to any class. Right-click the class 
name and select either Add Room or Auto-Allocate Room from the 
pop-up menu. 

 

More Information: 
Assigning a Room to a Class on the Timetable Display on page 106 
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Refreshing the Display 
If you click the Refresh button, the display is updated so that classes that 
have been given a room, no longer appear. 

 

In this example, room H6 has been assigned to the class 9Y3/Hi at Monday 
period 4, and this disappears when the Refresh button is clicked. 
However, if a class loses its reason for being displayed on this timetable for 
any other cause, e.g. it has been deleted from the timetable or else 
assigned a room in another window, then the Refresh action is triggered 
automatically, and it is removed from the Classes without Rooms dialog. 

Non-Class Codes on the Classes Without Rooms Timetable 
Some non-class codes may require a room, e.g. codes for departmental 
meetings, but others may not. For this reason, by default, non-class codes 
are not displayed in the Classes without Rooms dialog. However, a check 
box labelled Include Non-class Codes is provided so that you can review 
these items and assign rooms to them where necessary. 

Timetable of Classes Without Teachers 
Your timetable may have classes without teachers because it is unfinished or 
as a result of an oversight, or intentionally. 
The timetable displayed in the following Classes Without Teachers dialog 
shows classes that have been scheduled, though without a teacher. 
By ticking the Include Non-class Codes check box, you can display any 
non-class codes without teachers, if required. 
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In this example, the year 10 P.E. classes have been scheduled with rooms 
but not teachers. The (green) locked year 13 Work Experience classes have 
neither teachers nor rooms. 
You can use the filters provided to display only those classes belonging to a 
chosen year and/or subject. 
If you assign a teacher to a class on this display, e.g. right-click the class 
and select Add staff or Edit staff, the class does not immediately 
disappear, so you can check the assignment and then click the Refresh 
button to update the display. 

 

More Information: 
Changing the Teacher Assigned to a Timetabled Class on page 104 

Timetable of Classes with Inconsistent Rooms 
In many schools, it is not possible to give every teacher priority use of a 
room, and when rooms are assigned to classes using Tools | Allocate 
Rooms, it is possible for a class with a multiple period session to be placed 
in more than one room during the session. 

 

In this example, the During a Session radio button has been selected. Two 
classes are reported that have a double-period session on Monday morning, 
the Art class with Mr Smith has been given different rooms at periods 1 and 
2, and Mr Yates’s Maths class has no room at period 2. 
You can discover what rooms are available and select one to assign, or 
exchange rooms with another class, in order to resolve such anomalies. 
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If you select the Across the entire cycle radio button, the report includes 
every class that has a room allocated for at least one period but which does 
not have the same room allocated at all periods. 

 

Classes that have not been given a room at any session are not included in 
this report, but a class that has no room at most sessions will be included, 
as will classes with a variety of rooms. 
When you use this routine and assign the same rooms to a class at all its 
sessions, it will not immediately disappear from the timetable, but it will be 
removed if you click the Refresh button. 

 

More Information: 
Assigning a Room to a Class on the Timetable Display on page 106 
Assigning Rooms to a Class at Most or All Periods on page 108 

Timetables of Free Teachers and Free Rooms 
These timetables are simple, the rows have no significance, and the cells 
contain only a teacher code or a room code. 
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A Department filter is available to restrict the list of teachers displayed. 

 

Right-clicking on the code in any cell will display the teacher or room 
timetable. 

General Features of Timetable Displays 
Many features are common to most of the timetable displays in Nova-T6. 

 

More Information: 
Displaying Block Colours on page 84 
Changing the Teacher Assigned to a Timetabled Class on page 104 
Assigning a Room to a Class on the Timetable Display on page 106 
Copying Rooms and Teachers from One Class to Another on page 108 
Jumping from a Timetable Display to Other Windows on page 111 
Navigating Timetable Displays Using the Keyboard on page 112 
Using Dual Monitors on page 113 
Recent Timetables List on page 113 
Current Timetables List on page 114 
Closing Timetable Displays Manually and Automatically on page 114 
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Displaying Block Colours 
All the timetables share a common feature, three modes of display that 
show either locks, facilities or block colours. To select block colours, click the 
Options button and then select the Block Colours radio button.  

 

Alternatively, press F5 until the block colours are displayed. 

 

The previous example shows a timetable in block colour mode. At Mon 3-4, 
where Dr Livingstone is teaching two classes together, the cell background 
is divided so that the colours of each block appear there. 

Using the Options Button 
The Timetable Options dialog is used to change the appearance of classes 
on the timetable you are currently displaying, without changing the normal 
behaviour for other timetable displays. 
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The dialog is separated into three panels: 
 Class Names - select the way that classes are displayed. The normal 

appearance of classes on timetables (systematic names or class labels) 
is set via Classes | Display Class Labels from the Classes page. 

 Facilities - this set of radio buttons is used to control whether or not 
the facilities assigned to classes are displayed, as well as their teachers 
and rooms. The Show Selected radio button is used when you want to 
show some facilities but hide others. Particular facilities can be set to be 
displayed via Plan | Facilities | Edit Facilities.  

 Colours - choose the use of background colours for the cells of the 
display and for subjects in the timetable. The use of background colour 
operates only for facilities that are displayed on the timetable and not 
those that you have chosen to hide.  

 

At the bottom of the dialog, the Display Non-Teaching Periods check box 
is disabled by default and non-teaching periods are not displayed on the 
timetable unless it is a non-class code timetable. Select Block | Show 
Non-Teaching periods to display non-teaching periods. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Editing Class Labels in the Assigning Resources to Classes chapter of the 
Getting Started with Nova handbook. 
Maintaining Subjects in the Creating and Editing Subjects, Sites, Rooms 
and Teachers chapter in the Getting Started with Nova handbook. 

 

More Information: 
Entering and Editing Facilities on page 15 

Using the Print Button 
Clicking the Print button on the Teacher dialog displays the Print Preview 
dialog. 
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This dialog enables you to see how the timetable will look when it is printed. 

 

The Select Printer field displays the name and location of the default 
printer. If you wish to change the printer in use, click the Select Printer 
button to display the Print Setup dialog and specify the preferred printer. 
A default Title for the report is displayed which can be edited, if required. 
To undo any edits made, click the Undo button to the right of the title field. 

 Undo button 

To increase or decrease the size of the font used in the title text, click the 
up or down arrows adjacent to the Title field. 
If you wish to modify the appearance of the timetable before printing it, 
there are a number of controls on the Print Preview dialog that enable you 
to fine tune the printed timetable display. 
Click the Yin/Yang button to change the arrangement of the days and 
registration periods on the timetable grid. 
To increase or decrease the size of the timetable displayed in the Print 
Preview dialog, move the Zoom bar forwards or backwards. Alternatively, 
click the forward or backward arrows to scroll to additional pages. 
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Choosing Font and Font Sizes 
Select an appropriate font, e.g. Arial, Times New Roman, etc. and change 
the text size of the Classes and Codes displayed in the timetable grid by 
using the up or down arrows. This affects the text size of the class names, 
teacher’s staff codes, room and facility identifiers displayed in each cell of 
the timetable grid. 

 

Specifying the Cell, Row and Heading Sizes 
A number of controls that enable you to specify the size of the timetable 
cells and the appearance of the row and column headings are available on 
the Print Preview dialog. 
The Cell Width and Cell Height settings are incremented in units of 5 
hundredths of an inch. If you want to adjust the settings by 1 hundredths of 
an inch, hold down the Ctrl key whilst clicking on either the Increase or 
Decrease buttons, marked by chevrons. 
The sizes of the cells are incremented in hundredths of an inch. The Row 
and Column headings can be adjusted so that the amount of white space 
around the timetable grid is kept to a minimum. 
The two check boxes marked Rpt relate to the Row Heading and Column 
Headings. The check boxes are selected by default and indicate that the 
heading settings will be repeated on subsequent pages when the timetable 
is printed. Deselect the check boxes, if required. 

Inclusion of Page Numbering and a Timestamp 
There are three options available that enable you to customise the page 
numbering on the timetable when it is printed. 
Click the down arrow adjacent to the Numbering field and select one of the 
following options: 

 None – no numbering 
 Page x,y – indicates Page 3, 5, i.e. third page across and fifth page 

down 
 Page n of m – sequenced page numbers. 

There are three options available for including a timestamp on each page of 
the printed timetable. 
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Click the down arrow adjacent to the Timestamp field and select one of the 
following options: 

 None – no timestamp 
 Date only – dd/mm/yyyy 
 Date and Time – dd/mm/yyyy 15:17:22. 

 

Configuring the Timetable Printing Parameters 
Click the Configure button on the Print Preview dialog to display the 
Configure Timetable Printing dialog. 

 

This dialog enables you to specify additional settings that affect the 
appearance of the printed timetable. 
The various settings are detailed below together with a graphic of how each 
setting changes the appearance of the printed timetable when it has been 
selected. 
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Displaying Staff and Room Names in Headers 
Selecting this radio button affects spreadsheet style timetable outputs in 
which a whole row or column corresponds to a key item. The staff name and 
room name are displayed as well as the class code. 

 

Showing Staff and Room Prefix Symbols 
Selecting this radio button ensures that staff codes and room identifiers are 
displayed prefixed by their standard symbols of $ and #. 

 

Separating Cell Rows for Staff and Rooms 
Selecting this radio button places the staff code on a line immediately below 
the class name and the room identifier on a separate line beneath that. If 
there are any facilities to be displayed, these are displayed beneath the 
room identifier. 

 

Bracketing Additional Staff and Rooms 
Selecting this radio button enables you to identify the staff members and 
rooms that have been allocated on the timetable rather on the curriculum 
plan as they are displayed in brackets. 

Underlining the Main Class Teacher 
Selecting this option ensures that the Main Class teacher of a class is shown 
with underlined initials to differentiate them from any additional staff 
members who may also be involved in teaching the class. 
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Omitting the Key Attribute 
Selecting this radio button removes the key defining code from cells in some 
spreadsheet reports, especially the All Staff Timetable report, where all the 
cells in a row refer to a lesson of a particular teacher or perhaps, a room. 

Showing One Class Only (but indicate clashes) 
Selecting this option ensures that where teachers or rooms have been 
double-booked, the information displayed in the cells of the timetable grid is 
not truncated. Only the first class or room and its attributes are displayed 
and a bracketed number indicates that additional lessons are taking place at 
the same time. 

 

Right Alignment of Row Headers 
Selecting this radio button ensures that the row headers are right-aligned. 

 

Transposing the Orientation 
Selecting this check box transposes the rows and columns of the timetable 
grid. This can also be achieved by clicking the Yin/Yang button on the main 
Print Preview dialog. 

Centering the Page Title 
Selecting this check box places the title of the timetable in the centre of 
each page, rather than left-justified. 

Underlining the Title 
Select this check box to underline the title of the timetable on the printout. 

Repeating the Title on Each Page 
Selecting this check box ensures that the title of the timetable is printed on 
each page. If this option is not selected, the title is only shown on the first 
page of the printed output. 
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Using Header Cell Frames 
Select this check box if you want the row and column headings to be printed 
with a faint box outline: 

 

Row labels (year/band descriptors) 
To ensure that row headings that indicate the names of the year or band to 
which the rows relate are displayed in the printed year band timetable, you 
must change the Row Heading margin to an appropriate setting. 
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Displaying Period Breaks 
Select this check box if you want the gaps between cells that represent 
period breaks to be filled in differing shades of grey. Any cells that represent 
day breaks are displayed with a solid black line. This setting also controls 
the band boundaries on the year-band timetable. 

 

Indicating Locked Classes 
Selecting this check box enables you to distinguish locked classes from 
unlocked classes in the timetable grid. Soft locks are shown in italics and 
hard locks are shown in bold italics. 

 

Centering Column Headers 
Select this check box to place the column headers in the centre of each 
column instead of being left justified. 

Single Line Display 
Selecting this check box ensures that each entry is displayed on a new line. 
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Including Facilities in the Timetable Grid 
There are three possible options for facilities: 

 

 Hide Facilities – no facilities are included in the timetable grid 
 Show Facilities – facilities are included 
 Show Selected – only facilities that are marked as ‘Show in 

Timetables’ through the Plan | Facilities | Edit Facilities menu route 
are shown. 

Colouring the Cells 
There are four possible colour options for colouring the cell background in 
the timetable printed output: 

 

 No Colour – the cell background colour remains white 
 Display Block Colours – the cell background colour corresponds to the 

block colour for the class 
 Display Site Colours – the cell background corresponds to the Site 

colour of the room 
 Highlight Facility Use – the cell background highlights where facilities 

are employed. For this to be an effective option, the Show Selected 
radio button should be selected in the Facilities panel of the Configure 
Timetabling Printing dialog. 

 

When you have selected the appropriate configuration settings, click the OK 
button to return to the Print Preview dialog. 
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Importing Configuration Settings 
The majority of the Timetable Printing Configuration settings are stored in 
the .SPL file and this enables them to be automatically available to other 
workstations. 
In order to ensure that your selections are saved, click the Close button on 
the Print Preview dialog instead of clicking the close window icon.  
Save the Nova dataset by selecting Data | Save Dataset. 
The choice of printer and the orientation of the paper, the user defined title 
of the timetable and the information detailing which pages to print are all 
discarded. 
It is possible to transfer the Timetable Printing Configuration settings from 
one .SPL file to another by selecting Tools | Import Timetable Printing 
Settings to display the Select Nova–T dataset dialog. 

 

Select the required file and click the Open button.  

 

Click the Yes button on the Confirm message dialog. 
If there are no Timetable Printing Configuration settings defined in the .SPL 
file, a message is displayed and the import is abandoned. 
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Batch Printing of Staff Timetables 
You can multi preview and print a number of staff timetables in one session. 
This enables you to review each selected staff member's timetable and then 
to print several at once. 

1. Select Timetable | Batch Printing | Staff to display the Print Multiple 
Teacher Timetables dialog. 
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2. Click the Subjects button to display the Select Subjects dialog. 

 

3. Click the Select All button to highlight all subjects taught within the school 
or highlight a specific subject individually. 

4. If you make a mistake, click the Clear All button and begin your subject 
selections again. 

5. Alternatively, click the Department button to display the Select 
Department dialog. 
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6. Highlight the required Department and click the OK button to return to the 
Select Subjects dialog. All subjects that are associated with the 
Department that you selected are highlighted with a yellow background. 
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7. Click the OK button on the Select Subjects dialog. All members of staff 
who teach the selected subjects or who are assigned to the selected 
department are automatically copied into the right-hand side of the Print 
Multiple Teacher Timetables dialog.  

 

8. Select the Include Non-Teaching Periods check box if you want 
non-teaching periods to be displayed on the timetables. 
The Class Labels radio button is selected by default but you can select the 
Systematic Names radio button, if you prefer. 
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9. Click the OK button to generate the timetable output(s).  

 
 

More Information: 
Using the Print Button on page 85 

Batch Printing of Room Timetables 
1. Select Timetable | Batch Printing | Rooms to display the Print Multiple 

Room Timetables dialog. 
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2. Click the Subjects button to display the Select Subjects dialog. 

 

3. Click the Select All button to highlight all subjects taught within the school 
or highlight a specific subject individually. 

4. If you make a mistake, click the Clear All button and begin your selections 
again. 

5. Alternatively, click the Department button to display the Select 
Department dialog. 
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6. Highlight the required Department and click the OK button to return to the 
Select Subjects dialog. All subjects that are associated with the 
Department that you selected are highlighted with a yellow background. 
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7. Click the OK button on the Select Subjects dialog. All rooms that are 
associated with the selected subjects or that are assigned to the selected 
department are automatically copied into the right-hand side of the Print 
Multiple Room Timetables dialog. 

 

8. Select the Include Non-Teaching Periods check box if you want 
non-teaching periods to be displayed on the timetables. 
The Class Labels radio button is selected by default but you can select the 
Systematic Names radio button, if you prefer. 
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9. Click the OK button to generate the timetable output(s). 

 

Printing the Timetable 
In the bottom left corner of the Print Preview dialog there are some 
additional controls that enable you to specify which pages to print and how 
many are printed. 
The Pages across, Pages down and Total pages fields indicate how 
many pages the current timetable is made up of and which page in the 
sequence that you are currently viewing. 

 

It is possible to determine which of the pages should be printed by selecting 
the appropriate Print radio buttons. The first two radio buttons are 
self-explanatory. However, selecting the Print selected pages radio button 
adds a check box to the top left corner of each page of the timetable so that 
you can manually indicate the pages that you want to print. 
Click the Select All or Clear button to quickly select or clear all the check 
boxes. 
Click the Print button to print the selection of timetable pages. 
Click the Yes button on the confirmation dialog to continue. 
If you have made changes to the printed layout of a timetable and you do 
not want these settings to be saved in the .SPL file, click the Reset button 
before clicking the Close button on the Print Preview dialog. 

Changing the Teacher Assigned to a Timetabled Class 
It is possible to edit the teacher of a class displayed on any timetable in two 
ways, by right-clicking the cell and either selecting Add Staff or Edit Staff 
from the pop-up menu. 
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Selecting Add Staff affects the timetable but not the Curriculum Plan and 
the change is only applied to the period of the cell you choose. It is typically 
used for teachers in a support role, particularly classroom assistants. When 
you select Add Staff, a list is displayed of teachers who are free at the 
period concerned. 
The change made by selecting Edit Staff can apply to a single period, more 
than one, or all the periods of the selected class. 

 

To choose one of them, highlight the row and click the OK button. The 
teacher is added to the timetabled class and displayed in brackets, e.g. 
($PH). 
The dialog has two radio buttons labelled Free and All. When you select All, 
the list of teachers will include teachers who have already been timetabled 
at the chosen period, either with a class or a non-class code. If you choose 
one of these teachers, Nova-T6 offers a choice: 

 OK - the teacher is added to the class you selected, but retains the 
previous commitment as well. 

 Cancel - the dialog is closed and no action is taken. 
 Swap - the teacher you selected and the teacher (if any) previously 

displayed in the cell exchange classes. 
 Move - the teacher is added to the class you selected, and removed 

from the previous commitment. 
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The procedure uses the Edit Staff dialog, which is also available from the 
Block window. 

 

By default, any change of teacher will be applied to all periods of the chosen 
class, i.e. all rows in the Upd column on the right of the dialog are ticked. 
Click in this column to remove ticks from periods at which you do not want 
to change the teacher. 

Assigning a Room to a Class on the Timetable Display 
Right-click the class and select Add Room from the pop-up menu to display 
the Room dialog. 

 

This dialog displays a list of free rooms, but if you want to use a room 
already in use by another class, this is possible. 
Click the All radio button to display a complete list.  
Select the required room and click the OK button. 
Alternatively, select Auto-Allocate Room from the pop-up menu. This 
routine uses priority rules that you have created. Two points should be 
noted, however: 
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 If a class already has a room, selecting Auto-Allocate Room has no 
effect. It only operates for classes that have no room assigned. 

 

 If the rules you have set up fail to identify a room to use, the Add 
Room is displayed so that you can manually select a room. 

If you choose a room that is vacant, it will be assigned when you click the 
OK button.  
If the room you choose is already occupied, the Resolve Clash dialog is 
displayed. 

 

The options available to enable you to resolve the clash are: 
 Double Up – put both classes in the selected room. 
 Abandon Change – do not proceed with the request to assign this 

room. 
 Swap – place your class in this room and move the existing class into 

another room. 
 Move – assign your class to this room and leave the existing class 

without a room. 
A notable difference between the Add Room and Auto-Allocate Room 
functions is that if the class already has a room, the Add Room function 
assigns another one but the Auto-Allocate Room function does not. 
The rooms assigned by either method are attached to lessons, i.e. class 
periods only, and do not appear on the curriculum plan. On timetable 
displays they appear in brackets. 
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Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Automatic Assignment of Rooms to Classes in the Using 
the Autoscheduling Facility chapter of the Maintaining Nova handbook 

Copying Rooms and Teachers from One Class to Another 
The pop-up menu obtained when you right-click in a cell of one of the 
timetable displays can vary, depending on where you click: 

 if you click a teacher added as timetable support, the options to Delete 
Staff and Copy Staff are offered. If the teacher is specified on the plan 
(Classes and Sessions windows), Copy Staff is offered, but not Delete 
Staff. Similarly with rooms, Copy Staff is available, and Delete Staff 
provided that the room has not been specified on the curriculum plan. 

 

 if you click a class after using the Copy option, the menu offers a Paste 
option so that you can assign the room or teacher that you previously 
copied. If the room or teacher is in use by another class, the Resolve 
Clash dialog is displayed. 

 

Assigning Rooms to a Class at Most or All Periods 
It is often desirable that a class should have all its lessons in the same 
room. 
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Right-click the class in any of the cells where it is scheduled and select 
Rooming on the pop-up menu to arrange this. Alternatively, click a class 
and press either X or Ctrl-R. 

 

The Room Allocation dialog is displayed. 

 

The timetable grid displayed in the dialog has a column for each of the 
periods at which the class has been scheduled. 
By default, only the rooms defined in Plan | Subject Rooms as suitable for 
the class appear on the grid, but you can untick the check box to look for 
other rooms. If no rooms have been assigned to the subject of the class, the 
check box is greyed out. 
Initially, the cells with a turquoise background indicate which rooms have 
been assigned to the class at present. Cells with a yellow background show 
how the rooms are used for other classes or non-class codes. A light grey 
background is used to indicate that a room is free. 
The rooms are ordered so that those most available to the class are listed 
first, and the number of periods at which each room is either free or else 
already assigned to the class appears in the second column, to the right of 
the room code. 
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The following actions are possible here in order to re-arrange the rooming of 
the class: 

 Click in a light-grey cell to move the class into the free room. 
 Click in a yellow cell to remove the existing room from its present 

assignment and assign it to your class instead. 
 Click in a turquoise cell to remove the room from the class without 

assigning another one. 
 Hold down the Ctrl key and click in a yellow cell to exchange rooms 

between the class displayed in the cell and your class. 
 Click a room code (dark blue row heading) to assign the room to all 

lessons of your class. 
 Hold down the Ctrl key and click a room code (dark blue row heading) 

to exchange rooms at all lessons between your class and classes 
currently occupying the room. 

 Click the number of periods displayed next to the room code in order to 
assign the room to your class only at periods where it is free. 

NOTE: It is not possible to take the room from a class to which it has been 
attached on the curriculum plan, i.e. in the Classes window. Classes with 
rooms assigned on the plan are shown in a bold font. 

When you assign a different room to the class by any of these methods, the 
cell showing the new room assignment now has a turquoise background. 
The real purpose of the turquoise colour in this grid is to indicate the rooms 
that will be used for the class once the changes are saved. The cell 
previously coloured in turquoise which represented the original rooming of 
the class, now has a pink background. 
The purpose of the pink colour is to indicate from which rooms the class is 
to be moved, and which classes (if any) will occupy these rooms if you 
confirm your changes by clicking the OK button. 
If another class was previously occupying the room you chose, that will be 
indicated by an asterisk following the class code. 
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The pink cells indicate which rooms were assigned to your class. Asterisks in 
the turquoise cells indicate that the room was originally occupied by another 
class.  
The changes only take place when you close the dialog by clicking the OK 
button.  

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Allocating Subjects to a Room in the Creating and Editing 
Subjects, Sites, Rooms and Teachers chapter of the Getting Started with 
Nova handbook 

 

More Information: 
Timetable of Classes with Inconsistent Rooms on page 81 

Jumping from a Timetable Display to Other Windows 
This can be achieved by right-clicking in an occupied cell of a timetable to 
display the pop-up menu, followed by selecting any of the Jump To options 
listed. 

 

You may have several timetable displays open at once, and so it is 
convenient for them all to close automatically when you jump to another 
window. This ensure that you have an unobscured view of the window that 
you want to view. One of the options from Timetable | Settings allows you 
to choose whether this happens or not (please see Closing Timetable 
Displays Manually and Automatically on page 114). The timetables can be 
reopened one by one, by pressing F11 repeatedly, up to the limit you have 
set. 
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Navigating Timetable Displays Using the Keyboard 
On any timetable display, you can: 

 Use the Up, Down, Left and Right arrow keys to move from a cell to 
an adjacent cell. 

 Use the Space Bar to move the focus around the fields in a cell. 
 Use the Delete key to remove a teacher or room from a class that has 

been assigned on the timetable, i.e. one that is displayed in brackets. 
 Press T when a class in the cell has the focus, to display a teacher list. 
 Press R when a class in the cell has the focus, to display a room list. 
 Press A when a class in the cell has the focus, to auto-allocate a room. 
 Press E to add, edit or remove a teacher or a room that has been 

assigned to one or more class sessions (i.e. appears with the class in 
the Sessions window and Block window, and is displayed without 
brackets on timetables). 

 Press Del when a teacher or room displayed in brackets has the focus, 
to remove it. 

 Press X and Ctrl-R to arrange consistent rooming at all periods. 
 Press M to jump to the Model window. 
 Press K to jump to the Block window. 
 Press B to jump to the Bands window. 
 Press S to jump to the Sessions window. 
 Press U to jump to the Auto window. 
 Press N to display the timetable of a currently selected teacher or room. 

However, it is not possible to add or remove facilities. 

Displaying Timetables for Currently Selected Teachers and Rooms 
Right-click a teacher or room code in a cell of any timetable display. 
Select Open Timetable to display the teacher or room timetable. 
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Timetable Settings 
Select Settings from the Timetable menu to display the Timetable 
Settings dialog. 

 

More Information: 
Using Dual Monitors on page 113 
Recent Timetables List on page 113 
Closing Timetable Displays Manually and Automatically on page 114 

Using Dual Monitors 
Nova-T6 is designed to be used with two monitors. With a notebook 
computer, a second monitor can be attached to its VGA outlet. A desktop 
machine can be linked to a second monitor either with a USB to VGA cable, 
or less conveniently by installing a dual monitor video card. 
Two obvious uses of a second monitor are: 

 to display one or more timetables, so that you can see the effects of 
scheduling actions performed on the main monitor 

 to display the relevant Nova-T6 handbook or help file. 
To set up Windows for two monitors, tick the check box Use Dual Monitors 
on the Settings dialog.  
For complete details of how to enable the use of two monitors you may need 
to consult your computer hardware documentation.  
Now when you display a timetable in Nova-T6, you can drag it onto the 
second monitor. When you select a Jump To function from the timetable 
pop-up menu, there is no need to close the timetable display in order to 
have a clear view of the window you want to view. 

Recent Timetables List 
When timetables are closed, records are placed on the Timetable menu’s 
recent timetables list up to the maximum you defined in the Max Recent 
Timetables field on the Settings dialog.  
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The closed timetables can be redisplayed one by one, by pressing F11. 

Current Timetables List 
Select Timetable | Current to list all the open timetables. You can bring 
any one of these to the front by selecting it from this menu list. 
Select Timetable | Cascade to arrange all open timetables so that you can 
read the title bars and see what they all relate to. 

Closing Timetable Displays Manually and Automatically 
To close a timetable window manually, click the Nova logo at top left of the 
display and select Close from the drop-down menu. Alternatively, click the 
Close button at the top right of the screen. 
To close all timetable windows at once, press F12. 
To arrange for all timetable windows to close at once when you Jump To 
another window, select the Auto-close Timetables on Jump check box on 
the Timetable Settings dialog. 
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Understanding Dual Timetables 
Dual Timetables are timetables that are submitted into the same SQL 
database by different timetablers who may be working on the timetables for 
completely separate areas of the school. The intended customers for this 
feature are Independent schools and Academies who support a wide age 
range. These schools are often split into separate Junior and Senior 
schools but are using a single SIMS SQL database. 
In order for this to work, the timetables must contain distinct sets of Year 
Groups. They must also use distinct sets of staff members and rooms. If a 
member of staff or a room is shared between the two areas of the school, 
this must be by prior agreement. 
It is important to stress that the two timetables both utilise the same 
timetable cycle because the SIMS SQL database can only support one 
timetable cycle on any given date. 
When loading a previously submitted dataset into Nova-T6 from the 
document server, Nova-T6 displays the year range which each dataset 
serves. 
When a dataset is submitted to SQL that contains only some of the years for 
which the curriculum has been defined in the database, the Curriculum 
Matching Wizard requires you to specify whether the blocks and classes in 
the other years should be preserved or deleted. 

Using Maintenance Datasets and Temporal Locks 
A maintenance dataset differs from all other types of dataset because it is 
created for the specific purpose of editing a timetable already in SQL for a 
particular date range, and the start and end dates have to be defined when 
the dataset is created. Maintenance datasets are only needed after the start 
of the academic year. 
The timetable as it is represented in SQL is time-based. All the records, of 
classes, their teachers and their rooms, have a start and an end date, which 
is not always the start and end dates of the working academic year. 
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A set of timetable data in Nova-T6 represents a snapshot, with no variation 
over time. If this data is to be exported to SQL for a particular date range, 
the information exported to SQL is uniform over the chosen date range, and 
there is an obvious danger that it will overwrite the changing picture already 
contained in the SQL data. If a construction dataset is exported to SQL, this 
is exactly what happens. For that reason, construction datasets are used to 
set up the initial timetable in SQL for an academic year but not normally to 
modify it afterwards. 
A maintenance dataset holds not only a snapshot of the timetable but also 
additional information (temporal locks) that help to avoid damaging records 
of timetable changes held in SQL. 

Creation of Maintenance Datasets 
When you are creating a maintenance dataset, a timetable is read in from a 
backup stored in the Document Management Server. The backup chosen is 
the most recent one stored when a timetable was exported to SQL for a 
date range that included the start date of the maintenance dataset. 
The snapshot timetable loaded from the document server is then modified, 
where necessary, in the light of any lesson records held in SQL that begin at 
any time after the start date or terminate before the end date of the 
maintenance dataset. Such records require protection when you send the 
maintenance dataset back to SQL, so they are added to the imported 
timetable if necessary, and locked. The locks used are recognizably different 
from locks that you might have created yourself, these are known as 
temporal locks. 
For example, suppose you want to reorganize the timetable for the period 
from October 10th to July 21st, because a teacher has left and some classes 
have to be taken by other teachers. Most of the timetable is unchanging 
over this period, except that: 

 Miss Brangwen’s Year 8 English class, usually in room E3 at Tue 3, Thu 
1 and Fri 4, is scheduled in room E9 at all these periods from February 
6th until March 10th. 

 A Science carousel has been set up in year 9, where the students stay in 
the same classes but the teachers and rooms rotate. This rotation 
occurs on January 4th and on April 24th. 

 A new year 13 band g English class, taught by Mr Podsnap, is scheduled 
in room E1 at Tuesday period 1, but only starting in November. 

The maintenance dataset created for the date range October 10th to July 21st 
will contain a snapshot of the timetable as at October 10th, and will show Mr 
Podsnap and room E1 as being free. Without additional information to warn 
you, you might assign Mr Podsnap or one of these rooms to some other 
class at the periods concerned, and doing that would obviously interfere 
with the timetable arrangements made for later in the year. 
Other hazards are less obvious, but temporal locks are intended to protect 
you from many of them, specifically those in which the timetable changes 
over the date range of the maintenance dataset, but the curriculum plan 
does not. 
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Using Temporal Locks to Protect Your Timetable 
The temporal locks represent extra information included in the maintenance 
dataset. They can be listed, and locked classes appear on timetables just as 
classes do that are locked in the ordinary sense, except that the background 
cell colour is different. They behave like ordinary locked classes too, and 
cannot be moved or deleted unless the lock is removed. Temporal locks on 
teachers and rooms prevent those teachers and rooms from being scheduled 
at any period where the lock is applied. In the previous examples, temporal 
locks are created to prevent you from making any changes involving: 

 Miss Brangwen, her year 8 English class, rooms E3 or room E9, at 
periods Tue 3, Thu 1 or Fri 4. 

 The year 9 Science classes and their teachers and rooms, at the periods 
where these Science classes are scheduled. 

If you find that it is essential to schedule Miss Brangwen or one of the rooms 
with another class, or to change the teacher or room of her year 8 English 
class, you can remove the temporal lock, but this would result in the 
protection being removed. For example, if you were to assign Mr Birkin to 
the class in place of Miss Brangwen, then since the snapshot shows the class 
in room E3 at the start date, the change to room E9 for part of the spring 
term would be lost. 
Unless you do deliberately remove a temporal lock, the item to which it 
applies is left out of the export at the period concerned over the whole date 
range, so any arrangements already in SQL are left undisturbed. 

Temporal Locks Not Available to Protect Your Timetable 
There are obviously problems posed by Mr Podsnap’s new English class.  

NOTE: Temporal locks are only applicable when changing or editing 
existing curriculum components.  

For example: 
 if you were to schedule another block serving year 13 band g at 

Tuesday period 1, the timetable would contain a band clash after 
November 21 at those periods. 

 Mr Podsnap himself, and room E1 are both free at Tuesday period 1 in 
the week beginning October 10, but if you were to schedule either of 
them at that period, it would cause a teacher or room clash later in the 
year. 
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Temporal locks do not prevent you from creating these situations because 
temporal locks are recorded against classes on the Curriculum Plan, and in 
the Nova-T6 snapshot of January 4, the Curriculum Plan does not include 
the year 13 English class. However, the program does warn you, when you 
are creating the maintenance dataset: 

 

Click the View Details button to discover what the problem is: 

 

A complete list of timetable variations for any desired date range can be 
calculated and displayed by selecting Data | Get Timetable Variation. You 
will need to enter the date range and your SQL username and password. 

Unexpected Temporal Locks 
All the temporal locks described above arise because of lesson records that 
start or end at some date within the date range selected for the 
maintenance dataset – records that do not apply over the whole of that date 
range. 
But it can happen that some records need protection even though they 
extend unchanged over the whole date range of the maintenance dataset. 
The following sequence illustrates this possibility: 

1. A timetable is exported to SQL, date range 5 Sept – 20 July. 
2. For the period 3 Jan – 31 March, Dr Bunnion will be absent on Tuesday 

afternoons: his RE lessons are to be taught by Rev. Brown. On 6th 
November, when this has been decided, a maintenance dataset is created, 
the changes are made and exported to SQL. 
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3. At the beginning of December, a fire in one of the Science labs puts the 
room out of use for the rest of the year. A maintenance dataset is created 
for the date range 4 Dec - 20 July to make necessary room changes. RE 
classes taught during the spring term on Tuesday afternoons by Rev. Brown 
have temporal locks, and when the room changes have been made and the 
data is exported to SQL, these RE classes are left undisturbed. 

4. Soon after the room changes have been made, it is decided to provide one 
of the year 11 Maths classes with a support teacher for the first half of the 
spring term. A maintenance dataset is created for the period 3 Jan – 17 Feb. 
It is clear that for the date range 3 Jan – 17 Feb. there are no variations in 
the timetable. The RE classes are taught on Tuesday afternoons by Re. 
Brown, and the room changes made in December are in operation 
throughout this period. Nevertheless, the dataset created will contain 
temporal locks. 
The reason is not difficult to see. The start date of this maintenance dataset 
is 3 Jan, and the most recent backup in the document server that covers 
this date is the one made on 4 Dec – a snapshot timetable that doesn’t 
contain details of Rev. Brown’s involvement with Dr. Bunnion’s RE classes 
during the spring term. So temporal locks must be placed on the RE lessons 
and on Rev. Brown and Dr Bunnion at the Tuesday afternoon periods. 

WARNING: 
If you have made only a few changes to the timetable for date ranges that 
still lie in the future, then the existence of temporal locks in a maintenance 
dataset will help you to make the changes you want without risk to other 
changes you made previously. 
However, if you have overused the process and exported large timetable 
changes to SQL for future dates, or several smaller changes on different 
occasions, then many blocks, classes, teachers and rooms will be locked, 
and you will find it difficult to edit the timetable at all without removing the 
temporal locks. This defeats the object of having them. 
It should be obvious that if every time you created a maintenance dataset, 
you used a start date later than any start date used previously, and if you 
always used the end of the working academic year as the end date, then 
the each dataset would contain no temporal locks at all, since over the 
date range you choose, the existing timetable in SQL would contain no 
changes. 

Using Maintenance Datasets 
Creating a Maintenance Dataset 

The process of creating a maintenance dataset and the issues surrounding 
this process are best explained by an example. Suppose that: 

1. In July, the timetable for the new academic year is completed, and the data 
(held in a construction dataset 2012-13TT.SPL) is submitted to SQL for the 
entire working academic year (date range 05.09.2012 – 21.07.2013). 

2. On October 12th, arrangements are made to enable leasing of one of the Art 
rooms on Thursday afternoons in February. 
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3. A week later, the Science department request various room changes, to 
apply between 21st November and 17th February. 
To arrange for the leasing of the Art room A3, the timetabler decides to 
create a maintenance dataset with a date range 30.01.2012 – 24.02.2013. 

NOTE: Because at this point the timetable is constant over the required 
date range, no temporal locks will be created, and there was no real need 
to create a maintenance dataset – a construction dataset would have been 
equally suitable. Nevertheless, using a maintenance dataset is the safer 
option, if there is any doubt whether the timetable might already have 
been modified for part of the date range 30.01.2012 – 24.02.2013). 

4. Select Data | Load Dataset to display the Load Dataset dialog. 

 

5. Click the Create Maintenance Dataset radio button and click the Next 
button to display the SQL Database Logon dialog. In order to create a 
maintenance dataset, it is necessary to connect to the SQL database, and 
you are asked to log on. 

 

6. Enter your SIMS User Name and Password. 
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A message is displayed while Nova-T6 examines the database and the 
backup files held in the Document Management Server. This may take some 
time, depending on how many backups there are. 

 

When all the information has been gathered, a dialog is displayed that lists 
the datasets that have been found. 

 

7. Enter information about the maintenance dataset that you intend to create. 

NOTE: If Dual Timetables for separate Year Groups have been created and 
submitted, this is evident in the Years column.  

8. Double-click the name of the Submitted Dataset that you wish to use. This 
populates the Academic Years section of the dialog and ensures the 
loading of the correct dataset. 
In the Submitted Dataset section, the Valid From and Valid To columns 
sometimes show the word Superseded instead of a date range. This means 
that although the dataset is still present in the document server, it is no 
longer deemed valid on any date at all.  
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In this illustration, the timetabler has filled in details of a new maintenance 
dataset: 

 a name, e.g. August 2012, intended to be meaningful and recognizable.  
 a Start Date and End Date to define the date range to be used when 

the modified data is exported to SQL. The date range specified must fall 
within a single academic year. 

 any Comments giving an explanation of the purpose of this 
maintenance dataset. The more detailed the comment, the more useful 
it is. You can edit this comment later by selecting Data | Edit 
Comment. 

9. After all the details have been completed, click the Finish button. 
When the dataset has been created, the top right of the Nova T6 screen 
displays its name, with a type M for Maintenance, and the date range during 
which it is valid. 
As only one dataset has previously been submitted for the requested date 
range, (and assuming no staffing or rooming changes have been made to 
the timetable directly in SIMS), you would not expect any temporal locks to 
be shown at this point. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Loading a Local Dataset in the Getting Started with Nova 
chapter of the Getting Started with Nova handbook 

Creating Further Maintenance Datasets 
It is very important to manage the creation of maintenance datasets 
carefully. If you have created and made changes to one dataset, you should 
either export it (please see Exporting a Maintenance Dataset on page 123) 
or abandon it before creating another.  
A problem will occur if you create a second maintenance dataset with a date 
range that overlaps with the first one, and then export the first one to SQL. 
The export will succeed, but any attempt to export the second one to SQL 
will fail, because there are now changes to the timetable that occur during 
its date range. It should contain temporal locks to take care of these 
changes, but it does not. When you attempt to export the second dataset, 
the export fails with an error message: Unexpected timetable variations 
encountered. 

Maintenance Datasets and Dual Timetables 
Dual Timetables are timetables that are submitted to the SQL database for 
the same period of time, but are designed by a different timetabler for a 
different set of Year Groups. They pose an extra complication for the correct 
handling of Maintenance datasets, and if Dual Timetables have been 
submitted, you are advised to avoid the use of Maintenance datasets, if 
possible. 
When viewing the Create Maintenance Dataset dialog, the list of 
previously submitted datasets indicates which range of years each dataset 
pertains. Double-click on the dataset that you are interested in, and then 
edit the date range as needed. 
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When the timetable is loaded, it includes all the lessons for the other years, 
e.g. the ones not represented in the dataset that you have chosen to use. 
This results in a large number of temporal locks. However, if the Dual 
Timetables have been created, as recommended, for almost wholly disjoint 
sets of staff and rooms, then these temporal locks will not pose a problem. 

Exporting a Maintenance Dataset 
When you have made all the necessary changes to the timetable, select 
Data | Export Curriculum and Timetable to SQL. 
The Export Curriculum and Timetable to SQL dialog is displayed. 

 

As you are using a maintenance dataset, the export dialog displays the 
Start and End Dates for the export. It is possible to change these but the 
Start and End Dates that you choose must lie within the originally selected 
date range. 
Click the OK button to proceed with the export via the Curriculum Matching 
Wizard. 
As the export proceeds, you will notice that the Verify Changes page in the 
wizard is empty. This is not because there are no changes, the wizard does 
not display information about the timetable being exported, only about the 
Curriculum Plan. 
Once the export is completed, the dataset that you have used becomes 
frozen and it cannot be exported to SQL as a maintenance dataset again. 
The status of Type F is displayed at the top right of the Nova-T6 window. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Curriculum Matching in the Nova-T Links chapter of the 
Maintaining Nova handbook 
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Temporal Locks in a Maintenance Dataset 
The timetable in SQL is no longer constant throughout the academic year, 
because it changes on 30th January and then reverts back again after 24th 
February. 

 

This is clear when you ask to create another maintenance dataset. This 
example shows the dialog displayed when the dataset for the department 
room changes is requested. 
As the date range for the department room changes, overlaps with the 
dates for leasing the Art room A3, temporal locks are created, and you are 
given the opportunity to see them. 
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The locks are displayed in a table that shows how the locked classes, 
teachers and rooms are used on the timetable over the date range of the 
maintenance dataset. 

 

By selecting Data | Temporal Locks, this dialog can be examined at any 
time. 
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Temporal Locks in Nova-T6 Page 
On timetables, classes with temporal locks are displayed with a turquoise 
background. 

 

Contrast the classes here at Thu 5 and Thu 6 with: 
 11A/Ar1 at Tue 1 – blue background indicating a soft lock 
 10T/Ar1 at Wed 7 – green background indicating a hard lock 

The timetable for room E7 also displays a temporal lock: 
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Because the maintenance dataset is a snapshot showing the timetable as it 
is on 21st November, room E7 is unoccupied at that time. Nevertheless, it 
must have a lock at all the periods on Thursday afternoon, to prevent you 
from using it during those periods and creating clashes in February. 
Temporal locks are also displayed in the Sessions window, the Block 
window and the Bands window. 

Sessions Page 
In this example, the temporal lock on the class 8y/Ar1 is indicated by the 
cyan background of the single-period session at Thu 5. 

 

NOTE: The colour cyan is also used for other purposes in the Sessions 
window. Here it is indicating the currently selected session, Fri 8, by being 
the background colour of the attribute $KB of the class. 

Block Window 
The unit at Thu 5 has a temporal lock, as well as Miss Burrows’s class 
8y/Ar1. 

 

Classes of the other groups at Thu 5 do not have a temporal lock, so if the 
group were linear, the classes could still be interchanged. 
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Bands Window 
The turquoise colour indicates that the units containing the classes 8y/Ar1, 
10A/Ar1 and 11T/Ar1 all have a temporal lock where they are scheduled 
on Thursday afternoon. 

 

In the details lists displayed when the mouse cursor is hovering over the 
session scheduled at Thu 5, the temporal lock on the class 8y/Ar1 is 
indicated by the word (Temporal). 

Editing a Timetable with Temporal Locks 
All the standard procedures for editing a timetable, using the Block. Bands, 
Auto and Optimise windows and the timetable displays can be used, but 
with the following restrictions: 

 teachers and rooms with a temporal lock cannot be assigned to or 
removed from a class at the period concerned. 

 classes with a temporal lock cannot be deleted from the timetable 
removed from the build, or moved to a different period. 

 a unit containing a class with a temporal lock cannot be deleted from 
the timetable or moved to a different period, although it may contain 
classes that can be moved, if they belong to a linear block. 
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Restrictions also apply on the Model and Sessions windows. 

 

In the above illustration, the Art class in the Expr Arts block in year 8 band 
y (8y/Ar1) cannot be edited or deleted on the Model screen. 

 

The previous message appears if you attempt to add attributes to a class 
with a temporal (or other) lock in the Sessions window, or to delete any of 
its attributes. 
Occasions may arise when these restrictions are unacceptable. It is possible 
to remove a temporal lock to that a teacher or room can be used, or a class 
moved to another timetable period. If you do that, the corresponding record 
in the SQL database will be overwritten when you export from the 
maintenance dataset back to SQL. 

Releasing a Temporal Lock 
A temporal lock can be released by selecting Data | Temporal Locks, 
highlighting the lock record you wish to unlock, and clicking on the Release 
button. 
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If, before you select Data | Temporal Locks, you have caused a clash 
message concerning the locked item to be displayed, e.g. by attempting to 
displace it using the click and drag function in the Block or Bands window, 
then an extra section will be presented in the Temporal Locks dialog: 

 

When you release the temporal lock on a class at some period, the lock on 
the teacher and room assigned to the class at that period will also be 
released, unless they are also assigned to some other class for another part 
of the date range of the maintenance dataset. 
The temporal lock on the unit to which the class belongs will also be 
released, unless the unit also contains another class with a temporal lock. 
A special circumstance arises when a temporal lock is released but the 
one-per-day rule has been suspended in order to schedule the class. When 
the temporal lock is released, it is replaced by a hard lock, to prevent the 
class from being unscheduled automatically. 

Viewing the Origin of Temporal Locks 
Once temporal locks have been released, it is possible to change the 
timetable by using teachers and rooms and by unscheduling or rescheduling 
classes that had been subject to a temporal lock. However, it is still possible 
to view the timetable variations over the date range of the maintenance 
dataset that caused the temporal locks to be created. To do this, select 
Data | Get Timetable Variation. 
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Using a Construction Dataset 
A construction dataset is one that you intend to use to develop a Curriculum 
Plan or to construct a timetable, when there is no need to protect data 
already exported to SQL. It contains no temporal locks, and when it is 
exported to SQL, it overwrites any timetable information already recorded 
there for the date range of the export. 
A construction dataset can be created in several ways: 

 by importing data from SQL 
 by importing from another dataset (including frozen datasets) 
 from data already loaded into memory 
 without importing any data. 

1. Select Data | Load Dataset to display the Load Dataset dialog. 

 

2. Select the Create Construction Dataset radio button and click the Next 
button to display the SQL Database Logon dialog. 
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3. Enter your SIMS User Name and Password and click the OK button. 

 

4. Select an Academic Year, supply a Name for the dataset, a Start and End 
Date, and add any relevant Comments. 

 

The name you enter is used as the name of the new SPL file. 
A check box is provided if you want the start date to be Today. 
Double-clicking the Academic Year sets both the start and end date, but that 
sets the end date to be the end of the academic year, e.g. 2nd September, 
rather than the end of the working academic year, e.g. 18th July, and so is 
not recommended. 
Entering a Comment is not essential but it is desirable, and you should 
enter a suitable description of how the dataset will be used. 
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5. When you have entered the necessary information, click the Next button to 
display the Select Data Source page of the wizard. 

 

 The Local dataset and External dataset radio buttons are used to 
locate an SPL file that will be used as the source for the construction 
dataset. 

 The SQL dataset radio button presents a list of backups that are stored 
in the Document Management Server.  

 The Current Data radio button can be used to base the construction 
dataset on any dataset, provided that you first load it into memory. 

 The Empty dataset radio button can be used in a variety of ways, 
either to start with no information at all, or to load some basic 
information from the dataset currently in memory, but without including 
blocks, classes and timetable. Selecting this radio button displays the 
Retain Data dialog. 
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6. Select the relevant check box and click the OK button to specify the 
information to be retained. 
It is very likely that you will want to at least import the list of subjects, 
teachers and rooms. If you do not import subjects, teachers and rooms, it is 
still possible to load these directly from SQL. 
If you choose not to retain the facilities stored in the currently loaded 
dataset, it is possible to import them later, even from a different dataset. 

 

More Information: 
Importing Facilities on page 17 

Working with Datasets 
Loading More Than One Dataset 

If only one dataset is held in memory, the Select option on the Data menu 
is greyed out. 
You can place another dataset in memory, in various ways: 

 select Data | New to create a dataset which has no Curriculum Plan or 
Timetable but you can copy the timetable cycle, primary data (subjects, 
teachers and rooms) and facilities, from the current dataset.  
Using the Retain Data dialog, deselect the first check box to define a 
new timetable cycle. Deselect either or both of the other check boxes in 
order to enter or import different primary data, or to create a new list of 
facilities. 

 

The new dataset will be called <NoName> and you will be able to give 
it a distinctive name when you save it as an SPL file. The Model screen 
displays a single year X that can be renamed, and you can also add 
other years and create bands, blocks and classes. 

 select Data | Duplicate to create a dataset identical to the one 
currently in use. The program will generate a name for the new dataset. 

 click the Load button or select Data | Load Dataset to load an existing 
dataset or to create a maintenance dataset. 

 

More Information: 
Creating a Maintenance Dataset on page 119 
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Switching Between Datasets 
When two or more datasets are loaded, you can switch between them easily 
and quickly by using Data | Select. The datasets held in memory are listed 
in a secondary menu, with the currently active one ticked. Click the one you 
want to switch to it. 

Comparing Two Datasets 
If two or more datasets are loaded, you can use the Analysis routines to 
compare the currently active one with one of the others. 

 

More Information: 
Using More than One Dataset on page 53 

Working with a Satellite Machine 
Timetablers often find it convenient to work on a computer that is separate 
from the network. In order to do this, it is necessary to install the software 
on the satellite machine, and from time to time to transfer data between 
that machine and the network. 

Satellite Installation 
Schools that have SIMS installed on their network can create an installation 
CD for themselves, by running the program NovaSatelliteSetup.exe, 
normally located in C:\SIMS\Setups.  

You can choose the location of the SATS folder where the installations will 
be created and saved. The folder SATS\NOVA\NOVA-T contains a file 
NovaT6Setup.exe which you can run to install Nova-T6. 

Whether you are installing the programs from the supplied Nova CD or using 
an installation created with NovaSatelliteSetup.exe, they will require a 
licence file in order to run. The licence files (MLICENCE.DAT) should be 
copied into the SNOVA\NOVAT folder on the satellite machine. 

Transferring Data To and From the Satellite Machine 
Nova-T6 data is most conveniently transferred as an .SPL file. 

To create an .SPL file, click the Save button, choose Save as and navigate 
to a suitable storage location. 
To read an .SPL file, click the Load button, choose Load new file, click the 
Load External Dataset radio button and use the wizard to locate and load 
the data file holding the transferred data. 
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Reports Menu 
The purpose of most of these reports is to examine the curriculum plan 
before attempting to construct a timetable. Errors in the curriculum plan and 
possible sources of difficulty in scheduling may be identified, and you can 
then correct these errors before proceeding. 
The Reports menu contains the following menu options: 

 

All these reports give information about the curriculum plan. 
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The first option, All Plan Reports can be useful if run before beginning to 
schedule the timetable, to verify that the plan is satisfactory. 

 

It provides a report which includes all the information contained in the other 
individual reports, with the exception of Block Comments, Period Types, 
Scheduled Clashes, Extra Attributes and the Curriculum Analysis 
reports. 

Block Verification 
Block verification carries out the same check on all blocks that is provided 
by the Verify button in the Sessions window.  

 

Blocks that fail the verification check cannot be built, so these blocks will 
also appear in the Unbuilt Blocks report. 
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Staff Verification 
The purpose of the Staff Verification report is to discover if teachers cannot 
be scheduled because there are not enough suitable spaces on the timetable 
to accommodate their sessions.  
The routine produces its report very quickly, and if it shows that a particular 
teacher cannot be scheduled, you should investigate the cluster sessions to 
which the teacher is assigned, and make the necessary changes. There is no 
point in starting to schedule while the Staff Verification report is indicating a 
problem. 
However, the routine does not check all possible causes of inability to 
schedule a teacher: 

 It is not concerned with timetable clashes involving rooms, facilities or 
other teachers. 

 It does not pay regard to the one-per-day rule. 
 It does not take account of period types or year blanking codes. 

Staff validation does consider teacher blanking codes, whether 
multiple-period sessions are allowed to cross breaks between periods on the 
timetable, and how multiple period sessions can fit into available slots on 
the timetable. 

 If a teacher fails staff verification, then it is impossible to schedule all of 
that teacher’s classes. 

 If a teacher does not fail staff verification, then it may or may not be 
possible to schedule all of that teacher’s classes. 

 

When a teacher fails staff verification, the program reports a problem and 
goes on to consider other teachers, without performing further checks on 
the teacher who failed. For this reason, when you have corrected all known 
problems, you should run the routine again to discover whether there are 
any more. Only when the report says All Staff Verified is it worth starting 
to construct a timetable. 
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What to Do if a Teacher Fails Staff Verification 
If a staff member cannot be verified, carry out the following procedure: 

 Open the Auto window by clicking the Auto button, and unschedule any 
classes which may have been timetabled already (select the All radio 
button and click the Unschedule button). 

 Click Tag to display the Tag Blocks dialog. Select All Years and tick 
the Blocks including teacher check box. Enter the initials of the 
teacher who failed the verification process and click the OK button. 

 Select the Tagged radio button and click the Schedule button. When 
scheduling seems to pause, click the Skip button. Repeat this process to 
produce as complete a timetable as you can. 

 Make a note of the block sessions, and the teacher’s class sessions that 
have not been scheduled. 

 Select Timetable | New| Teacher to examine the teacher’s timetable. 
If you compare the list of sessions remaining to be scheduled, with the 
spaces left on the teacher timetable, this will give you some insight into the 
cause of the problem. 

 

In this example, one double-period session remains to be scheduled. A 
period is being wasted in four of the triple-period sessions, since these can 
only accommodate one double each. 
If the break had occurred on each day after period 2 instead of after period 
1, there would have been sufficient slots on the timetable to hold all the 
double-period sessions required. 
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Facility Allocations 
This gives a list of all clusters with facilities assigned to them. The 
information provided is the cluster name, the facility and the number of 
periods assigned. 

 

Block Comments 
This report lists the comments which have been entered in the Model 
window. Blocks that have no comments are omitted from the list. 

Unbuilt Blocks 
This report lists all blocks whose build is incomplete, i.e. blocks which show 
cluster sessions in the Pending Sessions list in the Blocks window. Even 
one cluster session missing from the build will cause the block to appear in 
the list. 
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Unstaffed Classes 
This report details clusters with insufficient staff. 

 

Class Summary Report 
A report is available via Reports | Class Summary. 

 

Select the appropriate Years, highlight the applicable radio button and 
select the relevant check box before clicking the OK button to compile the 
report. The report output can be copied to the clipboard or printed. 

Cluster/Session Mismatches 
This report draws attention to cluster sessions whose attributes do not 
correspond exactly to the assignments displayed on the classes screen. 
Mismatches might concern teachers, rooms or facilities, and could occur if, 
for example, a teacher assigned to a class for two periods had been 
assigned to a double-period session and then the assignment on the 
Classes screen reduced to one period only. 
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Scheduled Clashes 
This report lists clashes between blocks that have been created on the 
timetable by using the teacher override or band override procedure in 
manual scheduling. The list shows only the names and session lengths of 
the blocks and the period(s) at which the clashes occur: 

 

This example is more complicated than it need have been. The second and 
fourth rows of information appear because the one-per-day rule has been 
broken. If the rule had been suspended for the block then these rows would 
not have appeared. 
The other details of the clash are not listed. This information can be 
discovered from the Bands window, by letting the mouse cursor hover over 
the clashing blocks and examining the clash list at the bottom right corner 
of the window: 

 

This list shows that a single class session belonging to Year 13 block A has 
been scheduled at period 2, to clash with the Year 13 block D scheduled at 
periods 1 and 2. 
This is a band clash, it is clearly not a teacher clash, because the teacher 
$FC is not listed here with any other class at the same period. 
Further information, illuminating the reason why the clash was arranged, is 
apparent in the Block window display for Year 13 block A: 
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The block requires five periods altogether, but it has been given six so that 
one period of Home Economics can be scheduled at a different time from the 
other classes in the block. 
In this example, the Home Economics class was scheduled at Thursday 
period 2 so as to create in effect a triple period for this practical subject. 

Duplicate Curriculum Names 
This report lists all instances of two or more classes with the same name. 
Although this is permitted in Nova-T6, and in SQL, the practice is not 
recommended, because confusion is likely when data is exported from 
Nova-T6. 
Duplicate names can arise if: 

 groups with the same name are created in a year, either belonging to 
the same or to different blocks, and these groups are given classes in 
the same subject. 

 blocks with the identifier * serving the same band or bands in a year are 
given classes in the same subject. 

 blocks in a year with classes in the same subject are given the same 
alphanumeric identifier. 

These practices that give rise to duplicate names can easily be avoided. 
Giving a group two classes in the same subject does not result in identical 
names for the two classes. However, there is no longer any reason to do 
this, since the one-per-day rule in automatic scheduling can be applied to 
Clusters by staff. 
A section has been added to this report, displaying instances of duplicate 
Class Labels within Partnership Blocks. It is important that no such 
duplicates exist if you wish to run the Import Partnership Identifiers 
routine. 
If two classes have been given the same PX GUID then the Duplicate GUID 
is displayed on the report and submission of the dataset is prevented until 
the duplicate GUID is corrected. 

Period Types 
This report lists blocks which have been associated with one or more period 
types in the Model window. 
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Blocks that have no period types are omitted from the list. A separate list is 
given for each period type used, but period types are listed separately for 
each block. 

 

Teacher Hours Report 
This report reflects the contracted teaching hours information entered in the 
Teacher Departments dialog. 

 

A clear indication is given for each individual teacher in regard to the 
number of contracted hours Employed, the hours they have been 
Allocated on the timetable, the balance Remaining or exceeded, a 
Warning of their total allocated percentage in relation to their contractual 
hours, where their hours have been exceeded, and the excess number of 
hours and minutes as an Overflow figure. The report output can be copied 
to the clipboard or printed. 
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Curriculum Analysis 
Several reports are grouped together in this section. They are: 

 Listing Classes for a Year and Subject (please see Listing Classes for a 
Year and Subject on page 146) 

 Teacher Information – Periods Allocated (please see Teacher 
Information – Periods Allocated on page 147) 

 Teacher Information – Periods Scheduled (please see Teacher 
Information – Periods Scheduled on page 148) 

 Teacher Departments (please see Teacher Departments on page 149) 
 Subject Staffing (please see Subject Staffing on page 155). 

Listing Classes for a Year and Subject 
This analysis compares the timetable with the curriculum plan, and the 
information about the classes can be grouped by year or subject: 

 

If you select List of classes for a year, you can highlight a single year or 
request a report for classes in all years. 
If you choose List of classes for subject(s), you can select a single 
subject, or use the Shift and Ctrl keys to make any selection of subjects 
you want. 
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The List Classes dialog is displayed where you can choose between a 
complete report, or one that omits classes that have been scheduled 
completely. 

 

The second option provides a useful check at the end of scheduling. 
Where a class is taught by two teachers on different occasions, information 
is presented separately for the sessions allocated to each teacher, and also 
in aggregate. 

Teacher Information – Periods Allocated 
This report analyses the deployment of teachers on the Curriculum Plan. The 
number of class periods allocated to teachers is listed in columns for each 
year, and three further columns are displayed for each teacher: 

 the intended load (Ld), 
 the total number of periods allocated to classes (Al), 
 and the number of periods timetabled (Tb). 

 

NOTE: Information about non-class codes and blanking codes is only 
included for periods timetabled, not in the other columns. 
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Teacher Information – Periods Scheduled 
This report is similar to the Teacher Information - Periods Allocated report: 

 

The year columns report the number of periods each teacher has been 
scheduled with classes in the year concerned. The remaining columns 
display, for each teacher: 

 the number of non-class codes, other than blanking codes (Alt), 
 scheduled (Nc), 
 the number of free periods (Fr), 
 the number of periods scheduled with classes (Tb) 
 and the number of periods marked with blanking codes to indicate that 

the teacher is not employed then (Bl). 
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Teacher Departments 
This report and the Subject Staffing (please see Subject Staffing on page 
155) report are closely related. 

 

The Teacher Department report lists information for each teacher about 
the subjects recorded in Plan | Teacher Departments and if necessary, 
some extra information relating to subjects not recorded there. 
Often, when the timetable is complete, the three values of intended load, 
assignments on the curriculum plan and assignments on the timetable will 
be the same, but that is not necessarily so. 

Teacher Use Report 
This report enables you to analyse the scheduling of staff across the 
timetable. It analyses all the lessons to which a teacher has been assigned 
and counts the total number of periods for each subject. The report also 
counts the actual number of periods on the timetable at which lessons, 
NCCs and Blanking Codes are scheduled.  

1. Select Reports | Curriculum Analysis | Teacher Use to display the 
Teacher Use dialog. 
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There are various parameters that you can specify: 
2. Click into the column adjacent to the required Year(s). You can select 

multiple years and only lessons that belong to the selected year(s) are 
counted in the report calculation. 

 

3. Click the Subjects button to display the Select Subjects dialog. 

 

4. Choose the required subjects and click the OK button to return to the 
Teacher Use dialog. Only lessons for classes that belong to a selected 
subject are counted in the report calculation. 

5. Select the Include Alternative Curriculum check box if you want this 
timetable to be included in the report calculation, this timetable will be 
considered as a pseudo year. 
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6. Select the Include unscheduled lessons check box if you want 
unscheduled lessons to be included in the report calculation. If this check 
box is selected, periods for planned lessons that have not yet been built or 
scheduled are counted. As these periods will not be visible in the period 
calculations, you must consider that selecting this option could lead to 
discrepancies between the total number of lessons and total number of 
periods for each teacher. 

7. If you select the Include NCCs check box, two additional columns are 
displayed in the report output. These show the number of PPA periods and 
the number of other Non Class Code periods that are scheduled on the 
timetable. Any NCC periods that have not yet been scheduled, are not 
displayed. 

8. If you select the Display Usage % check box, the report calculates the 
actual amount of time that the teacher is used, either for teaching lessons or 
for NCCs, and displays this figure as a proportion (percentage) of the total 
time that the teacher is employed. Any blanked off periods are not counted. 

9. Select either the Whole School or the by Subject radio button to specify 
the breadth of the report calculations. 

10. If you select the by Department radio button this results in the statistics 
being aggregated by Department. For example, the totals for all the Science 
subjects are combined and displayed as a figure for the Science department 
as a whole. 

11. Click the OK button to produce the report output. 

 

The report output displays a row of statistics for each member of staff. A 
dash is displayed in place of a zero to aid legibility of the report output.  
If you selected the Include NCCs check box, an individual column is 
displayed for PPA and another column shows the totals for more general 
NCC activities. 
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The Lessons column may show two figures separated by a forward slash. 
The first figure represents the total number of lessons, this may also include 
planned lessons that are not yet scheduled, and the second figure 
represents the actual number of periods at which the teacher is scheduled to 
be teaching. Sometimes, these two figures will be the same so only one 
figure is displayed. If the second figure is lower than the first number there 
may be some unscheduled lessons in the plan or there may be a clash on 
the timetable where the teacher is scheduled to teach two lessons at the 
same time. 
The Use % column displays a percentage figure calculated from the actual 
lengths of the periods at which the teacher has been scheduled. The Use % 
figure represents the ratio of the total time across all the scheduled periods 
to the total time of all periods at which the teacher does not have a Blanking 
Code. This is helpful because NCCs are sometimes used as Registration 
periods which are significantly shorter than normal teaching periods. If no 
period times have been entered, this figure will be meaningless.  

Room Use Report 
The Room Use report is very similar to the Teacher Use report, the only 
difference being that there is a single column displayed for NCC activities. 

1. Select Reports | Curriculum Analysis | Room Use to display the Room 
Use dialog. 
There are various parameters that you can specify: 

2. Click into the column adjacent to the required Year(s). You can select 
multiple years and only rooms that belong to the selected year(s) are 
counted in the report calculation. 
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3. Click the Subjects button to display the Select Subjects dialog. 

 

4. Choose the required subjects and click the OK button to return to the Room 
Use dialog. Only lessons for classes that belong to a selected subject are 
counted in the report calculation. 

5. Select the Include Alternative Curriculum check box if you want this 
timetable to be included in the report calculation, this timetable will be 
considered as a pseudo year. 

6. Select the Include unscheduled lessons check box if you want rooms 
with unscheduled lessons to be included in the report calculation. If this 
check box is selected, periods for planned lessons that have not yet been 
built or scheduled are counted. As these periods will not be visible in the 
period calculations, you must consider that selecting this option could lead 
to discrepancies between the total number of lessons and total number of 
periods for each room. 

7. Select the Include NCCs check box to display a column totalling NCCs 
activities.  

8. If you select the Display Usage % check box, the report calculates the 
actual amount of time that the room is used, either for teaching lessons or 
for NCCs, and displays this figure as a proportion (percentage) of the total 
time that the room is available. Any blanked off periods are not counted. 

9. Select either the Whole School or the by Subject radio button to specify 
the breadth of the report calculations. 

10. If you select the by Department radio button this results in the statistics 
being aggregated by Department. For example, the totals for all the Science 
subjects are combined and displayed as a figure for the Science department 
as a whole. 
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11. Click the OK button to produce the report output. 

 

The report output displays a row of statistics for each room. A dash is 
displayed in place of a zero to aid legibility of the report output.  
If you selected the Include NCCs check box, an individual column is 
displayed for PPA and another column shows the totals for more general 
NCC activities. 
The Lessons column may show two figures separated by a forward slash. 
The first figure represents the total number of lessons, this may also include 
planned lessons that are not yet scheduled, and the second figure 
represents the actual number of periods at which the room is scheduled to 
be used. Sometimes, these two figures will be the same so only one figure is 
displayed. If the second figure is lower than the first number, there may be 
some unscheduled lessons in the plan or there may be a clash on the 
timetable where the room is scheduled for use for two lessons at the same 
time. 
The Use % column displays a percentage figure calculated from the actual 
lengths of the periods at which the room has been scheduled. The Use % 
figure represents the ratio of the total time across all the scheduled periods 
to the total time of all periods at which the room does not have a Blanking 
Code. This is helpful because NCCs are sometimes used as Registration 
periods which are significantly shorter than normal teaching periods. If no 
period times have been entered, this figure will be meaningless. 
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Subject Staffing 
This report is very similar to the Teacher Departments report. 
Select the required subject(s) and click the OK button to produce the report 
output. 

 

The rows represent subjects, and the information given for each subject 
concerns teachers who in one way or another are associated with the 
subject. 

 

The teachers listed, by staff code, are those assigned to the subject via 
Plan | Teacher Departments and any others who have been assigned to 
classes on the Curriculum Plan or scheduled with classes on the timetable. 
It is possible to calculate the departmental allocations from the plan and 
retrospectively set the departmental totals accordingly. The values listed 
have the same meanings as in the Teacher Departments report, and are 
most often the same.  
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Curriculum Summary Report 
1. Select Reports | Curriculum Analysis | Curriculum Summary to display 

the Curriculum Summary dialog. 
There are various parameters that you can specify: 

 

2. Click into the column adjacent to the required Year(s). You can select 
multiple years and only lessons that belong to the selected year(s) are 
counted in the report calculation. 

3. Click the Subjects button to display the Select Subjects dialog. 

 

4. Choose the required subjects and click the OK button to return to the 
Curriculum Summary dialog. Only lessons for classes that belong to a 
selected subject are counted in the report calculation. 
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5. Select the Include Alternative Curriculum check box if you want this 
timetable to be included in the report calculation, this timetable will be 
considered as a pseudo year. 

6. Select either the Whole School or the by Subject radio button to specify 
the breadth of the report calculations. 

7. If you select the by Department radio button, this results in the statistics 
being aggregated by Department. For example, the totals for all the Science 
subjects are combined and displayed as a figure for the Science department 
as a whole. 

8. Click the OK button to produce the report output. 

 

The report output displays a row of statistics for each subject (where 
specified). A dash is displayed in place of a zero to aid legibility of the report 
output. 
A cumulative total of Lessons Taught, grouped by Subject for individual 
Years is displayed at the bottom of the report. 

List Class Timetables Report 
This report provides a summary of the activity of each class, showing the 
periods during which they are scheduled together with the teacher assigned 
and the room allocated. 
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1. Select Reports | Curriculum Analysis | List Class Timetables to display 
the Class Timetables dialog. 

 

2. Click into the column adjacent to the required Year(s). You can select 
multiple years and only classes that belong to the selected year(s) are 
counted in the report calculation. 

3. Click the Subjects button to display the Select Subjects dialog. 

 

4. Choose the required subjects and click the OK button to return to the Class 
Timetables dialog. Only lessons for classes that belong to a selected 
subject are counted in the report calculation. 

5. Select the Include Alternative Curriculum check box if you want this 
timetable to be included in the report calculation, this timetable will be 
considered as a pseudo year. 
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6. Click the OK button to produce the report output. 

 

Contact Ratio Report 
This report analyses the Curriculum Plan and Timetable in relation to the 
amount of contact and non-contact time for the staff members in each 
department.  
There are various parameters that you can specify, many of them are the 
same as those available when running the Teacher or Room Use reports: 

 

1. Select either the Curriculum (periods) or Timetable (minutes) radio 
button. If Curriculum (periods) is selected, any teaching assistants who 
have been allocated directly onto the timetable, are not included in the 
report calculation and any variations in the length of periods is not 
recognised. The Timetable (minutes) option is therefore more accurate 
but it is dependent on the scheduling having been completed. 
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2. You can identify a member of staff that you want to Exclude from Contact 
Ratio Calculations, this is usually the Head Teacher or other members of 
the Senior Management Team whose primary responsibilities are not 
teaching. Highlight their name(s) and click the Add to Excluded list 
button. 

3. Click the OK button to calculate the report output. 

 

Understanding the Contact Ratio Output 
Full Time and Part Time Staff Equivalences 
Initially, all staff are characterised as either Full-time or Part-time, according 
to whether or not each teacher has a blanking code at a period which is 
active, i.e. they have not been totally blanked off with Year blanking codes. 
Furthermore, the teacher’s FTE (full-time equivalent) is calculated as the 
ratio of non-blank periods to the size of the cycle.  

NOTE: If the school day is staggered according to year group and different 
year groups are taught at different periods during a 'long day', the results 
in the Contact Ratio output should be interpreted with caution because the 
proportion of the day when a teacher is expected to be in front of a class is 
reduced. 

The F-time Staff and P-time Staff columns indicate the total number of 
staff who are allocated to these classes. 
In Dept, Outside Dept and Not Taught 
The In Dept column displays the periods/minutes of teaching time that has 
been allocated to these classes with staff who are members of the relevant 
department. If multiple staff are allocated to a lesson, the allocations are 
totalled separately. Where subjects have been aggregated into departments, 
any departmental allocations within the aggregated set of subjects is 
counted. 
The Outside Dept column displays the periods/minutes of teaching time 
allocated to these classes with staff who are not members of the relevant 
department. 
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The Not Taught column displays the periods/minutes of teaching time that 
have no teaching staff assigned. 
Curriculum Units 
Different timetables have different numbers of periods in the cycle, and 
these periods vary in length, both from school to school, and sometimes 
even within the cycle of a single school. The Curriculum Unit is a way to 
standardise across this variation. Traditionally, a Curriculum Unit represents 
a number of periods approximating to 1/9th of a normal working week. 
To calculate a Curriculum Unit in terms of periods, start by taking the 
number of periods in the cycle and divide it by 9. If you are working with a 
normal 5 day week, that's all that's required. Otherwise, this figure needs to 
be scaled down. For example, if you have a 10-day cycle, then the figure 
needs to be divided by 2.  In general the figure is multiplied by 5, and 
divided by the number of days in the cycle. 
If the Timetable is being analysed, so that the calculations are carried out in 
minutes, then the basic formula is the same, except that in place of periods 
in the cycle, the total number of minutes throughout the cycle, (the sum of 
the lengths of the periods), is used instead. 
The Establishment Figure 
The figure in the Establishment column, represents the number of 
dedicated teachers who teach that subject on the timetable. When 
calculating this total, part-timers are only counted as a fraction (their FTE 
value). However, if a teacher (whether full-time or part-time) teaches more 
than one subject, their contribution to the Establishment figure is shared out 
proportionately. These fractional contributions to each subject add up to the 
teachers FTE. 
The calculations are slightly different according to whether the analysis is by 
Curriculum (periods) or Timetable (minutes). 

 By Curriculum (periods) 
For example, if teacher AB teaches four days out of five (FTE = 0.8) and 
is allocated to teach 10 periods of Maths and 15 of Science, then the 
calculation would look like this:  
Maths: 10 periods out of 25 (Total Load), Estab. = FTE (0.8) * 10/25 = 
0.32 
Science: 15 periods out of 25 (Total Load), Estab. = FTE (0.8) * 15/25 
= 0.48 
The allocations counted are tallied on a per-Session basis, so that the 
totals for the Total Load used in this case is the sum of the allocations of 
Teachers to Clusters in the Classes window. 

 By Timetable (minutes) 
The Establishment calculation does not take frees or NCCs into account, 
it just looks at the lessons.  
For example, if teacher AB teaches four days out of five (FTE = 0.8) and 
teaches 10 lessons of Maths and 15 of Science, then (assuming all 
lessons are 50 mins long) the calculation would look like this: 
Maths: 10x50 = 500 minutes out of 25x50 = 1250 minutes, Estab. = 
FTE (0.8) * 500/1250 = 0.32 
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Science: 15x50 = 750 minutes out of 25x50 = 1250 minutes, Estab. = 
FTE (0.8) * 750/1250 = 0.48 

If the lessons varied in length, the calculation would take this into account, 
and so the By Timetable (minutes) and By Curriculum (periods) results 
could differ. 
The Establishment figure can be thought of as the total teaching effort 
within a subject, but disregarding time away from the classroom. The sum 
over all the subjects represents the total number of staff (taking FTE values 
into account) i.e. the total teaching effort across the school. 
The Contact Ratio Figure 
As previously described, the Establishment figure disregards non-teaching 
activities, so perhaps it could be best described as representing total 
potential teaching effort. The Contact Ratio calculation reveals how much 
of that potential effort is actually used. 
To do this, the average number of taught lessons per period is calculated, 
by counting the taught lessons across the cycle and dividing by the cycle 
size.  

NOTE: If a lesson has two teachers, this is counted twice because double 
the teaching effort is expended. 

 The average number of taught lessons per period is divided by the 
Establishment figure, the total potential teaching effort, to give the 
proportion of this potential effort which is realised. Finally, the figure is 
multiplied by 100 for display purposes. If the analysis is performed By 
Curriculum (periods) then it is possible that a Contact Ratio figure 
exceeding 100 is displayed. This can occur if the total allocation for a 
member of staff exceeds the cycle size. Obviously this is an impossible 
requirement unless the lessons are going to be doubled up. In effect, 
with a value over 100,  the Contact Ratio calculation is reporting that 
the department is staffed by teachers with a negative amount of free 
time. 

Timetable Comparison 
This analysis compares two timetables and reports on differences between 
them. Not all differences are listed, but included in the report are: 

 classes, non-class codes and blanking codes removed from the 
timetable 

 classes, non-class codes and blanking codes newly scheduled 
 changes to the scheduling of teachers and rooms. 

The locking and unlocking of classes and non-class codes are not included. 
This routine can be used when the timetable is being constructed, to 
examine what changes have been made since a previously saved version. It 
is also useful during the maintenance phase, to produce a list of changes 
that can be published to all staff instead of reprinting and distributing the 
entire timetable. 
The routine compares the timetable you are working with and another one 
loaded into memory.  
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1. Select Reports | Timetable Comparison when only one dataset is loaded, 
a message is displayed. 

 

2. Click the OK button on the dialog and then click the Load button to display 
the Load Data dialog. 

 

3. Click the Load new file radio button. 
4. Alternatively, select Data | Load dataset in order to load the timetable that 

you want to compare. 
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5. Select the required radio button from the Load Dataset dialog and click the 
Next button to continue. 

 

6. Highlight the name of the dataset that you want to make a comparison with 
and click the Finish button. 

NOTE: The new data file becomes the currently active one. The one 
you were working with before is retained in memory, so you can now 
select Reports | Timetable Comparison again and proceed with the 
comparison. 

7. If there are several datasets in memory, including the two that you want to 
compare, you should first ensure that one of them is set to be the currently 
active one (please see Switching Between Datasets on page 135) via Data | 
Select.  

8. Select Reports | Timetable Comparison and pick the other dataset from 
the dialog.  
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This dialog is always displayed, even when there is only one dataset in 
memory available for comparison. As a result of this, you are able to check 
that the one loaded into memory is the one that you intended to compare. 

 

9. Click the OK button to produce the Timetable Comparison report output. 

 

The report can be printed directly, or copied to the Windows clipboard in 
order to paste it into Word or other word-processing software. 

Extra Attributes 
This report presents information about teachers and rooms that have been 
assigned to lessons on the timetable, although not allocated to the classes 
or non-class codes on the Curriculum Plan. Typically, this represents the 
way that most rooms are timetabled, and the use of teachers and assistants 
in a support role. 
The report is presented in a dialog. Three check boxes enable you to include 
Show Staff, Show Rooms and Clashes only.  
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If you select the Clashes only check box, the report only includes instances 
where a teacher or room is assigned to two or more classes at the same 
period on the timetable but not to all of them on the Curriculum Plan. 

 

Another filter is available to limit the report to classes in a single subject. It 
is the subject of the class that matters, not the department to which the 
room has been assigned. This filter is greyed out when you select the 
Non-class Codes radio button. 
If you click a cell in the Remove column, the room or teacher assignments 
are removed from the lessons concerned. 
Close the dialog by clicking the OK button. 

 

More Information: 
Changing the Teacher Assigned to a Timetabled Class on page 104 

Multiple Timetable Conflicts Report 
In order for this report to work correctly, at least two datasets must be 
loaded. When you select this report, a dialog is displayed enabling you to 
select the loaded dataset with which the current data is to be compared. If 
there is only one dataset loaded, this is selected automatically. In addition, 
you can specify two additional parameters: 
Transition time (in minutes): by default, a lesson for a teacher ending at 
11:00 am in one part of the school is not seen to conflict with another 
lesson for the same teacher starting at 11:00 am in another part of the 
school. However, it is possible that the two parts of the school are situated 
on separate sites, so in practice, a certain length of time is required to 
enable the staff member to travel between the two sites. If this is an issue, 
by entering a minimum number of minutes required for this journey, the 
conflict report takes this factor into account. This parameter only affects the 
conflicts detected for staff and not for rooms. 
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Show Clashes Only: by default, this is selected and the report only lists 
staff or rooms for which at least one problem has been detected. If this 
check box is deselected, all staff and rooms which are present in both 
datasets are listed. Where no conflicts have been detected, No Clashes is 
displayed. 

NOTE: In order for the Multiple Timetable Conflicts report to provide 
meaningful data, it is vital that the period times have been entered 
correctly in each dataset via the Tools | Define Period Times routine. 

Partial Schedule Trials 
This item on the Tools menu is used to test the feasibility of the Curriculum 
Plan before starting to create the timetable. 

 

Before you start, ensure that all blocks will build. You can check this by 
building all blocks on the Auto window. 
Select the All Years radio button, accepting the default settings and click 
the Start button. The routine constructs but does not display, timetables for 
each year in turn, and when a year’s timetable is complete it is deleted and 
the program starts on the next year. 
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On the lower left-hand side of the dialog box each block is listed as it is 
scheduled, and on the right-hand side of the dialog, the years are listed as 
successes or failures. 

 

If a year timetable cannot be completed successfully, the program attempts 
to construct a timetable for each band in turn, scheduling only the blocks 
which serve the band. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Conducting Partial Schedule Trials in the Introduction to Timetabling 
chapter of the Maintaining Nova handbook 

Investigating Partial Schedule Failures 
The reason for failure may concern the way in which: 

 facilities have been assigned to classes 
 teachers or rooms have been assigned to classes 
 session lengths have been defined for blocks and their clusters. 

The first step in diagnosing the problem is to run the trial again for the year 
that has failed. This time, deselect the Include Facilities check box and 
the Include Attributes check box. If the Partial Schedule Trial process 
completes when the Include Attributes check box is deselected, the 
problem is caused by the allocation of teachers or rooms to the classes. 
More understanding can be gained by switching to the Auto window, and 
attempting to build the failed schedule there. If a timetable already exists 
and you do not want to lose it, click the Save button and save the existing 
data as a new School Plan file before unscheduling all blocks from the 
timetable. 
Tag the blocks that you want to schedule and click the Schedule button. 
One or more blocks will fail and you can switch to the Block window to try 
and complete the timetable there. 
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The block or blocks that fail to schedule are not usually responsible for the 
problem, they only fail because other blocks are scheduled first.  

Partial Schedule Trials for Departments 
If the All Years process has completed successfully, it is suggested that you 
carry out a test for All Departments.  

 

Select the All Departments button to begin the process. 
The process runs through a list of all faculties, i.e. the subjects that stand at 
the top of the faculty tree.  
For each faculty, the process attempts to construct a timetable for all blocks 
which contain one or more classes belonging to the faculty. For example, for 
the Science faculty, all blocks which contain classes in Science, Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics, Human Biology, etc. are included in the timetable. 
If the timetable cannot be scheduled completely, the process attempts to 
build similar timetables for Chemistry, Physics, Biology and Human Biology, 
etc. In this way, you can discover precisely where the problem lies. 
Two cautions are necessary in interpreting the results of the All 
Departments Partial Schedule Trials process: 

 It is quite possible for a faculty timetable to fail and for all the separate 
subject timetables to succeed, e.g. because of difficulties in scheduling 
teachers who teach more than one science subject. 

 The blocks that contain classes in science subjects may well contain 
other classes as well, and it may be these other classes and the 
resources belonging to them which cause the failure. 

 

More Information: 
Subject, Department and Faculty on page 47 
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A Limitation of Partial Schedule Trials 
If an All Years or an All Departments Partial Schedule Trial fails, you 
will have to modify the plan, relax requirements, or in some way increase 
flexibility in order to be able to complete a full school timetable. However, if 
all the trials succeed, this does not imply that it will be possible to construct 
the timetable with the Curriculum Plan as it stands. It is quite possible that 
each Year can be scheduled on its own, but not in combination, as in the 
following example. 
If the timetable cycle allows only one triple-period session per day in a 
five-day week, you might create two blocks in each of the years 9, 10 and 
11 which require a triple-period session. This would cause no problem in 
scheduling any one of these years by itself. However, if one particular 
teacher was assigned to a class in each of these six blocks, the teacher 
would have to teach in six triple-period sessions. Each year could be 
scheduled alone, or any two years together, but not all three at once. 
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Using Options 
The purpose of the Options program is to arrange the students’ curriculum 
in a way that satisfies their course choices as far and as economically as 
possible. There are many variations possible: 

 Options is most commonly used to make arrangements for the next 
academic year, but it can also be used for other purposes – e.g. to 
arrange a program of activities for the latter part of the summer term. 

 Options can use a pre-determined arrangement of classes in blocks, or 
can suggest how many classes in each subject may be required and how 
they could be placed in the blocks. 

 Courses can if necessary be arranged for which the students must be 
placed in two or more classes, not just one. 

 Options can take account of other requirements than student choices 
(e.g. ability levels, sex) when placing students in classes. 

There are several stages in the general process of using Options: 
 Preparing data in Academic Management and in Nova-T6 for Options to 

use. 
 Setting up an implementation in Options, and importing into it the data 

needed from Academic Management and Nova-T6. 
 Entering student course choices in Options, arranging blocks with their 

classes, and assigning students to these classes. 
 Transferring the blocks and classes to or Nova-T6. 
 Exporting the curriculum plan (including the blocks and classes from 

Options) to SQL. 
 Exporting student class memberships from Options to SQL. 

Initial Preparation 
The Options software requires information about students belonging to a 
single National Curriculum year from SQL. If Options is used to arrange the 
curriculum for the next academic year, the information needed from SIMS 
for each student is: 

 the student’s current year and registration group 
 the student’s band membership in the next academic year. 

From Nova-T6, Options utilises information about subjects and blocks but 
does not utilise any classes that may be in those blocks. 
Some of the data needed by Options may already exist, but if not, it should 
be created: 
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 in SIMS, create the new academic year using the wizard in Routines | 
School | Academic Year. 

 select Tools | System Diagnostics | Database Diagnostics to 
identify and fix any errors in the data. 

 make sure that the details of Pastoral years and National Curriculum 
years are correct for the new academic year, using Focus | School| 
Pastoral Structure | Next Academic Year Structure; it is not 
necessary at this point to have correct information about next year’s 
registration groups, houses, etc. 

 select Routines | School | Promotion to set the promotion path for 
years. 

 export the band schemes from Nova-T6 to SQL for the next academic 
year. It is best to send the band schemes only, without the rest of the 
curriculum plan, because you may change the curriculum plan later. 

 in Nova -T6, click the OK button to display the Export Curriculum and 
Timetable to SQL dialog. 

 

 select the Export Band Structure only (no blocks) check box and 
click the OK button. 

 in SIMS, use Academic Management to assign students to their bands 
for the next academic year, using the Academic Management tick grid. 

 in Nova-T6, make sure that the subjects that Options will need are in 
the list, and that you have created the blocks that Options will use. It is 
unnecessary to place classes in these blocks because any such classes 
are deleted when the real classes created by Options are imported at a 
later stage. 

Setting Up a New Options Implementation 
When in Options you set up a new implementation select SQL mode, the 
field can be left blank if you intend to transfer data only to and from 
Nova-T6. 
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When the new SQL mode implementation is saved, the SIMS directory 
entered will be stored for future reference, so that whenever a new SQL 
mode implementation is created, this value will be read in as the default. 

 

When a SQL mode implementation has been created in Options with no 
Nova data directory, the only import that is available is the import from 
Nova-T6. The other imports will be disabled. 

Importing Data into the Options Implementation 
Importing student data from SQL is described in the Preparing the 
Curriculum Using Nova T6 and Options handbook.  
Curriculum data is transferred from Nova-T to Options in an XPL file, 
created by selecting Data | Export to Nova-T4/Options in Nova-T. This 
file contains the years, subjects and curriculum blocks that will be used in 
the Options implementation. In Options, read the file by selecting Tools | 
Transfers | Import Curriculum from Nova-T6. 
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When you click the Open button, another dialog is displayed which enables 
you to select the blocks to import. All the years and subjects will be 
imported. 

 

The only blocks available are those with explicit block identifiers (not those 
without an identifier, or those with an asterisk). 
You can highlight the blocks to be used in your Options implementation, and 
click the single-arrow button as illustrated here to select them for import. 

Transferring Blocks and Classes from Options to SQL 
When you are ready to transfer curriculum data created in Options, you can 
transfer it directly to Nova-T.  
In Options, select Tools | Transfers | Export MOD File to Nova-T6. You 
are requested to select a year for export and to indicate a suitable storage 
location for saving the MOD file to. A sensible location would be the 
SNOVA\TRANSFER directory. A filename is automatically suggested but you 
can alter this as you wish. 
If the selected year does not contain any blocks, the export is abandoned. If 
blocks are present in the selected year, the file is created. 
To import this file into Nova-T, open the Model page in Nova-T and click the 
Recall button to merge the MOD file in. 
Merging a MOD file with existing data results in the following: 

 Any blocks already present in Nova-T with the same years and block 
identifiers as those being imported are replaced and their details 
removed from the timetable. 

 Other blocks present in Nova-T remain unchanged, alongside the new 
ones read in from the MOD file. 
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Introduction 
This chapter describes functionality in Nova-T6 that is designed to support 
the Partnership Xchange. In particular, it describes the steps that the 
partnership management should undertake to ensure that the schools within 
the partnership or consortium are all operating matching timetables, and 
moreover, to enable future communications between these schools, 
specifically those regarding student class memberships. 
There is no right way of organising a partnership. The routines described will 
fit many partnerships with little or no modification, others may find that 
they need to adapt the process. 
Initially, the partnership creates a common curriculum plan for the year 
groups in which students move around between schools. This typically 
consists of four or five Option Pools, each containing a large collection of 
classes. It is expected that each Option is scheduled twice during the week, 
once in the morning session and once in the afternoon session. 
Each class has a designated location, or possibly two locations, one for the 
morning and one for the afternoon. 
The following table shows an example of how this information might look for 
year L6. The letters next to the class names indicate the sites where the 
AM/PM sessions are to be taught. 
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Option A Option B Option C Option D 

L6A/Fr1 G/G L6B/Ch1 G/G L6C/Fr1 G/G L6D/Ma1 G/G 

L6A/Gm1 G/G L6B/Ph1 G/G L6C/Ru1 R/R L6D/En1 B/R 

L6A/Sp1 G/G L6B/Bi1 G/G L6C/Jp1 B/B L6D/Ar1 B/B 

L6A/La1 B/B L6B/Pe1 B/B L6C/Hi1 W/W L6D/Dr1 R/R 

L6A/Hi1 B/W L6B/It1 B/B L6C/Gg1 S/S L6D/Mu1 Y/Y 

L6A/Gg1 S/S L6B/Ar1 R/R L6C/Hu1 R/S L6D/Hu1 G/B 

L6A/Re1 R/R L6B/Ar2 Y/Y L6C/Mu1 B/B L6D/Sc1 B/G 

L6A/Ma1 R/S L6B/Ps1 S/R L6C/Bi1 G/G L6D/Sc2 R/R 

L6A/En1 Y/Y       

Furthermore, the Partnership has decided on which sessions during the 
week the Option pools are to take place: 

 

Year L6 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

AM Option A Option B Option C Option D  

PM Option C Option D  Option A Option B 

Note that in this example, Wed PM and Fri AM are available for 
non-Partnership activities in each school. A similar plan can be created for 
year U6. 
The plans are entered into Nova-T6, with the intention of distributing the 
SPL file to each establishment within the partnership. 

Summary of Partnership Operations in Nova-T6 
Central Partnership Administration 

 A new, empty, Common dataset is created in Nova-T6. 
 A simplified cycle is set up, with just one period per session. 
 Years are created for each year group that is active in the partnership. 
 Agreed common subject list (codes and descriptions) is entered into the 

dataset. 
 Option blocks and their classes are entered into the dataset. 
 The blocks are marked as Partnership blocks. 
 Site rooms are entered, usually one per partnership establishment. 
 The location (or locations) of each class are entered, and the class labels 

adjusted. 
 The blocks are scheduled, and the lesson locations represented by site 

rooms. 
 The Common dataset is distributed to the various schools in the partnership. 
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Local School Administration 
 The Common dataset is loaded into Nova-T6. 
 The Common dataset is modified (stretched) to match the local cycle shape. 
 The Local school dataset (containing the lower school years) is loaded into 

Nova-T6. 
 Site rooms are entered to match those in the Common dataset. 
 The Common dataset is merged into the Local school dataset. 
 Subject codes must be matched up where these are at variance. 
 The Partnership classes that are taught locally must be staffed and roomed. 
 The Local dataset is submitted into the SQL database. 

Behind the Scenes 
Classes in Partnership blocks are assigned a central GUID identifier. 

Setting up the Common Partnership Dataset 
Set up a Nova-T6 dataset in the normal way with: 

 Two year groups – e.g. L6 and U6 (or 12 and 13). You may want to 
include years 10 and 11 as well if your partnership activities extend 
down to these year groups. 

 A cycle with 5 days (Mon - Fri) and 2 periods (AM and PM). You may 
wish to set up a 2-week cycle, or even set up 3 periods rather than 2 if 
your partnership operates a 3-session day. But note that the automated 
partnership rooming routines and the related class label generators are 
designed to work with a 2-session day. 

 No teachers at all. 
 A few rooms – one to represent each of the establishments within the 

partnership. Ensure each room code starts with a different letter. 
 Option Pools – e.g. A, B, C, D in both years L6 and U6. 

The following graphic shows a typical timetable cycle for a Common 
Partnership dataset. 
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The following graphic shows a Room List for a Common Partnership dataset. 

 

Create the required classes by dropping subjects into the Option pool blocks 
on the Model screen in the usual way. The following example only has a few 
classes in each block, in reality there will be many more. 
The following graphic shows the Model screen for a Common Partnership 
dataset. 

 

Once all the blocks have been created, select Data | Define Partnership 
Blocks from the Main menu. 
Select Choose All to transfer all the Option pools over to the right-hand 
side and click the OK button. 
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The following graphic shows the Partnership Blocks. 

 

On the Classes screen, double-click each class in turn to display the Edit 
Class Details dialog. 

 Using the two combo-boxes, specify the site or sites where the class is 
to be taught. 

NOTE: Only rooms that have been marked as Partnership Rooms are 
offered for selection on this dialog. If all classes are taught on only 
one site (i.e. there is no difference between the lessons taught in the 
morning and afternoon sessions) then complete the Site (AM) field 
and leave the other combo box set to <none>. 
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 Click the button marked P to generate a Partnership label formed 
from the class name and the first characters of the sites chosen e.g. 
L6D/Ar-SR. 

 

NOTE: Only rooms that have been marked as Partnership Rooms are 
shown in this dialog. 

Schedule all of the Option blocks as required in the usual way (e.g. on the 
Block or Bands screen). 
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From the Main menu, select Data | Allocate Partnership Rooms. You are 
prompted to specify the last period of the morning. 

 if you are using two periods to represent AM and PM (as described 
above) and you have filled in both site combo boxes for each class, then 
enter AM (or whatever the first period is called) 

 if you are using two periods to represent AM and PM (as described 
above) but you have only filled in the AM site combo box for each class, 
then enter PM (or whatever the last period is called) 

 if you have set up more than two periods in the day, you must decide 
which is the correct value to enter. The routine will allocate the AM site 
room to all lessons scheduled on or before the period you indicate, and 
the PM site room to all later lessons. 

 

 If you have not entered sufficient site information for one or more of the 
partnership classes (which would result in one or more lessons not being 
allocated a partnership room) then a warning is displayed: 

 

 If the value you enter as the Last period of the morning (AM 
session) is in fact the last period of the day, and you have in fact 
entered two sites for one or more classes, then a different warning is 
displayed: 

 

The Nova-T6 dataset is now ready to distribute to all the schools in the 
partnership. Save the file. 
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Merging the Core Curriculum with the Local Dataset 
When a school receives the Common Partnership dataset, it has to merge it 
in with its own dataset, containing non-partnership blocks for the lower 
years in the school, which has often been generated by promotion from last 
year’s timetable. Each school may have its own cycle shape and so the 
Common Partnership dataset must first be adapted to fit the local pattern. 
Then it is merged into the existing timetable. 
In Nova-T6, load two datasets up: 

 the Common Partnership dataset 
 the Local School dataset for the following academic year. 

Make sure that the Local school dataset has the Partnership placeholder 
room codes added into its room list. 
Select the Common Partnership dataset, and switch to the Cycle screen. 
Invoke the menu route Cycle | Adapt Partnership Cycle. 

 

You are prompted to specify the number of periods in the morning and 
afternoon sessions. 

NOTE: These numbers should not include any Registration, Lunch or other 
non-teaching periods. 
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The 2-period cycle has now been expanded in line with the periods in the 
local school timetable. You may need to make further adjustments: 

 If you use Registration or other non-teaching periods, add these in the 
normal way. 

 If you use a two-week cycle, then run the routine Cycle | Create Week 
Two. 

At this point the timetable cycle should look very similar to the cycle in the 
other dataset, the actual names of periods and positions of the breaks do 
not matter. 

 

 

When the cycle is expanded, the single periods scheduled at the AM and PM 
period are replicated as separate single period sessions at each of the new 
morning and afternoon periods. To make this stable, the 1-per-day rule for 
each block is automatically suspended. The blocks are also locked in place 
on the timetable. 
Select the Local School dataset. On the Model screen make sure that the 
year groups L6 and U6 exist, even if they are empty. Now select Data | 
Import Partnership Blocks. The blocks and classes, including the lessons 
on the timetable will be read across from the Common Partnership dataset. 
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If the timetable cycles do not match, then one of the following error reports 
is displayed: 

 

 

If the partnership rooms (the placeholders representing the various sites in 
the partnership) are not all present in the local school dataset, then the 
following warning is displayed. 

 

If you continue with the merge then references to the unknown rooms is 
ignored and the imported lessons appear with no room allocation. 

NOTE: This may be acceptable as a room placeholder for the local school 
as the lessons are taught locally and are due to be re-roomed. 
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It is possible that the subjects used in the Common Partnership dataset 
have different codes from the equivalent subjects in the Local School 
dataset. In this case, a dialog displays the discrepancies and allowing the 
user to adjust the codes in the Common Partnership dataset to match the 
local policy. 

 

When you click the OK button to confirm the changes, Nova-T will check 
that your aliasing has not produced any duplicates. In the example above, if 
you select Fr-French as the likely local code to substitute for the unknown 
partnership subject Fh – Francais. However, it turns out that Fr is also 
included in the partnership subject list, then the following error would be 
displayed, and you would have to pick a different code, or more likely abort 
the merge and add Fh in to the local subject list as a legitimate alternative 
subject. 
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Finally the blocks and classes are merged into the Local School dataset. The 
completion message is displayed: 

 

If for some reason not all the blocks could be imported, this will be 
displayed. 

 

The likely reasons for a failure to import all the blocks are: 
 The appropriate year has not been created on the model screen, or it 

has a different year name 
 Blocks exist with the same identifier in the relevant year in the local 

school dataset. In most cases you would expect to be importing into 
empty year groups. 

Importing Partnership Blocks 
If any of the year groups in the target (school) SPL file contains a base band 
with NO blocks (or  sub-bands) i.e. completely empty, then you are asked 
the following question: 

 

If you answer No, the behaviour will be as before. 
If you answer Yes, then any blocks that belong to a year that contains an 
empty band will be imported "starting from" that band. 
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This means that if the Monitor year looks like this: 

 

The target school year before import looks like this: 

 

If you answer Yes to the question, the school year will look like this after the 
import: 
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If you answer No, it would look like this: 

 

Editing Lessons for Classes in the Partnership Blocks 
After the data has been merged, it is up to the local school to decide on the 
staffing and rooming of the lessons for the Partnership classes. 

NOTE: Initially, all locally delivered partnership lessons appear unstaffed 
and all taught in a room which represents the local school. 

 Staffing can perhaps best be managed using the Edit Staff function on 
the Block screen or the timetable 

 The placeholder room must be removed from the timetable and replaced 
with a room code. 
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NOTE: If, for whatever reason, you need to add a "partnership room" to a 
lesson on the timetable on a normal school dataset, you can call up a list 
of just those rooms by selecting the lesson you require on any timetable 
and pressing P. If you use this method, Nova T6 will not object to the 
apparent clash of room use. It is quite in order for many lessons to be 
scheduled simultaneously in the same partnership room as this in fact 
represents an entire establishment. 

Sending the Data to SQL 
Finally the data can be sent to SQL. Each Partnership class will be 
accompanied by a GUID identifier in the XML, which will (later) be read and 
stored in the SQL database to aid communication between the providers of 
the partnership. 

Additional Features 
Some additional new features have been included to support the Partnership 
Exchange functionality. 

Removing References to a Room on the Timetable 
It may be useful to remove all references to a room on the timetable in one 
operation – for example to remove the room placeholder that represents the 
local school. 
Select Plan | Rooms, select the room you require and click the 
Allocations button then click Mark All to select a line in the Remove 
column for all the instances on the timetable and click the OK button. 
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Reordering Groups Within a Block 
It may be useful to be able to re-order the groups within a block, perhaps to 
move all the classes that are taught locally to the top, or to maintain 
alphabetical order even when a late change is announced. 
Note that on the Model screen, the full class label and the systematic name 
are shown at the bottom right of the screen whenever the mouse hovers 
over a subject code in one of the blocks. 
On the Model screen, click and drag the first class of a group and drop it in 
the desired location. 

 

Removing all Class Labels 
A routine has been added to the Classes screen allowing the user to 
remove all user-defined class labels from the dataset. Note that this does 
not remove any site allocations. The menu route is Classes | Remove 
User-defined Class labels. 

Direct Entry of Partnership GUID 
In rare cases it may be necessary to add an extra class to the partnership 
provision AFTER the common dataset has been signed off, distributed to the 
schools and integrated into their respective local datasets. The most likely 
cause of this is a significant number of students changing their minds about 
which courses to follow after the GCSE or AS results for the previous 
academic year have been published. If the partnership has a policy of 
allowing such late changes, if at all possible, then new classes in popular 
subjects may be required. 
The problem is that even if each school carefully enters the new class into 
their datasets, and schedules it, and ensures that the right room code is 
allocated to represent the chosen site – the new class will not be equipped 
with a common Globally Unique Identifier, or GUID, the internal number 
that is used to communicate class membership information around the 
partnership. 
For this reason there is an extra function provided on the Edit Class 
Details dialog (the one that is called up from the classes screen by 
double-clicking on a class). This should only be used in the unusual 
circumstances described above. 
When the partnership management authorises the creation of a new class, 
they must generate a new GUID, and inform all the schools of the existence 
of the new class and its GUID. Each school creates the new class in their 
copy of Nova-T6, and manually enters the given GUID. 
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 Central Administration: Generating the new GUID 
Create the new class in a Partnership Block and save the dataset. Now 
switch to the classes screen, double Click the new class, then click the 
Edit Partnership GUID button. Another dialog will appear, and the 
newly created GUID will be displayed in it, in the Class field. This GUID 
may be copied and emailed to the timetablers at the individual schools. 

 Local School: Manually entering the supplied GUID 
Create the new class in the appropriate partnership block. On the Block 
screen, build the new sessions into the already scheduled sessions. 
Allocate rooms on the timetable as appropriate. Now switch to the 
classes screen, double-click the new class, and click the Edit 
Partnership GUID button. Another dialog will appear, containing the 
Class field. Enter the supplied GUID into this field, close the dialogs and 
save the data. 

 

Importing Partnership Identifiers 
A routine is provided that allows Partnership class identifiers (GUIDs) to be 
copied across from another dataset. The classes are matched by their 
description, and so in order for the routine to function, it is necessary that in 
each dataset, class labels within Partnership blocks are unique. 
This routine will be particularly useful if the school timetable has been 
constructed independently of the timetables for the other schools within the 
partnership, rather than being derived from a common partnership 
timetable as described earlier in this chapter. The routine also offers a 
solution to schools which require a sub-band structure in their partnership 
years that has not been considered in the common partnership dataset. 
The process described here assumes that a common partnership timetable 
has been created, but too late to be incorporated into the school timetables 
at an early stage. 
Each school should ensure that the partnership classes in its dataset have 
the agreed labels. 
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In Nova-T6, load two datasets up: 
 the Common Partnership dataset 
 the Local School dataset for the relevant academic year. 

Select the Local Partnership dataset and select Data | Import 
Partnership Identifiers (GUIDs). 
The system will perform consistency checks: for each of the datasets it will 
look for duplicate class labels. The labels at issue here are the user defined 
labels, rather than the Systematic Labels generated by default, so any 
duplicates may be resolved by editing them on the Classes screen in the 
usual way. 
If no duplicates are found, the Partnership class identifiers are copied across 
and a report is displayed: 

 

In the first section of the report, the classes for which the Partnership 
Identifier (the GUID Value) has been updated will be displayed, together 
with any for which no match was found. The later section of the report 
shows a list of partnership classes in the source dataset which were not 
used in the operation: 

 

It is clear that in this example all classes were successfully matched apart 
from one: L6B/Bi1-GG in the Local dataset was not matched with L6B/Bi1GG 
in the Common Partnership dataset and the reason is the erroneous hyphen. 
The names must be exactly the same. 
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When you close the Report window, you are asked if you wish to save the 
changes: 

 

If some mismatch has occurred, select the No button and try again. 
Otherwise, select the Yes button and the dataset is saved along with its 
imported GUIDs. 

Partnership use of a Single Options Implementation 
There is a requirement to use the SIMS Options module within partnerships. 
This provides the ability to load sets of pupil/students into a single Options 
implementation from two or more SIMS databases, to generate a common 
set of courses and classes and to send the class memberships back into the 
relevant SIMS databases. 
Suggested Process 

 The Options Co-ordinator must verify that the two (or more) schools 
that are planning to work together have agreed a set of 
bands/courses/classes to which pupil/students from both schools may 
belong.  

NOTE: This is similar to the co-ordination that is required in a PX 
Partnership, although PX is not a requirement for this. 

 The Options Co-ordinator visits School A with a laptop on which Options 
is installed, with a suitable implementation into which the shared 
curriculum items (years/subjects/courses) have been imported, and 
imports the relevant pupil/students. 

 The Options Co-ordinator visits School B with the same laptop, and 
imports the relevant pupil/students into the same implementation. 

 This Options implementation now contains pupil/students from both 
schools. The normal process of allocating choices, classes etc. is carried 
out. 

 Once the allocation process is complete, the Options Co-ordinator visits 
School A and exports the class memberships for the pupil/students from 
this school.  

NOTE: Only the memberships for pupil/students who belong to this 
school are updated. 

 Finally, the Options Co-ordinator visits School B and exports the class 
memberships for the pupil/students from this school. Again, only the 
memberships for pupil/students who belong to this school are updated. 
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In order to assist you in identifying which school a pupil/student attends, 
information has been added to the main Student Details - Choices screen. 
When you highlight a pupil/student in the list, their Name, UPN (where 
known) and School number are displayed in the status line at the bottom of 
the list. 

 

Northern Ireland 
In general, there is no difference in the operation of the SIMS Options 
module between regions. However, the School number in Northern Ireland 
is generated differently from the formula used in England and Wales. Once 
the School number has been entered into SIMS Options, there is no 
difference in the functionality, regardless of your region. 

Partnership and End of Year 
When considering the End of Year process in a school that is using 
Partnership Xchange, it is worth noting the following points. 

 A new set of GUIDs is required for each academic year. If you try to 
submit a dataset into the SIMS SQL database with the same GUIDs as 
previously used, the submission will fail. 

 A routine has been provided to remove all partnership GUIDs from the 
currently selected Nova-T dataset. This is accessed from Tools | 
Remove Partnership GUIDs.  
The following confirmation dialog is displayed: 
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If you select Yes, a backup is taken of the data before all the GUIDs are 
deleted. 
When the process has completed, a confirmation dialog is displayed. 

 

Click the OK button. 
If it is necessary that the GUIDs in your dataset match with previously 
defined GUIDs in another dataset, you should take steps to ensure that this 
is done. 
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Using Blanking Codes for Part-Time Teachers .............................. 201 

Arranging Teachers’ PPA Time 
Every member of the teaching staff should be allocated specified protected 
periods on the timetable for the purposes of lesson planning, lesson 
preparation and tasks connected with the administration of assessments. 
These are referred to as PPA Periods and should amount to at least 10% 
of the time the teacher spends in the classroom. 
Nova-T enables you to designate one or more non-class codes as having 
PPA status. When a teacher is scheduled with a PPA non-class code at any 
period, this period is regarded as protected time and the teacher is not 
expected to provide cover for an absent colleague during this period. 

 
 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Creating Non Class Codes in the Implementing Non-Class 
Codes chapter of the Getting Started with Nova handbook 
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The Non-Class Codes Page 
In the previous graphic of the NCC page, the list of non-class codes in the 
top left of the page includes one named PPA, and this non-class code is 
currently highlighted.  
A second non-class code named PPA-Admin, has been created to designate 
teachers’ protected PPA time. Double-click on an existing non-class code to 
display the Edit Non-class code dialog. 
You can modify the abbreviation, description and PPA status for the code. 

 

Clicking on a non-class code in the list to highlight it, results in changes to 
the display of the remaining sections of the NCC page in line with the 
chosen non-class code. 
However, the two panels at the bottom of the NCC page labelled Arrange 
individual NCC sessions for staff are largely independent of the three 
sections at top right.  
In the grid to the right of the teacher list, each cell corresponds to a period 
on the timetable. The information displayed is a summary only and if you 
want to see full details of the teacher’s timetable, double-click the teacher in 
the list on the left. 
In the summary grid, at any period: 

 where the teacher is scheduled with a class, the cell has a grey 
background. 

 where a non-class code is displayed, the cell background is grey or 
yellow according to its PPA status, and the abbreviation of the non-class 
code is displayed. 

 if the teacher is free, the cell has a white background and contains a 
number in brackets which shows how many teachers are free at that 
period. 
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The 10% column in the teacher list displays a value which is one tenth of 
the number of periods that the teacher is scheduled for classes. Non-class 
codes are disregarded in calculating this value. 
The columns headed Agrd and Sched initially display 0 for every teacher 
and you must enter the number of protected periods you intend to assign to 
each teacher. 
The Sched column shows the number of PPA non-class codes that you have 
placed on the teacher’s timetable, and if this is less than the value in the 
Agrd column, it is displayed in red. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Creating Non Class Codes in the Implementing Non-Class 
Codes chapter of the Getting Started with Nova handbook 

Adding and Deleting Non-Class Code Sessions 
The non-class code currently highlighted in the top left of the NCC page can 
be assigned to the required teacher by clicking on any cell with a white 
background. This works for any non-class code, not just for ones with a PPA 
status. When a PPA non-class code is assigned, the number in the Sched 
column in the Arrange individual NCC sessions for staff panel is 
increased and when it equals the figure in the Agrd column, it is not 
displayed in red. 

 

To delete a non-class code session from a cell where it has been scheduled, 
right-click the cell. It is removed from the timetable if: 

 the code is the one currently selected in top left of the NCC page. 
 it is scheduled for a single-period session. 
 it is scheduled with only one teacher. 
 no other attributes, e.g. room have been assigned to it. 

These conditions are satisfied if the non-class code session was scheduled 
with a left mouse click on the timetable grid. If it was scheduled using the 
Schedule button at the top right of the NCC page, you cannot delete the 
session. 
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If an attempt is made to delete a non-class code session where any of the 
above conditions do not apply, a warning message is displayed and the 
session cannot be deleted. 

Defining Linked Classes 
Two teachers can be assigned to one class, e.g. they may work together 
with all the students in the same room, or one teacher may have a support 
role and work with one or two students, while the main teacher looks after 
the remaining students. Both teachers can occupy the same room or 
different rooms. However, if the students are not permanently assigned to 
one teacher or the other, it can be regarded as a single class serving the 
group, taught by two teachers together. 
However, you may have a situation where students are divided between two 
teachers on a regular basis, as two classes, with each student in the group 
belonging to one class or the other. The classes could be studying different 
subjects but because they serve one group and are timetabled together, 
they are described as linked classes. 

It is possible for more than two classes to serve the group together, 
therefore it is convenient to describe one of them as the main class and the 
classes that are linked to it as a cluster. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Please refer to What is a Cluster in the Defining and Resourcing Lessons 
chapter of the Getting Started with Nova handbook 

To create a linked class in the Model page, hold down the Ctrl key while 
clicking and dragging a subject from the Subject list onto an existing class. 
The subject of the new linked class may or may not be the same as the 
subject of the main class. 
The linked class always has the same number of periods as the main class 
to which it is linked. If you want the students of a Science class to be split 
into two classes for two periods but taught together for another four, you 
can create a Science class for the group twice then create a linked class for 
one of these. 

 

The second (linked) class in each group has the same number of periods as 
the main class, i.e. the number of periods apply to the cluster of main class 
and linked class. 
The students are shown as divided equally between the two classes. It is not 
possible to edit the number of students in the main class directly but you 
can edit the number of students in the linked class and in the group as a 
whole. 
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Using Blanking Codes for Part-Time Teachers 
Blanking Codes control the periods that can be used by Nova-T when 
scheduling the timetable. 
A default non-class code of BLANK with a description of Blanking Code is 
already defined and this is available from the Non-Class Codes list in the 
NCC page. 
You can create a block for each of the teachers and/or rooms requiring 
blanking codes, assign the teacher or room to the sessions belonging to the 
block and schedule the sessions in the usual way.  
Scheduling can either be carried out manually, if a particular teacher must 
have certain periods off, or automatically, perhaps a part-time teacher 
needs a half day off but it does not matter which day it is. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Adding an Extra Period in the Defining the Timetable Cycle chapter of the 
Getting Started with Nova handbook 
Rules for Blocks Across Breaks in the Using the Autoscheduling Facility 
chapter of the Maintaining Nova handbook 

Adding a Lunch Break for all Staff 
This function is useful for schools that operate staggered lunches and want 
to ensure that every teacher receives a lunch break on all the days that they 
are working. The following procedure simplifies this task when lunch breaks 
are needed either by all staff, or the majority of them. Changes can easily 
be made to the number of lunches allocated to an individual at the end of 
the process. 
The procedure for arranging teacher lunches is as follows: 

1. Ensure that the periods intended for lunch have the period type Lunch and, 
if only lunch can be scheduled there, that these are set to Exclusive. 

2. Create an appropriate NCC for staff lunchtimes. 
3. Click the Lunch button. 
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A separate block is created for each teacher requiring lunch. Each block 
contains the appropriate number of single periods, e.g. S5 where lunch is 
needed on every day of a 5-day cycle. 
The number of lunch periods for a teacher can be manually reduced or 
increased, if necessary. 

NOTE: Nova-T assumes that every staff member requires lunch, unless 
there is a blanking code or session scheduled and locked during all 
lunch time period(s) on a particular day. It may be useful to schedule and 
lock sessions or blanking codes for teachers not requiring lunch, prior to 
running this procedure. 

Although it is possible to carry out scheduling within the NCC window it is 
much quicker to schedule lunches for large numbers of teachers in the Auto 
window. 

WARNING: Some degree of manual scheduling or adjustment of staff 
lunches is likely to be needed and it is easy to create a situation that is 
impossible to schedule. For example, a teacher is allocated 5 lunches by 
Nova-T, i.e. a lunch on every day of the cycle. It is then decided that the 
teacher must take a class during the whole of the lunch time period on one 
of these days and this is scheduled and locked accordingly. This has 
created a situation where the teacher has five lunch periods to schedule 
but there are only lunch periods available on four days of the cycle. 
Schools will have different priorities so some thought should be given to 
the order in which blocks are scheduled. As each teacher lunch block is 
likely to have single-period sessions for only one teacher, it is sensible to 
delay scheduling teacher lunches until the larger blocks on the timetable 
have been scheduled. 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

Understanding the Timetable Section in the Implementing Non-Class 
Codes chapter of the Getting Started with Nova handbook 
Using the Autoscheduling Facility chapter of the Maintaining Nova 
handbook 

Pros and Cons of a Staggered Lunch Arrangement 
Apart from possible advantages for the school kitchen and cafeteria, there is 
a potential benefit in being able to make more use of resources, especially 
specialist rooms or equipment that are in high demand. A staggered lunch 
arrangement enables more intensive use of laboratories, sports facilities, 
etc. 
A consequence of a staggered lunch arrangement is a loss of timetabling 
flexibility. Where a staggered lunch arrangement is not in place, in a 
six-period day with breaks after periods 2 and 4, any period can be part of a 
double-period session. 
A year or band that has a block scheduled for lunch at period 4A, is only 
able to have two double-period sessions in the day, and must have at least 
two single periods. For some schools, this might prove a serious constraint 
and prevent satisfactory completion of the timetable. 
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There is always a limit to the flexibility or freedom of a manoeuvre to 
re-arrange the timetable. If an additional constraint is imposed, there is 
likely to be a consequence in another part of the timetable. This applies to 
the use of period types, a restriction on what blocks can be scheduled 
where, as much as to the use of facilities, part-time teachers, 
multiple-period sessions or large blocks with many groups. 
Each school has its own priorities and an attempt to make all of these 
requirements a priority, is likely to result in a failed timetable. 
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Derived Years 
A derived year contains students from more than one intake group and it 
may also contain derived bands, i.e. students who are members of a derived 
band from one or other of a number of bands from different years. A derived 
year should be assigned to a National Curriculum year, NCYear, preferably 
one to which most of the students in the derived year belong. 

1. To create and name the years and the bands that belong to them, right-click 
in the band you require and select Add Derived from the pop-up menu. 

 

In the previous example, bands a, g and v, belonging to year L6, are 
displayed. 
The student numbers for years L6 and U6 have been entered but the 
default value for year C6 is not significant. 
The derived box indicates that L6 band v is the source population for a 
derived band but has not yet been linked to it. 

2. Repeat step 1 to add other bands, e.g. year C6/band v. 
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3. Right-click the derived year box to be linked, e.g. C6/band v, select the 
Derive From option from the pop-up menu and select the year/band from 
the list, e.g. L6v. 
The number of students in the derived band (85) is displayed as well as 
their origin. 

 

To create two derived bands, it is necessary to set up C6 bands a and v 
before linking either of them to derived bands in L6 and U6. 

 

It is not possible to add unlinked band a after band v has been linked. 
The previous example shows the effect of creating the derived bands C6-a 
and C6-v on year L6. 
Bands a and v in year L6 are marked as being the source of derived bands 
a and v respectively in year C6. 
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You can subdivide derived bands by clicking the Split bands symbol and 
also create blocks, including blocks that serve more than one band, as 
shown in the following example. 

 

The band derived from L6-a and U6-a has been split into two bands, C6-a 
and C6-b. Option P is a block that serves students of C6-b and C6-v, and 
both Option B and Option C serve bands C6-a and C6-b. 
Probable group sizes have been entered in Option P but not for groups in 
the other blocks. The period totals in the derived bands are shown, they 
only include classes from year C6, because no classes have yet been 
entered in the source years L6 and U6. 
In the following example, some classes have been created in years L6 and 
U6. 

 

The period total for band C6-v is 30. This is made up of 18 periods in year 
C6 (Option P + Option Q) and the greater of 12 periods from L6-v and 3 
periods from U6-v. 
The period totals for bands C6-a and C6-b are both 27. The contribution 
from the source years is 9 periods, this being the greater of L6 (9 periods) 
and U6 (3 periods). The contribution from year C6 is 18 periods, which is 
made up from Options A, B and C for band C6-a, and of Options P, B and 
C for band C6-b. 
The totals of 27 for bands C6-a and C6-b are displayed in red because they 
are less than the total of 30 for band C6-v. 
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Additional Resources: 

Please refer to Changing the Year Order in the Creating the Curriculum 
Model chapter of the Getting Started with Nova handbook 

Sub-Bands 
Sub-bands should be used where: 

 there are more than two departments that wish to split a year or part of 
a year into bands in the same way, but cannot accept a common 
setting. 

 one department does not wish to split the year into bands in the same 
way as other departments do. 

The following example explains how to set up a sub-band: 
Year 9 base bands a and b have been defined and blocks for English and 
Maths have been created in these bands. 
Further blocks are required for Humanities, Languages and Science. These 
three departments can accept a common division of year 9 into two bands, 
provided that they can then create their own groups, i.e. provided that they 
can set independently within the bands. They do not want to use the base 
bands a and b because these have been arranged for the convenience of the 
English and Maths departments. 

 

Right-click year 9 band a and select Add Scheme from the pop-up menu to 
display the sub-band. 

 

Change the name of the new band, split it to create bands p and q and use 
Ctrl + click and drag to span the whole year. 
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You can now create the blocks you need for band p and use copy and paste 
to place replicas in band q. 

 
 

More Information: 
What are Sub-Bands? on page 212 

Using Interleave to Schedule a Fortnightly Cycle 
If you intend to have a 10 day cycle with six periods per day, arranged as 
2:2:2, the object is for the timetable in Week One to resemble the timetable 
in Week Two as closely as possible, so that the only differences are those 
which occur for blocks with an odd number of periods per fortnight. 
You should begin by defining a 5-day cycle with twelve periods per day, 
arranged as 4:4:4. This incorporates breaks after periods 4 and after period 
8. This cycle has sixty periods, so each block and each class will require the 
same number of periods that you intend them to have in the fortnight 
timetable. However, the session lengths will be defined differently. 

 a class needing four single periods per fortnight can be recorded as 
requiring two doubles. 

 a class needing five single periods per fortnight can be recorded as 
requiring two doubles and one single. 

 a class needing six single periods per fortnight can be recorded as 
requiring three doubles. 

 a class needing seven single periods per fortnight can be recorded as 
requiring three doubles and one single. 

 a class needing two double periods per fortnight can be recorded as 
requiring one quadruple. 

 a class needing two double periods and one single per fortnight can be 
recorded as requiring one quadruple and one single. 

 a class needing two double periods and two singles per fortnight can be 
recorded as requiring one quadruple and one double. 

 a class needing three double periods and one single per fortnight can be 
recorded as requiring one quadruple and one triple. 

When you have scheduled the timetable, running the Interleave routine 
converts the timetable to a two-week cycle, in which the odd-numbered 
periods on each day translate to Week One, and the even-numbered periods 
on each day translate to Week Two.  
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Any double-period sessions on the original timetable become two matching 
periods on corresponding days of the two weeks, quadruples become 
doubles, triples become a double in one week and a single in the other. This 
is the most practical reason for using triple and quadruple-period sessions in 
Nova-T. 

Running the Interleave Routine 
1. In the Cycle window, select Cycle | Interleave. 

A backup notification message is displayed. 
2. Click the OK button to display a confirmation dialog. 
3. Click the Yes button to display the Day names prefix dialog. 

 

Although the Interleave routine does not alter the cycle size, the same 
considerations apply as when using the Convert Singles to Doubles 
routine or the Create Week Two routine, the process is irreversible and 
the resulting dataset must be saved with a new name. 
The Interleave routine tries to provide useful names for periods in the new 
cycle. All the even-numbered periods in the original one-week cycle are 
discarded and the routine examines the remaining odd numbered periods. 
Where it finds any with numeric names, e.g. 1,3,5, etc., these are 
renumbered sequentially beginning at 1, e.g. 1,2,3, etc. Any others e.g. 
REG, P2, LUN, BUS are left as they were. After any modifications, these 
period names are used for the periods of the new two-week cycle. 
By default, the names are prefixed by 1 or 2 to indicate the week in the 
cycle. 

Limitations of Interleave 
Although the Interleave routine is powerful, it is not able to deliver three 
doubles per fortnight for a block. To achieve this, it is necessary to do some 
further scheduling after Interleave has been used: 

1. Define and schedule one quadruple session only for the block. 
2. Use the Interleave routine to create a two-week cycle with a double in 

each week. 
3. Use the Model, Class and Sessions windows to adjust the curriculum plan, 

from showing two doubles to showing the  required three doubles. Ensure 
that the teachers have been assigned to all these sessions. 

4. Select Schedule | Autoschedule Blocks to add the third double to the 
timetable. 
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A difficulty can sometimes arise when attempting to schedule blocks serving 
parts of a year, if one of these blocks is intended to be scheduled against 
different blocks at corresponding periods in Week One and Week Two. The 
following example illustrates the issue. 

 

 Week One Week Two 

 1Mo1 1Mo2  1Mo3 
etc. 

2Mo1 2Mo2  2Mo3 etc. 

Band a Ma Fr  Ma Pe  

Band b Ma Fr  Ma 

This timetable can be produced using the Interleave routine, by setting up a 
double-period session for the Band a and Band b Maths blocks and 
single-period sessions for Band a French, Band b French, and Bands ab Pe. 

 

 One-week timetable before Interleave 

 Mo1 Mo2 Mo3 Mo4 Mo5 etc. 

Band a Ma Fr Pe  

Band b Ma Fr 

However, if there are too few French teachers to allow for Band a French 
and Band b French to be scheduled simultaneously, and that French in one 
band must be scheduled against Maths in the other. In the required 
two-week timetable, the blocks must be arranged in the manner displayed 
in the following example. 

 

 Week One Week Two 

 1Mo1 1Mo2  1Mo3 etc. 2Mo1 2Mo2  2Mo3 etc. 

Band a Ma Fr  Ma Pe  

Band b Fr Ma Ma 

The Relationship Between Blocks and Bands 
The blocks in the following diagram are not linear. One block serves both 
band a and band b, and the 113 students are divided into five groups. Each 
group has a single class (Science). The number of students in each group is 
shown at the top right of the cell. 
All five Science classes must be timetabled together, and since they provide 
for the students of both bands, no other classes belonging to these bands 
can be scheduled at the same periods. 
In the other blocks, each group has only one class. The 56 students in band 
a study Maths at the same time. During these periods, the students in band 
b could also be scheduled for Maths or possibly for English or Art. 
Blocks serving the same band are not required to have the same number of 
groups. The Maths and English blocks contain two groups but the Art block 
has three. 
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56 

 

   Band a 

23 

    9X/Sc1 

29 

    9a/Ma1 

28 

    9a/En1 

18 

    9a/Ar1 

24 

    9X/Sc2 

27 

    9a/Ma2 

28 

    9a/En2 

19 

    9a/Ar2 

19 

    9a/Ar3 
22 

    9X/Sc3 
57 

 

   Band b 

29 

    9b/Ma1 

29 

    9b/En1 

19 

    9b/Ar1 
22 

    9X/Sc4 
19 

    9b/Ar2 

22 

    9X/Sc5 

28 

    9b/Ma2 

28 

    9b/En2 

19 

    9b/Ar3 

We can see that the membership of the band a Maths and English groups is 
not the same, because the number of students does not correspond. 
It is not obvious that the band b Maths and English groups contain different 
students, but this is very likely to be the case. If the Maths and English 
departments are willing to use identical groups, there is no point in creating 
separate blocks for Maths and English. A block can be created for band a 
which contained two groups and each group would have a Maths and an 
English class. This would introduce extra flexibility, because the block would 
be linear, when one group was timetabled for English, the other group could 
study either English or Maths. 

What are Sub-Bands? 
In the previous example, the purpose of creating separate blocks for English 
and Maths enables these departments to decide for themselves how to place 
students in classes. The freedom to do this is not absolute because they 
must agree on the assignment of students to band a or band b. The Art 
department must also accept these assignments. The Science department 
has total freedom to set the students, because the Science block provides 
for all the students of band a and band b. 
Why did the school decide to divide year 9 into two bands? The most 
common reason for doing this is that there are not enough Art, or English, 
or Maths teachers for these departments to teach the whole year at once. 
Having two bands makes it possible for half the students to study Art or 
Maths when the other half are studying English. 
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Who decided which students should belong to band a and which to band b? 
There are many possible answers, perhaps the band membership was 
simply carried forward from the previous year or perhaps a student’s band 
depends on the student’s registration group. It is possible that 
representatives of the Maths and English departments met to discuss and 
agree on the student band assignments. Art teachers might have taken part 
in these discussions, or they may have been ready to accept the decisions 
made by the Maths and English teachers. 
Imagine that blocks must be created for other subjects, perhaps French, 
Geography and History. They must be separate blocks, because each 
department wants freedom to set the students as they wish. These 
departments do not have sufficient teachers to teach the whole of year 9 at 
once. An obvious solution is to set up two blocks for each subject, one for 
band a and one for band b. This is a very flexible arrangement, because 
when band a is scheduled for one subject, there are five other subjects that 
could be scheduled for band b. 
In the resulting compromise, the students of year 9 may be divided into 
bands a and b by the English and Maths departments, and separate blocks 
defined for these bands for English, Maths and Art. The French, Geography 
and History departments may agree on a different division of the year into 
two populations, band p and band q, in order to define their blocks. 
The bands p and q, because they result from combining the members of 
bands a and b and dividing them into two populations in a different way, are 
called sub-bands, and the original bands a and b are base bands. Looked at 
in another way, bands p and q could be called base bands, and bands a and 
b sub-bands, both descriptions are valid. 

 

 

Band a   En   Ma   Ar 

 Band p   Fr   Gg   Hi 

 

Band q   Fr   Gg   Hi Band b   En   Ma   Ar 

The previous diagram does not imply anything about the sizes of the four 
bands, the year might be divided into two equally sized bands a and b, and 
into two equally sized bands p and q. However, there is no relationship 
between one partition and the other. A student in band a might belong 
either to band p or band q, in fact, each student in the year must be 
assigned either to band a or band b and either to band p or band q. 

Should Sub-Bands be Used? 
The use of sub-bands should be avoided where possible. They introduce a 
lot of inflexibility into the timetable, there is almost always a cost 
somewhere else, and often one not easily traceable to its source. In the 
previous example, it might follow that: 

 two of the departments will have to change a preferred teacher 
assignment in year 10 or year 12. 

 several classes get a poor distribution of lessons across the week. 
 a part-time teacher’s work cannot be concentrated on three days, and 

so some of her classes must be shared with another teacher. 
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If the departments had understood the consequences for themselves and 
others, they might have reached an agreement on banding. If no agreement 
can be reached, sub-bands are still unnecessary unless at least three 
subjects use them. If only the two departments History and Geography 
cannot accept the band a / band b split, it would have been possible to 
define two blocks for bands a and b combined. 

 

 

Band a 

 

 

9A/Gg1 

9A/Gg2 

9A/Hi1 

9A/Hi2 

 

9B/Gg1 

9B/Gg2 

9B/Hi1 

9B/Hi2 
 

Band b 

 

Any student who is assigned to a Geography class in block A can belong to a 
History class in block B. There is no need to create sub-bands p and q to 
arrange this, because Geography will always have to be paired with History. 
It might be possible to use this principle in our example to achieve a little 
more flexibility. If Art were to use the same band split as History, 
Geography and French, that would only leave English and Maths using bands 
a and b. These bands could be abandoned, bands p and q would become 
the base bands for year 9, and two blocks, each serving bands p and q 
together, and each containing two English and two Maths classes, created 
instead of the four original blocks. 

Dividing a Year by 2 and 3 
There are 174 students in Year 8, belonging to six registration groups (8.A , 
8.B , 8.C , 8.D , 8.E , 8.F). The following are the school’s curriculum 
requirements: 

 the students should study Art, Home Economics and Design Technology 
in groups no larger than 20. 

 other subjects can be taught in groups of up to 30. 
 English, Maths and Science should be taught in classes appropriate to 

the students’ abilities in each subject. 
 girls and boys should be timetabled for P.E. separately. 
 the classes in French, History, Geography, R.E., Drama and Music 

should correspond to the registration groups. 
The school employs six Science teachers, although there are only five 
laboratories. There are five teachers each of English and Maths, three each 
of Art, Design, French and Home Economics, two each of History and 
Geography, one male and one female P.E teacher, and one teacher each of 
R.E, Drama and Music. 
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What is a suitable curriculum plan for year 8? It is apparent that: 
 only Science has enough teachers to teach the whole year at once, and 

if this were done, one class at each period would have to use a 
classroom rather than a laboratory. 

 to allow independent setting in English, Maths and Science, the year 
must be divided into two populations and blocks created for each 
population in each subject. 

 there are not enough teachers of Art, Design or Home Economics to 
teach half the year at once. If the year were split into three equal 
populations of 58 students, each population could then be divided into 
three classes, and this could be managed. These populations would also 
be a convenient size for pairs of P.E classes. 

Since the year must be divided in two for some subjects and into thirds for 
others, it might seem that here sub-bands would help: 
The problem with this plan is that, as it stands, when Art is scheduled for 
band p, the rest of the year must have Design, Home Economics, or P.E., 
and English, Maths and Science are likewise inflexible. 
More flexibility would be introduced if the bands p, q and r were composed 
of pairs of registration groups, because then linear blocks serving these 
bands could be set up for the remaining subjects. 
Alternatively, linear blocks could be set up for bands a and b, with three 
groups in each corresponding to three registration groups. This would make 
the timetabling of English, Maths and Science easier, but would leave a 
rather rigid arrangement for bands p, q and r. 
Ideally, we would want to do both of these things. Unfortunately, the 
relationship between sub-bands does not permit this; since bands p, q and r 
are sub-bands of bands a and b, a student who belongs to band a can 
belong to any of the sub-bands, so scheduling band a at the same time as 
band r is forbidden. 
The solution lies in recognizing that blocks can be defined both for single 
bands and for bands in combination. We need to identify every population of 
students that will be used to define blocks, and make these the bands. For 
English, Maths and Science, we need blocks to serve (8.A + 8.B + 8.C) and 
(8.D + 8.E + 8.F). For Art, P.E etc., we need blocks to serve (8.A + 8.B), 
(8.C + 8.D) and (8.E + 8.F). 
This can be achieved by identifying the bands as (8.A+8.B), (8.C), (8.D) 
and (8.E + 8.F). If we call these bands w, x, y, z, then the Maths blocks will 
serve bands w + x and bands y + z; the Art blocks serve band w, bands x 
+ y, and band z. 
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How should blocks be set up for French, Geography, History, etc.? If we 
want to use these subjects to schedule at the same time as any of the other 
blocks, we need separate blocks for each of the four bands. The blocks for 
band w and band z will each contain two groups, and the blocks for band x 
and band y will contain one group each: 

 

Band w En 

En 

En 

Ma 

Ma 

Ma 

Sc 

Sc 

Sc 

Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Dt 

Dt 

Dt 

He 

He 

He 

Pe 

Pe 

 Fr     Gg     Hi     Re     Dr     Mu   
(8.A) 

 

Fr     Gg     Hi     Re     Dr     Mu   
(8.B) 

Band x 

 

Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Dt 

Dt 

Dt 

He 

He 

He 

Pe 

Pe 

Fr     Gg     Hi     Re     Dr     Mu   
(8.C) 

Band y 

 

En 

En 

En 

Ma 

Ma 

Ma 

Sc 

Sc 

Sc 

Fr     Gg     Hi     Re     Dr     Mu   
(8.D) 

Band z Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Dt 

Dt 

Dt 

He 

He 

He 

Pe 

Pe 

Fr     Gg     Hi     Re     Dr     Mu   
(8.E) 

Fr     Gg     Hi     Re     Dr     Mu   
(8.F) 

This is much better than the similar plan using sub-bands. There are many 
more possibilities for fitting blocks on to the timetable. For example, it is 
possible to schedule Science for bands w + x, and at the same period 
schedule Drama for band y and Art for band z. 

Analysis – Areas of study 
Evaluating a curriculum model entails testing it against the curriculum 
requirements it should satisfy. How this evaluation is carried out depends on 
how those requirements are expressed. For example, you might intend that 
all its students should devote 10% of their curriculum to the study of a 
modern language. To test a model against this requirement it is necessary 
to have a structure of subjects and courses that recognises French, German, 
Italian, Spanish as modern languages, and GCSE French and A-level French 
as both French. If it is a stated aim of the curriculum to develop skills of oral 
communication, it will be necessary to gauge how much the study of French, 
English, History, Science, Drama etc. contributed to achieving this aim. 
Terms such as Subject, Department, Faculty, Course, Component, Topic, 
Skill, etc. are understood differently by different people, and are used with 
different meanings according to the context. To avoid confusion or 
misunderstanding it is necessary to explain how some of these terms are 
used in Nova-T and how they relate to each other. 
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Subjects 
The idea of the curriculum as divisible into areas of study described as 
Subjects remains a useful way of thinking about the curriculum. It also 
makes analysis of the curriculum relatively simple whilst being easy to 
communicate to parents. Schools find it useful to work with broad 
classifications such as Science or Humanities, and also to distinguish 
between Chemistry and Physics or between Geography and History when 
providing courses, classes and qualifications. 
The analysis routines in Nova-T consider classes, not individual students and 
they refer to subjects, not to the actual courses, components or skills. A 
Subject is an attribute of a class, and the definition of subjects is a matter 
for each school to decide. However, in analysing the curriculum, it may be 
desirable to group subjects together, either manually or by using External 
Subject Codes or by use of the Faculty hierarchical structure. 

External (Standard) Subject Codes 
Subjects are described differently by different bodies. One school may 
provide classes in Home Economics (Textiles) and another school may 
describe the same activity as Needlework or Fashion and Fabrics. Your 
LA could also translate these subjects into a different, umbrella description 
of its own.  
Subjects that a school regards as distinct, e.g. Pure Mathematics, 
Applied Mathematics, etc. may be described in the same way by the DfE. 
As long as correct mapping of school subject descriptions to external subject 
codes has been undertaken, analysis will be possible. 
External Subject Codes provide a useful way in which subjects can be 
grouped into families for analysis purposes. Multiple sets of codes are 
available to enable schools to use one set for the recording of DfE subjects 
and the remainder for other, school specific purposes. 
The use of external subject codes enables data from different schools to be 
compared as each subject can be mapped to a universal external subject 
codes. 

 

More Information: 
Using More than One Dataset on page 53 

Subject, Department and Faculty 
You may use the terms of Department and Faculty to describe an 
organisational structure within your school. In Nova-T6, these terms are 
used to describe a way of arranging subjects into a hierarchical structure.  
All subjects belong to a Department, which is either itself, or another 
subject. For example, the list of subjects may include Biology, Chemistry, 
Human Biology, Physics, Science, etc. The department of Human Biology 
may cover only Biology and the department covering all the other science 
subjects, including Science itself, may be called the Science department. A 
subject cannot belong to two departments. 
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The term Faculty is used to describe whichever subject is at the top of the 
hierarchical structure. For example, the department of Human Biology 
covers Biology and the department of Biology belongs to the Science 
department. As Science is its own department, the faculty of Human Biology 
is Science. 
This grouping of subjects into faculties provides another way of analysing 
the curriculum. 
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